GLOUCESTER CITY COUNCIL CALENDAR OF BUSINESS
SPECIAL CITY COUNCIL MEETING
TUESDAY, JUNE 7, 2016
7:00 P.M.
KYROUZ AUDITORIUM, CITY HALL
SCM2016-004
MEETINGS ARE RECORDED

FLAG SALUTE & MOMENT OF SILENCE
REVISED AGENDA
• CONSENT AGENDA
ACTION
• APPLICATIONS/PETITIONS
1. Special Events Application: Request to hold Maritime Heritage Day Gloucester Schooner Festival on
September 3, 2016
(Refer P&D)
2. Special Events Application: Request to hold Fishtown Horribles Parade on July 3, 2016
(Refer P&D)
3. Special Events Application: Request to hold Concert on the Boulevard on July 3, 2016
(Refer P&D)
• APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS COUNCIL AND STANDING COMMITTEE MEETINGS
(Approve/File)
1. City Council meeting: May 24, 2016
2. FY17Budget Review meetings: B&F 05/04/16, 05/16/16, 05/17/16, 05/23/16, 05/25/16, 05/31/16, 06/01/16 (Approve/File)
(Approve/File)
3. FY17 Budget Review meetings: B&F 06/02/16
4. Standing Committee Meeting: Special P&D 06/02/16, O&A 06/06/16 (under separate cover)
(Approve/File)
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT
ACTION
Special P&D 06/02/16, O&A 06/06/16
SCHEDULED PUBLIC HEARING
1. PH2016-022: Amend GCO by ADDING new section entitled Sec. 22-161.1 “Same-From May 1 to September 15
and certain days” and ADDING new section entitled Sec. 22-275.1 “Same-Between certain hours, from May 1 to
September 15 and certain days;” and amend Sec. 22-291 “Tow-away zones” and amend Sec. 22-270.1 “Resident
sticker parking” re: Washington St. southerly side on the intersection of Tucker St. for a certain distance
2. PH2016-023: Public Hearing on FY17 Proposed Budget (supporting backup documentation)
http://gloucester-ma.gov/ArchiveCenter/ViewFile/Item/5999; FY 17 Mayor’s Recommended Budget :
(http://www.gloucester-ma.gov/DocumentCenter/View/3757)
FOR COUNCIL VOTE
1. PH2016-017: Proposed increase of certain miscellaneous Solid Waste Fees effective July 1, 2016
(FCV)
(Cont’d from 05/24/16 CCM)
2. CC2016-025(O’Hara/Memhard) Request City Council vote to petition MassDOT, Senator Bruce Tarr and State
Representative Ann-Margaret Ferrante to request the elimination of the left-hand turn from Rt. 128 Extension on
Bass Avenue to Eastern Avenue
(FCV)
ROLL CALL – Councillor Steve LeBlanc
Meeting dates are subject to change. Check with City
Clerk’s Office
NEXT REGULAR CITY COUNCIL MEETING, June 14, 2016

____________________________
Joanne M. Senos, Interim City Clerk
NOTE: The Council President may rearrange the Order of Business in the interest of public convenience.
The listing of matters is those reasonably anticipated by the Chair which may be discussed at the meeting. Not all items
listed may in fact be discussed and other items not listed may also be brought up for discussion to the extent permitted by
law.
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GLOUCESTER CITY COUNCIL MEETING
Tuesday, May 24, 2016 – 7:00 p.m.
Kyrouz Auditorium – City Hall
-MINUTESPresent: Chair, Councilor Joseph Ciolino; Vice Chair, Steven LeBlanc, Jr.; Councilor Melissa Cox;
Councilor Paul Lundberg; Councilor Valerie Gilman; Councilor Scott Memhard (arrived at 7:05 p.m.);
Councilor Sean Nolan; Councilor James O’Hara; Councilor Joseph Orlando, Jr.
Absent: None.
Also Present: Mayor Sefatia Theken; Joanne Senos; Kenny Costa; Jim Destino; Chip Payson; Dan Smith;
John Dunn; Mike Hale; Stephen Winslow; James Pope
The meeting was called to order at 7:03 p.m. The Council President announced that this meeting is
recorded by video and audio in accordance with state Open Meeting Law.
Flag Salute & Moment of Silence.
Oral Communications:
Karen Favazza Spencer, member of the city’s Cable TV Advisory Committee (CTAC) announced that the
membership of the CTAC has done all they can at this time given the primacy of the Regional Cape Ann Committee
led by Economic Development Director, Sal DiStefano, which includes representatives from Rockport, Essex,
Manchester, Cape Ann TV and legal counsel and are submitting their collective resignations. She said the CTAC is
recommending that the Council acknowledge the Regional Committee (formed ad hoc in 2014) as the only group
that is involved in the Comcast contract renewal process slated for March 2017. She reviewed briefly the
recommendations of the resigning CTAC members (full written statement placed on file).
Presentations/Commendations:
1 of 2: Update on Beauport Hotel Project – Attorney John Cunningham
Attorney John Cunningham, representing Beauport Gloucester LLC, introduced Sherree Zizik and Lee
Dellicker of Windover Construction were also present.
Ms. Zizik expressed her gratitude as she reported that the Beauport Gloucester Hotel readies for its opening,
and said it is the most beautiful hotel they could have built with a 150 member staff ready to serve their guests and
make the city proud. She extended her thanks to her legal team, the Council, the Mayor and the city staff who
worked with them to see the project to fruition. She said the hotel is anticipated to open very soon in June.
Mr. Delliker, Windover Construction President and owner, thanked Councilor Cox for liaising with the hotel’s
neighbors during the construction of the hotel. He pointed out that the city undertook a very complicated
infrastructure program in the Fort at the same time a complicated building project was accomplished, and reported it
went very well. the Building, Electrical and Plumbing Inspectors have been through the hotel on their inspections
have been done and it is expected that from the building code perspective, those inspections will be signed off by the
end of this week, he said. A power point presentation (placed on file) was shown with photographs of the hotel from
many interior and exterior aspects as of today’s date which highlighted that most of the hotel but for finishing
touches and furniture to be moved in is complete.
He noted the Special Council Permit (SCP) conditions have been met. He displayed a 3-ring binder of
documentation to the Council saying that documentation will be submitted to the Building Inspector by week’s end
and the same documentation packet will be forwarded to the Planning & Development Committee. He advised that
the P&D Committee will hear about the completion of the project very shortly, and then the Council will vote to
acknowledge the SCP conditions are met. A soft opening is anticipated for the hotel June 11 then a hard opening of
the hotel on June 15 once having confirmation that all conditions are met through the Council and from the Building
Inspector.
Councilor LeBlanc extended his congratulations on the finishing of the hotel project saying that the hotel fits
nicely into the city skyline. He said he looked forward to the hotel’s opening. Ms. Zizik said that there will be a
hotel ribbon cutting in September and at that time they will open the hotel to the city with a grand celebration. She
again extended her thanks to the Council.
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Councilor Cox, in whose ward the project was constructed, thanked Ms. Zizik and Mr. Delliker for being great
partners in keeping the flow of communications open, and added her thanks to the Public Works Department for
their help in getting the infrastructure work done as well as keeping the Fort residents well informed.
Councilor Gilman noted that from the water the hotel looks lovely, and said that a friend’s daughter has
already booked a wedding at the nearly opened hotel.
Council President Ciolino credited former City Councilor Paul McGeary, who was in attendance, with his
work on the Special Council Permits for the hotel helping to shepherd it through the permitting process.
2 of 2: North Gloucester Woods Project Update – Stephen Winslow, Senior Project Manager, Community
Development Department
Mr. Winslow highlighted the following information on the North Gloucester Woods Project which
encompasses just under 1,000 acres comprised of 99 parcels, privately owned, municipally owned and those parcels
which ownership has been difficult to ascertain. This area is crisscrossed with about 16 miles of trails and old
quarry rail tracks and roads that many residents use for hiking and other recreational pastimes. The importance of
access to this significant open space, planning, assessing, preserving and protecting it was expressed and some of the
ways in which the city can work towards creating a North Gloucester Woods Reservation were touched upon.
Mr. Winslow also briefly noted access point, private ownership and unknown ownership issues to be overcome
in working towards the creation of a reservation for the protection of the North Gloucester Woods. He said
ultimately the study recommended that the city moves to protect a core reservation in the North Gloucester woods
comprised of city-owned parcels, owner unknown parcels, conserved lands (owned by the Essex County Greenbelt
Association and the New England Forestry Foundation), and several privately owned parcels considered critical to
the integrity and continuity of the reservation. He acknowledged the community input that helped to move this
entire project forward (Power Point presentation placed on file).
Councilor Gilman said she envisioned the next step would be to put in a zoning definition of open space
through appropriate city boards and the Council. She pointed out a great deal of CPA funds have gone into open
space and recreation in the city, and it is time to pull it towards protection of the trails and acreage.
Council President Ciolino said that when open space is referenced in the Zoning Ordinance it is only
referenced for side, back and front yard setbacks. He suggested this is something that has to be defined before it can
be started and will move towards getting this before the Planning Board, and will be their starting point.
Councilor Gilman thanked Mr. Winslow, Larry Durkin, the city’s Environmental Engineer and Nick Holland
of Cape Ann Trail Stewards for attending a Lanesville community meeting recently to help set community priorities
on open spaces. Mr. Winslow said in 2017 there will be another update of the city’s Open Space Plan.
Councilor Memhard said the North Gloucester Woods is a wonderful asset and resource. He asked about
other open space projects that may be on tap for other parts of the city regardless of their particular resources and if
a prioritized list of parcels for preservation has been developed. Mr. Winslow said the Open Space and Recreation
Committee had addressed the city’s open space inventory a while ago, and that and with the next Open Space Plan
they’ll look more closely at what city-wide parcels may or may not need protection.
Council President Ciolino noted Mr. Winslow has been working on the city’s Open Space Plan for some time
now since he’s been employed by the city and acknowledged his hard work and diligence on behalf of the city.
New Appointments:
Clean Energy Commission

Paul McGeary

TTE 02/14/18

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: On a motion by Councilor , seconded by Councilor , the Ordinances &
Administration Committee voted in favor, opposed, to recommend that the City Council appoint Paul McGeary to
the Clean Energy Commission, TTE 02/14/18.
DISCUSSION:
Former Councilor McGeary said a good deal of his effort on the Council was to help the city to move towards
more environmentally friendly ways of generating energy, helped to bring the wind turbine projects to fruition, and
worked on the Climate Risk Assessment Committee which looked at the effect of climate change out to 2030 that
may affect city properties. He said anything they can do to reduce the burden of greenhouse gasses and to generate
clean, efficient power has always been of interest to him.
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Council President Ciolino mentioned that the wind turbines now bring to the city about $350,000 in revenue to
the city and about $40,000 for that PILOT program and it is to Former Council McGeary’s credit.
MOTION: On a motion by Councilor LeBlanc, seconded by Councilor Nolan, the City Council voted 9 in
favor, opposed to appoint Paul McGeary to the Clean Energy Commission, TTE 02/14/18.
Trust Fund Commission

Barry Weiner (Cont’d from 5/2/16)

TTE 02/14/19

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: On a motion by Councilor , seconded by Councilor , the Ordinances &
Administration Committee voted in favor, opposed, to recommend that the City Council appoint Barry Weiner to
the Trust Fund Commission, TTE 02/14/19.
DISCUSSION:
Mr. Weiner said that he looks forward to discharging his duties with the Trust Fund Commission on behalf of
the city. Councilor Cox said in her last term as the B&F Chair, she worked to get this Commission back up and
running and that Mr. Weiner was a fine appointment. Council President Ciolino added his endorsement as well.
MOTION: On a motion by Councilor LeBlanc, seconded by Councilor Nolan , the City Council voted 9 in
favor, 0 opposed to appoint Barry Weiner to the Trust Fund Commission, TTE 02/14/19.
Consent Agenda:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
1.
2.
1.
2.

1.
2.

1.
2.

•
MAYOR’S REPORT
Special Budgetary Transfer Request (2016-SBT-31) from Police Dept.
(Refer B&F)
Special Budgetary Transfer Request (2016-SBT-31) from Police Dept.
(Refer B&F)
Memorandum from CFO & Special Budgetary Request (2016-SBT-33)
(Refer B&F)
Memorandum, Grant Application & Checklist from Police Chief re: Acceptance of a FY16 Bulletproof Vest Grant in the amount of
$23,270 from USDOJ & EOPSS
(Refer B&F)
Communication from Attorney John Cunningham re: The Beauport Hotel Gloucester Project & compliance with Special Council
Permit conditions & the issuance of a Certificate of Conditions Complete
(Refer P&D)
Invitation & flyer from Public Health Nurse re: Hepatitis C education event at the Rose Baker Senior Center on June 8, 2016
(Info Only)
•
COMMUNICATIONS/INVITATIONS
The Vegetation Management Plan-Keolis Commuter Service
(Info Only)
Invitation from the Relief Association of the Gloucester Fire Dept. for the Firefighter’s Memorial Services on June 12, 2016
(Info Only)
•
APPLICATIONS/PETITIONS
SCP2016-001: Mt. Vernon Street #31, Map 30, Lot 57, GZO Sections 3.1.6 & 3.2.2 fn(c) Maximum height & 3.2.2 fn(a) Minimum
lot area per dwelling unit
(Refer P&D)
SCP2016-002: Essex Avenue #74, Map 218, Lot 118, GZO Sec. 2.3.6(1) Parking of Motor Vehicles to service a use permitted in
the same district
(Refer P&D)
•
COUNCILORS ORDERS
CC2016-025 (O’Hara/Memhard) Request City Council vote to petition MassDOT, State Sen. Bruce Tarr & State Rep. AnnMargaret Ferrante to request the elimination of the left-hand turn from Rte. 128 Extension southerly to Eastern Avenue
(FCV 06/0716)
CC2016-026 (Gilman) Amend GCO by adding new sections 22-161.1 & 22-275.1 and amending Sections 22-275.1, 22-291 &
22-270.1 re: Washington Street southerly side on the intersection of Tucker Street for a certain distance
•
APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS COUNCIL AND STANDING COMMITTEE MEETINGS
City Council Meeting: May 10, 0216
(Approve/File)
Standing Committee Meetings: B&F 05/19/16 (under separate cover), O&A 05/16/16 (under separate cover), P&D 05/18/16
(Approve/File)

Unanimous Consent Calendar:
1. Special Budgetary Transfer Request (2016-SBT-33) from City Clerk’s Office
(Refer B&F)
2. Petition for road repairs in accordance with GCO Article VI “Repair of Private Ways” Sec. 21-80 et seq.-Starknaught Rd. (Refer Mayor, DPW & B&F)

Items to be added/deleted from the Consent Agenda and Unanimous Consent Calendar:
By unanimous consent of the Council, the Consent Agenda and Unanimous Consent Calendar was
accepted as presented.
Committee Reports:
Budget & Finance: May 19, 2016
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MOTION: On a motion by Councilor Memhard, seconded by Councilor Orlando, the City Council voted 9
in favor, 0 opposed, to approve the following matters on the Unanimous Consent Agenda of the Budget &
Finance Committee dated May 24, 2016:
1.

Special Budgetary Transfer Requests 2016-SBT-23, -24, -25, -26, -27, -28, -29, & -30 from DPW
For the purpose of alleviating the FY16 Snow & Ice Deficit

MOTION: On a motion by Councilor Memhard, seconded by Councilor Orlando, the City Council voted 9 in
favor, 0 opposed, to approve the following Special Budgetary Transfers for the purpose of alleviating the
city’s Snow and Ice deficit:
2016-SBT-23
From: 101000.10.423.58700.0000.00.000.00.058 DPW S&I Replacement Equipment To: 101000.10.423.52970.0000.00.000.00.052 S&I, Contracts $22,165.00
2016-SBT-24
From: 101000.10.472.52000.0000.00.000.00.052 DPW Facilities, Contract Services To: 101000.10.423.52970.0000.00.000.00.052 S&I, Contracts $65,000.00
2016-SBT-25
From: 101000.10.472.52150.0000.00.000.00.052 DPW Facilities, Natural Gas Heating To: 101000.10.423.52970.0000.00.000.00.052 S&I, Contracts $12,562.00
2016-SBT-26
From: 101000.10.472.52410.0000.00.000.00.052 DPW Facilities, Building Maint. To: 101000.10.423.52970.0000.00.000.00.052 S&I, Contracts $50,000.00
2016-SBT-27
From: 101000.10.499.54120.0000.00.000.00.054 DPW Other, Diesel Fuel for MV To: 101000.10.423.52970.0000.00.000.00.052 S&I, Contracts $14,173.57
2016-SBT-28
From: 101000.10.403.54000.0000.00.000.00.054 DPW Solid Waste Disp., Sup.
To: 101000.10.423.55410.0000.00.000.00.054 S&I, Salt/Sand Road $70,000.00
2016-SBT-29
From: 101000.10.423.51310.0000.00.000.00.051 DPW S&I, Overtime
To: 101000.10.423.55410.0000.00.000.00.054 S&I, Salt/Sand Road $36,617.93
2016-SBT-30
From: 101000.10.499.54110.0000.00.000.00.054 DPW Other, Gasoline
To: 101000.10.423.55410.0000.00.000.00.054 S&I, Salt/Sand Road $10,204.99

3.

Memorandums, Grant Applications & Checklists from Interim Director of Public Health for two MiniGrants received by Public Health Department:
A) A mini-grant from the Massachusetts Dental Society in the amount of $1,980

MOTION: On a motion by Councilor Memhard, seconded by Councilor Orlando, the City Council voted 9
in favor, 0 opposed, under MGL c. 44, §53A accept a private mini-grant from the Massachusetts Dental
Society’s MDS Foundation for $1,980 for the purpose of funding school bus transportation trips between the
Gloucester Public Schools and the Gloucester Public Health Department’s Children’s Dental Center to
expand outreach efforts to underserved youth in the City of Gloucester.
B) Nicotine Delivery Device mini-grant in the amount of $5,000 from Health Resources in Action
MOTION: On a motion by Councilor Memhard, seconded by Councilor Orlando, the City Council voted 9
in favor, 0 opposed, under MGL c. 44, §53A accept a private mini-grant from the 84 Movement, a subsidiary
of Health Resources in Action for $5,000 for the purpose of funding the City of Gloucester’s participation in
the 84 Movement’s assessment of the impact of flavored tobacco products on youth smoking rates and a
student Youth Council leadership outreach education program both through the Healthy Collaborative.
* * * * * END B&F CONSENT AGENDA* * * * *
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: On a motion by Councilor Lundberg, seconded by Councilor Ciolino, the
Budget & Finance Committee voted 3 in favor, 0 opposed, to recommend that the City Council permit the Public
Works Director on behalf of the City of Gloucester to include a term of eight (8) years with an option by the city to
renew for an additional term of two (2) years any and all contracts that result from a Request for Proposal (RFP) for
the full service and operation and maintenance of the city’s water and waste water facilities and a Request for
Proposal for the operation and maintenance of the city’s collection system mechanical components.
DISCUSSION:
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Councilor Memhard explained that the Public Works Director on behalf of the city is currently out to bid on
one of two critical contracts, the operation and maintenance of the collection system mechanical components (pump
stations, grinder pumps, and STEP systems) which he hopes to have in place by July 1, and the second contract will
go out to bid in late summer, for the full-service operation and maintenance of the city’s water and waste water
facilities. MGL c. 30B only allows for three year contracts unless the legislative body votes to extend the years
covered in a city contract. It is to the city’s advantage to take the advice of the Public Works Director in order to
extend these two important contracts for a term of eight years with an option to renew both for two further years and
the B&F Committee unanimously agreed and recommended that action.
Councilor Gilman said she understood eight years is positive, and asked what recourse the city has if the
vendor isn’t in compliance with the terms of the contract. Mike Hale, Public Works Director, said as an example,
the vendor who runs the waste water treatment plant needs to provide the city and the state a monthly statement of
what work has been done so that the city’s compliance is always at the forefront. He pointed out this assures there is
a frequent back and forth between the vendor and the city and the city staff that manages that contract on a daily
basis. He advised that the contracts have outs for both the city and the vendor should the city or the vendor find they
can’t co-exist. Councilor Gilman said it sounds as if the contract is, “at will.” Mr. Hale said there is due notice.
He noted that it is important to have a good working relationship with these vendors -- they are residents of the city,
they work here even though their headquarters are far away and become part of the DPW team. He said the longer
contract reduces the vendor’s risk so they will invest more, and the city receives a better result. For the last seven
years the city has had year “tremendous” compliance for both water and waste water, due in large part to the great
relationship with the vendor, he pointed out.
Councilor Orlando suggested that a longer contract would be more competitive. Mr. Hale said a shorter term
contract is more risky for a vendor, but a longer term contract is a lower risk for taking on employees, buying
equipment, etc., on the part of the vendor, but also is more financially advantageous to the city.
MOTION: On a motion by Councilor Memhard, seconded by Councilor Orlando, the City Council voted by
ROLL CALL 9 in favor, 0 opposed, to permit the Public Works Director on behalf of the City of Gloucester
to include a term of eight (8) years with an option by the city to renew for an additional term of two (2) years
any and all contracts that result from a Request for Proposal (RFP) for the full service and operation and
maintenance of the city’s water and waste water facilities and a Request for Proposal for the operation and
maintenance of the city’s collection system mechanical components.
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: On a motion by Councilor Lundberg, seconded by Councilor Ciolino, the
Budget & Finance Committee voted 3 in favor, 0 opposed, to recommend that the City Council provide a bi-weekly
stipend to the Interim City Clerk, Joanne Senos, for $834.40 retroactive to May 2, 2016.
DISCUSSION: None.
MOTION: On a motion by Councilor Memhard, seconded by Councilor Orlando, the City Council voted 9
in favor, 0 opposed, that the City Council provide a bi-weekly stipend to the Interim City Clerk, Joanne
Senos, for $834.40 retroactive to May 2, 2016.
Ordinances & Administration: May 16, 2016
There were no matters for Council action from this meeting, Councilor LeBlanc, O&A Committee Chair
reported.
Planning & Development: May 18, 2016
Councilor Lundberg, P&D Committee Chair, reported there were no matters for Council action from the May
18 meeting.
Scheduled Public Hearings:
1.

PH2016-017: Proposed increase of certain miscellaneous Solid Waste Fees effective July 1, 2016

This public hearing is opened at 7:56 p.m.
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Those speaking in favor:
John Dunn, CFO, said what is proposed is an increase in the two sizes of Pay As You Go (PAYT) rubbish
bags, increasing 25 cents per bag -- 36 gallon trash bags (large)from $2.00 to $2.25 and 15 gallon trash bags (small)
from $1.00 to $1.25. He advised that the new contract is increasing for pick up and disposal of the city’s solid waste
by $150,000 for the next fiscal year over the FY16 budget, and increases that will affect the following four fiscal
years totaling about $400,000 under the new contract term. He said it is a reasonable time for the Administration to
recommend these increases. He pointed out that the last solid waste fee increases for PAYT bags was in 2006. He
noted that the Administration reviewed how much this increase would rise, and it equates to about $140,000 to
$150,000 a year over the current level of revenues. He added it is presumed that about 20% of the bags sold are the
small bags and about 80% of bags sold are the larger, and based on last four years of revenue history, comes to the
$140,000 to $150,000 annual revenue increase or about $450,000 over the course of the contract. Another factor
taken into consideration was historically how much of the total cost of sanitation and recycling was borne by the sale
of bags versus the cost borne by General Fund revenues (taxes). He said over the course of 10 years from 2006
through 2015, bag fees raised about 64% of the total cost of the expenditures. The increased bag fees will bring that
ratio down to where bag revenues will again be at 64% of the cost of expenditures of sanitation and recycling. This
increase will keep the balance that has been in place historically to support for this departmental expenditure, he
said. He added that it is about two-thirds in bag revenue and one-third in taxation. He cautioned that in the future
there will likely be upward pressure in expenditures associated with curbside pickup and recycling. If recycling is
embraced further by the community it will help keep tipping fees in check.
Brian Hamilton, Lawrence Mountain Road, said the entire city should pick up the difference of the increase of
costs associated with the new solid waste contract. There are many people who aren’t able to utilize the trash pickup
by the city, he pointed out. He said that the city is still getting a better deal even with the solid waste fee increases
because in Essex it costs $170 a year for a transfer station sticker which entitles those residents to bring their sorted
waste and recycling which they must transfer themselves to be tossed out at the Transfer Station. He suggested this
fee of $170 equates to a PAYT bag and a half a week. The city gets more service with a marginal increase, he said.
Some people may say the increase will be difficult for some people to pay, but he pointed out that at the senior
center seniors can buy five bags at a discount. This increase will drive people to recycle more, he noted. He gave
examples of single family homes he has seen that put out seven or eight large trash bags curbside with little
recycling.
Those speaking in opposition:
Amanda Kesterson, 5 Western Avenue, noted 10 years ago the decision to charge for trash bags was a form of
“double dipping,” and is continuing today. She expressed concern for the thought behind the increase in solid waste
fees. She questioned if every tax dollar has been used to its maximum capacity and was the Council sure that was
the case. She expressed her understanding the Administration is trying to balance the FY17 budget but she said she
disagreed with their method. She asked this matter go back to the B&F Committee in order to find the money in the
budget to find the funding for this solid waste contract. She asked the Council to not vote in favor of the increase (a
full written statement placed on record).
Katherine Goodick, 5 Dogtown Road, expressed her opposition to the solid waste fee increases. She said
elderly folks can’t afford such an increase. Pointing out that the sewer rate and water rate is going up and this is a
fee that shouldn’t be raised.
Glen Bresnahan, 514 Essex Avenue, said he was opposed to the solid waste fee increases. With a budget of
$105 million he expressed his concern that the funding can’t be found to cover the new solid waste contract
increases. Referencing how the towns of Rockport and Essex allow for items like old beach chairs to be disposed of
at transfer stations, he said getting rid of an old beach chair in Gloucester requires the purchase of a $5 sticker. He
suggested that Councilors had already made up their minds prior to the public hearing to raise solid waste fees.
Taxes are paid for such city services, he said, and that it is time to give something back to the residents rather than
take from them.
Cecelia Coraza, 6 Naomi Drive, said she viewed the trash bag fee increases as a regressive tax on people who
can’t afford the 25 cents more per bag. Saying that everyone’s income is flat, and yet water and sewer rates, electric
bills, health insurance go up yet they’re paying for everyone else in the city. She said to not be able to find
$150,000 within a $105 million budget was concerning to her. Savings should be found within the city budget to
cover the cost of the solid waste contract increase, she said.
Communications (both received by email): Rona Tindall, Fort Square, and Elizabeth Neumeier, 28 Coggeshall
Road, both indicating they were in favor of the solid waste fee increases. Ms. Niemeyer also spoke of her recycling
methods and that recycling more will help residents use less trash bags.
Councilor Questions:
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Councilor Cox asked if there were any budget cuts to the FY17 budget and has the B&F Committee identified
any excess in the FY17 budget review to date. Mr. Destino confirmed there were to all departments, and while he
said there were several revisits on some line items, there was nothing of much fiscal consequence. Councilor Cox
asked what else is paid for with the revenue from the PAYT bag sales. Mr. Destino said that revenue is only
offsetting two-thirds of the solid waste contract and pays for nothing else. Councilor Cox asked about the yellow
bags purchased for the volunteer clean up groups, how they are paid for and those bags’ disposal. Mr. Destino said
that is part of the contract. He noted there were a lot of other services that the solid waste contract covers other than
just the weekly curbside pickup of trash and recyclables but also includes city park barrels seasonally, etc. He said
the cost of the bags support the service. Councilor Cox pointed out that the Administration is relating the cost of
the increase on the sale of the PAYT bags to the cost of the contract for trash removal which encompasses more than
the PAYT bags, which Mr. Destino confirmed. She suggested that the city could stop providing the yellow bags to
community groups in aid of neighborhood clean ups and their removal to save costs, but it wouldn’t be realistic.
Mr. Destino said that wasn’t realistic and they didn’t want to cut services to the community. He said that they don’t
take raising fees lightly and didn’t come to the determination lightly either, that it was a hard decision. He advised
he reviews the city budget 12 months of the years always seeking out savings for the city. He reiterated that the fee
increases being requested are minimal. He said that it is the right time, and is smart business decision in order to
keep the same services the citizens of Gloucester deserve and require. Councilor Cox pointed out that Mr. Destino
is a resident and taxpayer of the city, and pays the same fees for his trash removal as others do and indicated he
would have to pay this increase out of pocket as well. Councilor Cox asked if an audit was ever done to ensure that
multi-family dwellings over four units that aren’t entitled to city trash pickup are not using PAYT bags. Mr.
Destino said that is an on-going auditing process, and from time-to-time there are violations found. Councilor Cox
said it is important that Councilors are as diligent as possible to report violations of trash and that it is important that
the contract be held locally employing local people that cooperates fully with the city and its needs. Mr. Destino
said there are a lot of discussions on ways to save money within this contract and spoke of some of the issues
surrounding savings made. Pick up on the city’s many narrow streets is difficult, he pointed out, which only adds to
such a contractual cost. He reiterated that the Administration wouldn’t bring forward any increase in fees to citizens
unless careful thought was given and all avenues explored. He advised these fee increases will close a budget hole
that will keep pace with the solid waste contract going forward for its duration.
Councilor Gilman, noting FY16 statistics on PAYT bag, bins, bulk item and white goods (CRT’s, TV’s,
appliances, etc.) sticker revenues to date in FY16 $750,000 has been received and goes directly to the General Fund.
She asked how much it normally costs to take away white goods. Mr. Hale said if someone was ineligible for the
city’s trash pickup program and lives in a multi-family or condominium, a private trash hauler would charge $25 to
take the item away whereas the city is asking to raise their fee for the same service from $5 to $10. He advised as
part of the residential program eligible residents can purchase a sticker and put the item curb side and the item is
removed. He said they look at the value of the larger items, such as what it costs to get rid of a TV set -- it costs
more to bring that TV somewhere for disposal than it does for pickup curbside as well as the convenience. He said
his department works to inform the public of their bulk item and white goods disposal options and that solid waste is
more highly regulated than ever before. He pointed out that the city’s PAYT program is 26 years old and Gloucester
was the first such program in the state and has acted as a model for 143 other cities and town statewide who
instituted similar programs for communities who have realized they can no longer give a free barrel a week
unlimited trash throw. Councilor Gilman asked about tipping fees at landfills and why it is becoming problematic.
Mr. Hale explained that: the biggest vendors have the lowest tipping fees, but there are limited landfills or
incinerators that take solid waste so it is a competitive market. Hiltz, the city’s chosen vendor, has more buying
power than just small disposal firms. The city is limited with solid waste hauling vendors, and it is a very
competitive and costly market. The market is saturated with recycled materials and fuel costs are down which
makes recycling unattractive to haulers. One of the successes of the city’s recycling program is that they collect
recycling weekly. He said his family of five recycles more than they throw away. Councilor Gilman noted that a
flyer from the DPW (on record) enumerates all the items that can be recycled and that single steam recycling is
making it easier and a better process.
Councilor LeBlanc said people are under the impression that recycling is free. Mr. Hale said recycling, other
than tipping fee, is the same which requires the same number of trucks driving the same routes on same route days.
The city used to get a small rebate on recycling on 3,000 tons a year but not anymore because there just isn’t a
market for recyclables as it bottomed out. Curbside collection costs (trash and recycling), cut it in half and there is
the cost of the recycling and disposal. He pointed out there is sharing of risk with the vendor being stuck with some
recycled goods they must pay to dispose of. Recycling is not free, he said. Councilor LeBlanc expressed his
agreement that recycling in reality is not free, that it is a 50/50 split.
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This public hearing is closed at 8:32 p.m.
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: On a motion by Councilor Orlando, seconded by Councilor Ciolino, the
Budget & Finance Committee voted 2 in favor, 1 (Orlando) opposed, to recommend that the City Council increase
certain miscellaneous Solid Waste Fees effective July 1, 2016 as follows:
36 gallon trash bags (large)
15 gallon trash bags (small)
Appliance/CRT Stickers
Bulk Item Stickers

from $ 2.00 to $ 2.25
from $ 1.00 to $ 1.25
from $25.00 to $30.00
from $ 5.00 to $10.00

DISCUSSION:
Councilor Orlando, noting that in speaking with many people, with Mayor Theken and Mr. Destino, said that
the Administration has for a year and a half been fiscally responsible. These fee increases are an attempt to try to
balance the city budget and he expressed his appreciation for their hard work. He expressed his opposition to the
proposed fee increases saying it adds a burden on the residents, and is not in the city’s best interest. He said that it
will take will and creativity to find the money within the city budget to cover this contract. As to what other
communities do, they’re not paying significant water and sewer rates, and fees do add up, he said. He pointed out it
is a valid question of where will the Council cut to meet this budget gap. He said the B&F Committee will have to
review all the departments before the Council makes their decision. He suggested that this discussion and final vote
be tabled until another Council meeting so that the Council can review the entire city’s FY17 budget and come up
with 1/10 of 1% to cover this contract. He said he would vote no if a vote is taken.
Councilor Orlando then motioned that the matter of the vote on some solid waste fee increases be continued to
a nearby Council meeting and was seconded by Councilor Cox.
Councilor LeBlanc confirmed with Mr. Hale that the new solid waste contract goes into effect July 1.
Councilor Orlando expressed his understanding that this is a time sensitive issue, and through the normal
budget process suggested the Council can make that determination whether the fees can be increased and urged the
B&F Committee find it.
Councilor O’Hara said expressed his support for Councilor Orlando’s request to postpone the Council vote.
Council President Ciolino said that he’s participated in many budgets and there could be some adjustments but
that they’re almost half way through the FY17 budget review and they’ve not even able to find $10,000 for a
Downtown Development Commission budget cut. He pointed out that the FY17 budget as crafted is very tight, with
nearly half of city revenues going in support of the city’s schools, and that budget can’t be cut. He advised that
80% percent of the city budget is salaries and is contractual, leaving 20% for Ordinary expenses, so then out of that
Ordinary budget, do you cut copier paper? He said the only budgets would be the Police, Fire and Public Works
Departments as the largest, but they provide critical city services. He added that finding $150,000, is wishful
thinking, and so wouldn’t support the motion to continue the matter.
Councilor Lundberg expressed support of an unspoken, significant minority of citizens who pay the same
taxes as homeowners do but are not eligible for city trash collection. Those citizens who live in apartments and
condominiums pay the full amount of their trash collection through their assessments and their rent. He said it is not
unreasonable to try to increase cost sharing that the other residents do. Being smarter about recycling is important
and said he was unsure this is not other than a strict business issue and wouldn’t support a continuation.
Councilor Memhard said that as a new Councilor, in the budget process to date, he’s been impressed by the
conscientiousness and diligence done in crafting the FY17 budget and by the fiscal responsibility of Mayor Theken
and her financial team. He said he appreciated the sentiments expressed, but that the request to raise PAYT bag fees
by 25 cents over the existing fee, the first increase in 10 years, reflects prudent, responsible, and fiscally
conservative planning and budgeting and to not proceed to approve these fees will push the Council into a series
awkward actions and decisions. He touched upon comments made about recycling and that the program is while
“free” it has dramatically reduced the city’s waste stream. He expressed hope that the city can endorse in the future
pickup of composted kitchen goods. He expressed his appreciation for the sentiments expressed by the public this
evening, but that what is proposed is fiscally responsible. This increase only covers two-thirds of the city’s solid
waste contract which covers city parks trash pickup too. He asked the Council to vote and approve this measure.
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Councilor Cox asked whether the Council was moving the vote to June 7 or 14. Council President Ciolino
suggested it would be scramble to get the budget passed if this vote was postponed to June 14 (the date of the
Council’s scheduled vote on the FY17 budget). Councilor Cox said after four years on B&F and the difference
with this Administration, she said she didn’t see where the Council will come up with $150,000. In her review of
the budget there are so many more cuts to the FY17 budget than done for FY16. She said any extra funding is going
towards funding the city’s schools, and this is a losing compromise. She pointed out that nine people on the Council
are homeowners and citizens that have to balance their family’s budget with everyone looking for ways to save the
city money. Paying taxes is not an exemption from doing more and paying more, she said. She said she didn’t
agree with this vote being postponed in that the Council will find itself once again in the same situation.
Councilor O’Hara said citizens of Gloucester have had enough and can’t pay more. They are burdened with
high water and sewer rates, and real estate taxes. This fee increase is 13%. He said that Mr. Smith and Mr. Destino
have the means to find the $150,000.
Councilor Nolan said he is in favor of the Council postponement of a vote to take a second look if it would not
interfere with the timing of the Council vote on the FY17 budget. If the money can be found, he would like to know
about it.
Councilor LeBlanc said that while he agrees that the budget has been tightened, and many departments have
had cuts, he would be OK with waiting two weeks.
Councilor Gilman said although $150,000 may not be found, she would support Councilor Orlando’s
postponement.
Councilor Orlando said he believed he can find the funds within the FY17 budget. If at the end of the day
they can’t find the $150,000 they can revote on this matter.
Councilor LeBlanc, remarking on Mr. Bresnahan’s comments, said that the Councilors do their due diligence.
and come to Council meetings with have open minds, and don’t always have their minds set before voting on any
matter that comes before them.
By Roll Call Vote the City Council voted 6 in favor, 3 (Lundberg, Memhard, Ciolino) opposed, that the
matter of the vote on increasing certain solid waste fees is postponed to June 7, 2016.
2.

PH2016-018: Amend GCO c. 22, Sec. 22-284 “Service or Loading Zones” by ADDING two spaces for
Veterans’ Clinic Loading/Unloading, Monday through Friday, from the hours of 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. in
front of 201 Main Street

This public hearing is opened at 8:56 p.m.
Those speaking in favor:
Mark Nestor, Commander American Legion Post #3, said that the Veteran’s Administration isn’t going to have
valet parking service at the new Veteran’s Clinic. There will be two valets simply to assist the elderly and infirm
patients, he said. He asked that the Council fix a situation they had no say in. They are seeking the creation of two
parking spots for loading and unloading because the property on Main Street is situated on a steep hill making it
very difficult for elderly and disabled veterans to access the new clinic. He said the Council and the Administration
is looking to help the city’s veterans in this small step. He advised that the Veteran’s Clinic’s grand opening is on
June 1 at 1 p.m. and that it would be nice to show off the new spots. He asked that the city accelerate the creation
of the new loading zone spaces for the clinic’s opening.
Those speaking in opposition: None.
Communications: None.
Councilor Questions:
Councilor Cox said the two plans showing the proposed parking spaces to be reserved didn’t make it into the
packet, but did make it into the O&A drop box folder (and on file with the Council) and that if the Councilors have
any questions to refer to those plans.
This public hearing is closed at 9:02 p.m.
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: On a motion by Councilor O’Hara, seconded by Councilor Nolan, the
Ordinances & Administration Committee voted 3 in favor, 0 opposed, to recommend that the City Council Amend
GCO Sec. 22-284 “Service and Loading Zones by ADDING as follows:
“Two (2) spaces at 199 - 201 Main Street, southerly side, 17 feet wide each, from a point beginning on the easterly
side of the existing crosswalk.
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DISCUSSION:
Councilor LeBlanc explained that with the opening of the new Veterans’ Clinic on Main Street, there is a need
to have two spaces for vans bringing veterans to and from their appointments. The Traffic Commission
recommended rather than making these spaces exclusively handicapped parking, that the spaces be reserved as
Service and Loading Zones during certain hours so that in the evenings when the Clinic is closed there could be
general parking in those spaces for the public. The O&A Committee unanimously agreed, he said.
MOTION: On a motion by Councilor LeBlanc, seconded by Councilor Cox, the City Council voted 9 in
favor, 0 opposed, to Amend GCO Sec. 22-284 “Service and Loading Zones by ADDING as follows:
“Two (2) spaces at 199 - 201 Main Street, southerly side, 17 feet wide each, from a point beginning on the
easterly side of the existing crosswalk.
3. PH2016-019: Amend Sec. 22-267 “One Way Streets-Generally” by ADDING Derby Court from the
intersection of Maplewood Avenue to Derby Court and Derby Court to Derby Street in a northwesterly
direction; and amend Sec. 22-269 “Stop Intersections”
This public hearing is opened at 9:04 p.m.
Those speaking in favor: None.
Those speaking in opposition: None.
Communications: None.
Councilor Questions:
Councilor Cox advised that one of the three households on Derby Court just had a baby so were unable to
attend this public hearing and the other two households thought the public hearing was two weeks ago.
This public hearing is closed at 9:05 p.m.
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: On a motion by Councilor O’Hara, seconded by Councilor Nolan, the
Ordinances & Administration Committee voted 3 in favor, 0 opposed, to recommend that the City Council Amend
GCO Sec. 22-267 “One Way Streets-Generally” by ADDING: “Derby Court from the intersection of Maplewood
Avenue to Derby Court and Derby Court to Derby Street in a northwesterly direction.”
DISCUSSION: None.
MOTION: On a motion by Councilor LeBlanc, seconded by Councilor Cox, the City Council voted 9 in
favor, 0 opposed, to Amend GCO Sec. 22-267 “One Way Streets-Generally” by ADDING: “Derby Court
from the intersection of Maplewood Avenue to Derby Court and Derby Court to Derby Street in a
northwesterly direction.”
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: On a motion by Councilor O’Hara, seconded by Councilor Nolan, the
Ordinances & Administration Committee voted 3 in favor, 0 opposed, to recommend that the City Council Amend
GCO Sec. 22-269 “Stop intersections” by DELETING: “Derby Street. Eastbound drivers on Derby Street at its
intersection with Maplewood Avenue.”
DISCUSSION: None.
MOTION: On a motion by Councilor LeBlanc, seconded by Councilor Cox, the City Council voted 9 in
favor, 0 opposed, to Amend GCO Sec. 22-269 “Stop intersections” by DELETING: “Derby
Street. Eastbound drivers on Derby Street at its intersection with Maplewood Avenue.”
4.

PH2016-020: Amend Sec. 22-270 “Parking prohibited at all times” by ADDING as follows: Main Street
northerly side from a point beginning 77 feet from its intersection with Scott Street in a westerly
direction for a distance of 30 feet; and amend Sec. 22-291 “Tow-away zones” by ADDING: Main Street
northerly side from a point beginning 77 feet from its intersection with Scott Street in a westerly
direction for a distance of 30 feet
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This public hearing is opened at 9:06 p.m.
Those speaking in favor: None.
Those speaking in opposition: None.
Communications: None.
Councilor Questions: None.
This public hearing is closed at 9:07 p.m.
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: On a motion by Councilor O’Hara, seconded by Councilor Nolan, the
Ordinances & Administration Committee voted 3 in favor, 0 opposed, to recommend that the City Council Amend
GCO Sec. 22-270 “Parking prohibited at all times” by ADDING as follows: “Main Street northerly side from a point
beginning 77 feet from its intersection with Scott Street in a westerly direction for a distance of 30 feet.
DISCUSSION:
Councilor Cox asked where this is change to the ordinance is located. Councilor Memhard said that this is on
Main Street in the area of the Speedway gas station, and was a constituent request that exiting the station is very
difficult with lack of sight lines. Councilor Cox asked if the right hand/left hand turn portion of the order was left
off. Councilor Memhard said it was, and that he recommended in future that it be looked at to only having
vehicles turn out of a business with the flow of traffic, but the Commission and Committee didn’t support that
portion of the Order. Councilor Cox said she wouldn’t have supported that restriction on a business either.
MOTION: On a motion by Councilor LeBlanc, seconded by Councilor Nolan, the City Council voted 9 in
favor, 0 opposed, to Amend GCO Sec. 22-270 “Parking prohibited at all times” by ADDING as follows:
“Main Street northerly side from a point beginning 77 feet from its intersection with Scott Street in a westerly
direction for a distance of 30 feet.
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: On a motion by Councilor O’Hara, seconded by Councilor Nolan, the
Ordinances & Administration Committee voted 3 in favor, 0 opposed, to recommend that the City Council Amend
GCO Sec. 22-291 “Tow-away zones” by ADDING as follows: “Main Street northerly side from a point beginning
77 feet from its intersection with Scott Street in a westerly direction for a distance of 30 feet.
DISCUSSION: None.
MOTION: On a motion by Councilor LeBlanc, seconded by Councilor Nolan, the City Council voted 9 in
favor, 0 opposed, to Amend GCO Sec. 22-291 “Tow-away zones” by ADDING as follows: “Main Street
northerly side from a point beginning 77 feet from its intersection with Scott Street in a westerly direction for
a distance of 30 feet.
5.

PH2016-021: Amend Sec. 22-270 “Parking prohibited at all times” by DELETING “Mt. Pleasant
Avenue” in its entirety after the words, “southerly side,” and ADDING: beginning at a point 168 feet
from its intersection with Gerring Road for a distance of 151 feet in a westerly direction; and Amend Sec.
22-291 “Tow-away zones” by DELETING “Mt. Pleasant Avenue” in its entirety after the words,
“southerly side,” and ADDING: beginning at a point 168 feet from its intersection with Gerring Road for
a distance of 151 feet in a westerly direction”

This public hearing is opened at 9:11 p.m.
Those speaking in favor: None.
Those speaking in opposition: None.
Communications: None.
Councilor Questions: None.
This public hearing is closed at 9:11 p.m.
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: On a motion by Councilor O’Hara, seconded by Councilor Nolan, the
Ordinances & Administration Committee voted 3 in favor, 0 opposed, to recommend that the City Council Amend
GCO Sec. 22-270 “Parking prohibited at all times” as follows:
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by DELETING: “Mt. Pleasant Avenue” in its entirety after the words “southerly side” and,
by ADDING as follows: “beginning at a point 168 feet from its intersection with Gerring Road for a distance of 151
feet in a westerly direction.”
DISCUSSION:
Councilor Memhard said this is a request of a Mt. Pleasant Avenue constituent and thanking Bob Ryan, Chair
of the Traffic Commission, pointing out that this action brings another parking space to the area.
MOTION: On a motion by Councilor LeBlanc, seconded by Councilor Nolan, the City Council voted by
ROLL CALL in favor, 0 opposed, to Amend GCO Sec. 22-270 “Parking prohibited at all times” as follows:
by DELETING: “Mt. Pleasant Avenue” in its entirety after the words “southerly side” and,
by ADDING as follows: “beginning at a point 168 feet from its intersection with Gerring Road for a distance
of 151 feet in a westerly direction.”
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: On a motion by Councilor O’Hara, seconded by Councilor Nolan, the
Ordinances & Administration Committee voted 3 in favor, 0 opposed, to recommend that the City Council Amend
GCO Sec. 22-291 ““Tow-away zones” as follows:
by DELETING: “Mt. Pleasant Avenue” in its entirety after the words “southerly side” and,
by ADDING as follows: “beginning at a point 168 feet from its intersection with Gerring Road for a distance of 151
feet in a westerly direction.”
DISCUSSION: None.
MOTION: On a motion by Councilor LeBlanc, seconded by Councilor Nolan, the City Council voted 9 in
favor, 0 opposed, to Amend GCO Sec. 22-291 ““Tow-away zones” as follows:
by DELETING: “Mt. Pleasant Avenue” in its entirety after the words “southerly side” and,
by ADDING as follows: “beginning at a point 168 feet from its intersection with Gerring Road for a distance
of 151 feet in a westerly direction.”
For Council Vote: None.
Unfinished Business: None.
Individual Councilor’s Discussion including Reports by Appointed Councilors to Committees: Councilor
Cox re: Downtown Development Commission update: Councilor Cox reported she was unable to attend the last
DDC meeting, but that the DDC is working on lighting trees and to replace and revitalize what they can. There is no
underground conduit or electrical outlets in the area and so the lights are currently strung tree to tree. They just
completed the contract for new flowers to be installed in planters and are looking to add benches. The DDC budget
for FY17 was reduced by half to $10,000 so some of the planned improvements may have to be set aside. She
mentioned the YMCA teen leaders program that water the plants and to whom the DDC is grateful. She mentioned
the older lampposts that are hoped to be replaced with better lamp heads to return to full lighting in the downtown
for security and pedestrian safety.
Councilors’ Requests to the Mayor:
Councilor Orlando advised that at the conclusion of budget season he and Councilor LeBlanc are scheduling
meeting with local contractors to learn how they’d like to see the city’s permitting process more streamlined. A
time and date will be announced for this brainstorming session.
Councilor Cox wished everyone safe and happy Memorial Day weekend and invited the public to the
Memorial Day ceremony.
Councilor Lundberg mentioned the city’s schools artwork around city hall and at locations downtown.
Councilor Memhard mentioned the Harbortown Arts Festival throughout the district and on I4-C2 this holiday
weekend. He advised that the Ice House gallery will have an exhibit of his cousin, Sue Memhard’s artwork and
poetry.
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Councilor O’Hara asked that the O&A meeting agenda include his update on the progress of the Ad Hoc Dog
Ordinance Review Committee.
Council President Ciolino said he will be at The Grind on Friday, May 27 from 7:30 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. and
invited the residents of Lanesville to join him for a cup of coffee and a chat.
A motion was made, seconded and voted unanimously to adjourn the meeting at 9:22 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Dana C. Jorgensson
Clerk of Committees
DOCUMENTS/ITEMS SUBMITTED AT MEETING:
• Oral Communication by Karen Favazza Spencer re: Cable TV Advisory Committee
• Power Point presentation by Beauport Gloucester Hotel group
• Power Point presentation on North Gloucester Woods Study by Stephen Winslow
• Full text of remarks made by Amanda Kesterson during the Public Hearing on Solid Waste Fees
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City Council Standing Committee
Budget & Finance
Wednesday, May 4, 2016 - 5:30 p.m.
3rd Fl. Conference Room – City Hall
FY17 Budget Review #1: City Council/City Clerk/Registrar/Auditor/Enterprise Funds – Water, Sewer, Talbot
Rink, Water & Sewer Rates
Present: Chair, Councilor Scott Memhard; Vice Chair, Councilor Joseph Orlando, Jr.; Councilor Joseph
Ciolino
Absent: None.
Also Present: Councilor Steven LeBlanc; Jim Destino; John Dunn; Kenny Costa; Joanne Senos; Mike Hale;
Mark Cole
The meeting convened at 5:32 p.m.
Department 111 – City Council – Page 1
Jim Destino, CAO, presented the City Council’s FY17 budget.
Personnel
Mr. Destino advised that Line 51250 Salary/Wage-Part-time Positions are set and reflect no changes from
FY16.
Ordinary
Line 53004-Employee Training Seminars ($1,000): Mr. Destino said this line item funds Councilors going to
Mass. Municipal Association seminars which he said was an opportunity for Councilors to gain important
professional development for Councilors. This line was raised at the request of the Council President, he noted.
Line 54000-Supplies, Line 54210-Office Supplies, Line 57100-In-State Travel and Line 57890-ContributionsPublic Relations were briefly touched on.
Councilor Ciolino thanked the Administration for their cooperation in funding the line items necessary for the
functioning of the Council annually.
Total increase from FY16: $ 3,400 or 3 percent
No revisits or adjustments.
Personnel
Ordinary
TOTAL

$103,500
$ 4,500
$108,000

Tab 2, Departments 161 & 163 – City Clerk & Registrar-Pages 33 to 38
The City Clerk and Registration Departments were presented by Mr. Destino and Joanne Senos, Interim City
Clerk as follows:
Personnel
Line 51100-Salary/Wages-Full Time ($267,351): The Grade and Step city compensation system was briefly
explained to the Committee by Mr. Destino. The matter of hiring and costing out a new City Clerk was touched
upon also.
Line 51200 – Salary/Wage-Temporary Position ($2,500): Mr. Destino said that although back-up can be provided
on a limited basis by department staff when the Clerk of Committees is unavailable due to illness, when that is not
possible, there is a need for the services of a substitute recorder. This line provides funds for that contingency. Ms.
Senos pointed out that back up to the Clerk of Committees is in her job description although that back up is not
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compensated, and noted she would be a substitute recorder for one Standing Committee meeting during the FY17
budget review.
Line 51250 – Salary/Wage-Part-Time Position ($14,584): This line was touched on briefly and was described by
Mr. Destino as funds to cover the department’s part-time clerk who is apportioned at .28 FTE and works 14 hours
per week.
The matter of a floating office worker out of the Treasurer/Collector’s office was mentioned by Councilor
Ciolino who was informed that person worked out of the Treasurer/Collector’s office was committed already to
other departments. A new scheme to cover a reception desk at the City Hall Annex was very briefly touched upon
but was noted that the matter would be taken up under the Community Development Department’s budget review.
Councilor Memhard mentioned the notation for a proposed part-time archivist. Mr. Destino said that the
funding for that position would come forward during a review of the Library’s FY17 budget.
Line 51400-Longevity ($4,050) ($1,800-City Clerk): Mr. Destino pointed out that this subline can be removed
since the City Clerk has retired. This line item was placed on revisit.
Line 51944-Sick Incentive Pay ($1,200): This line was touched on briefly being noted it is for employees that don’t
miss any days of work and is viewed as a small bonus. He said that the payout for this line item is contractual.
Councilor Orlando pointed out that the only increases under Personnel are contractual. Mr. Destino
confirmed that the Committee would that fact demonstrated throughout the city’s FY17 budget with the exception of
two new initiatives.
Ordinary
Line 52000-Contractual Services, Line 53004 –Employee Training were noted to have no changes from FY16.
Councilor LeBlanc noted that in his recent meeting with the City Clerk’s office staff that during the
discussions the Clerk of Committees mentioned that she was scheduled for a new laptop every two years. Ms.
Senos, Interim City Clerk added the Clerk of Committees request has been on the Information Technology
Department list for several years. She said she is supposed to have a new back-up laptop for her use as well as the
department. She said in past budgets the cost of the laptops was placed in the City Clerk’s budget, but has been
taken out and put in the IT Department by the Administration. She said instead of placing funding in the Clerk’s
Ordinary budget line items the cost should be in the IT budget.
Mr. Destino said IT has money in its department budget for certain equipment every year, but indicated he is
not inclined to add funds in the budget for a laptop. The laptops would be placed on a “Request” list. John Dunn,
CFO, said as part of the transition to MUNIS, a training center will be set up in the auditorium with 12 laptops, four
are needed for the implementation and then the laptops will be redistributed. He said if there is an acute need
something can be borrowed, but he assured that laptops will be available.
Total increase for department compared with FY16: $4,949 or 2%
Revisit: Dept. 161: Line 51400-Salary/Wages-Longevity ($4,050) subline City Clerk ($1,800): To be removed.
Request: New laptop for the Clerk of the Committees and a back-up laptop for the Clerk’s Office.
Personnel
Ordinary
TOTAL

$289,685
$ 6,900
$296,585

Department 163 – Registration (Elections) Pages 36-37
Mr. Destino addressed the Registration Budget as follows:
Personnel
Line 51100- Salary/Wages-Full Time ($48,708 FY16): It was noted that there is only one full-time employee, the
Assistant Registrar.
Line 51200-Salary/Wages-Temporary Position ($1,800): This line was noted by Mr. Destino and confirmed by
Ms. Senos as lower than FY16 because of only two elections in FY17 and pays for custodian overtime during the
state primary and presidential election.
Line 51300-Salary/Wages-Overtime ($2,000): For staffing during extended open hours of the City Clerk’s office as
mandated by the state and for the state primary and Presidential election.
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Line 51400-Salary/Wages-Longevity ($1,000): This line was touched on briefly as was Line 51944-Sick Incentive
Pay ($300).
Ordinary
Line 52000-Contracted Services ($34,500) and Line 52700-Rental of Facilities ($400) were briefly reviewed: Both
of these line items were noted to have decreased based on the fact that there two elections in FY17, whereas in FY16
there were three (a Presidential Primary). As a result rental fees for poling locations not at city schools are
decreased accordingly. The two facilities rented for polling places: Ward 5--the Magnolia Library, and Ward 2--Our
Lady of Good Voyage Youth Center, Ms. Senos noted.
Line 53401-Telephone ($600 vs. $400 FY16): Mr. Destino noted this line item is for Election Day cell phones so
poll workers can contact the City Clerk’s office.
Line 54220-Print Form (not computer) ($14,000 vs. $21,000 FY16): While costs have risen in many areas of this
line item, it was noted that there have been cost savings.
Line 54000-Supplies ($2,800): The cost of the new voting booths was discussed briefly with Ms. Senos who said
many of the voting booths were in poor condition and that they were judiciously ordering replacements each year.
Mr. Destino suggested that the Regional Vocational School who do projects for its member cities and towns may be
interested in taking on a project such as building new storable voting booths for the city, and if it was possible that
the cost to the city would only be that of materials.
Line 54220-Print Form (Not Computer): This line item was touched on briefly.
Total decrease for department compared to FY16: $9,522 or -8%
Personnel
Ordinary
TOTAL

$ 53,808
$ 52,450
$106,258

Revisit: None.
Request: To Regional Vocational School to build the city new voting booths that can be collapsed and stored.
Department 135 – Auditor - Page 5-6
Kenny Costa, City Auditor, addressed the Auditor budget:.
Line 51100 Salaries and Wages ($296,778): Mr. Costa noted that he has a four member staff each being raised one
step on July 1, 2016.
Line 51400-Salaries and Wages-Longevity ($3,500): This line item is up due to Mr. Costa reaching 10 years of
service which accounts for a $500 increase.
Line 51900-Personal Services: Tuition/Training-Management ($500) and Line 561920-Personal Services-Sick
Leave Buy Back ($1,350) were touched on briefly by Mr. Costa.
Line 51944-Sick Incentive Pay ($100): This is for one person in the Auditor’s office.
Ordinary
Line 52000 – Contracted Services ($0 vs. $78,750 FY16): Mr. Costa explained that this line item has decreased and
is related the cost of the maintenance of the city’s financial software which has been moved to the IT Department’s
budget. The RevenueSense software used by the Treasurer’s Office (MS Govern) is also being shifted.
Responding to Councilor Memhard’s inquiry, Mr. Dunn said that the cost will rise slightly because there was
a piece that the School Department budget was covering, but that will now be consolidated into the IT Department’s
budget as well where all these matters should be managed.
Line 53004-Employee Training Seminars ($300): For the professional certification of the City Auditor.
Line 53130 – Professional Audit Services ($52,138 vs. 52,038 FY16): This line reflects the cost of the annual audit
which decreased by approximately $10,000 because of a new auditing firm, Roselli & Clark, that has saved the city
money. Mr. Destino added that Roselli & Clark did an excellent job reviewing the city’s FY15 Basic Financial
Statements.
Mr. Costa touched upon the portioning of the auditing services between different Enterprise Funds, Sewer and
Water, and the Retirement Board. Mr. Destino said that this portioning of expenses and personnel costs will be
found throughout the city’s budget. He said that those percentages are okayed by the City Auditor, prepared by the
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CFO on a tabulation sheet which was found to be correct process as certified by the outside auditor and is allowed
by the Department of Revenue (DOR). He noted that the DPW Director’s salary is divided up between Water and
Sewer Enterprise Fund and the General Ledger. Mr. Hale and Councilor Ciolino also offered brief comments on
the division of costs.
It was highlighted that the School EOYR DESE Agreed upon Procedures Report which is known as a School
Department end-of-year report by Mr. Costa, which is a requirement of the state’s Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education. Mr. Destino said this report shows the full cost of the city’s schools and shows how much
the city is picking up. He pointed out that that the city spent $40 million but moreover the city spent an additional
$17 million on schools in the same year which is seen through the EOYR DESE report.
Line 54000-Supplies ($3,000): This line was touched upon briefly. Paper is required of all records, Mr. Costa
said, responding to an inquiry by Councilor Memhard, many of which must be kept on paper in perpetuity by state
mandate. The outside auditors also need paper for certain aspects of city financials. Storage of archival records for
the Auditor’s Department and other city departments were briefly touched upon.
Line 57100 – In-State Travel ($750): Mr. Costa noted this money funds his attendance at an annual Accountant &
Auditors Association conference.
Line 57300-Dues & Memberships and Line 57890-Contributions-Public Relations were briefly touched upon.
Total decrease for department compared with FY16: $84,051 or -19%
Personnel
Ordinary
TOTAL

$302,228
$ 56,728
$358,956

No revisits or adjustments.
Presenting the Water, Sewer and Talbot Rink Enterprise Funds and water and sewer rates was Mike Hale,
DPW Director and Mark Cole, Assistant DPW Director with additional commentary by Mr. Dunn and Mr.
Destino.
Tab 5, Department 440 – Sewer – and Sewer Rate, Pages 1- 17:
Mr. Dunn reviewed the definition of an Enterprise Fund for the Committee as a service designed to pay for
itself and retained earnings (free cash) would stay within the fund at the close of the fiscal year which could be used
to hold down rates in the future or to be reinvested into infrastructure. Enterprise funds are set up to act as perpetual
funds to house general utilities, water sewer, and electric if appropriate as well as municipal golf courses, municipal
airports, municipally-owned rinks, Waterways -- all are acceptable uses for an Enterprise Fund. Mr. Costa added
that these are set up to be self- supporting and not a part of the General Fund. Councilor Ciolino touched upon
some of the city’s history with the Enterprise Funds, briefly.
Mr. Destino said $40 million of CSO debt that was in the Sewer Enterprise Fund that was shifted into the
General Fund in 2010. The water debt shift two years ago was much lower. If those two items had not been shifted,
he pointed out that the sewer rate would be double the current rate had it been left in the Enterprise Fund. He added
this expense has meant clean harbors, clean sewers, and no sewer outfalls into the city’s waterways which was why
the debt was shifted. He explained that Essex and Rockport who were paying their share of that cost, but when the
debt shifted the prior Administration didn’t forward bills to those two towns for their portion of that debt. This
Administration has billed the two communities in arrears, he said. Rockport has agreed to pay Gloucester which is
reflected in the Sewer Enterprise Fund numbers, he pointed out. He said if the Town Essex payment is received in
the upcoming fiscal year, it will be placed directly into the Sewer Enterprise Fund which is over $500,000, but it is
not budgeted in the FY17 Sewer Enterprise Fund budget.
Pursuant to comments by Councilor Ciolino about the debt shifts to help keep sewer rates and water rates
moderated, Mr. Hale said that it is a misnomer that the city’s rates were the highest in the country when in fact that
has never been the case. Mr. Destino added that it has been to the city’s advantage with the low interest rates in the
past several years making the borrowing environment conducive to accomplishing upgrades to the city’s sewer and
water infrastructure when borrowing was absolutely necessary.
Mr. Hale distributed a sheet summarizing the large cost line items for Dept. 440-Sewer and Dept. 450-Water
which he reviewed with the Committee (placed on file). He said when adding up the largest expenses to the Sewer
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budget, it is over $7 million which leaves only about $728,280 in Ordinary that they use to keep the system running
on an annual basis.
Total Fiscal 2017 revenues and expenditures are proposed at $7,996,634.
A $525,243 or 7.03% increase from FY16
Personnel:
Line 51100-Salary Wages Full Time Employees ($925,759): Mr. Hale reviewed that some employees listed as 0.5
FTE are split between the two Enterprise Funds; a staff aid in the Engineering Department is split three ways, at
0.33 FTE between Sewer and Water and General Fund. Each employee without exception is portioned. He noted
that a GIS Coordinator’s position in IT has 1/8 taken out of their FTE out of the Enterprise Fund as they help to
maintain the Sewer Mapping. He said this goes through his business office staff, the Engineering staff, DPW
Administration (DPW Director, Assistant Director and Confidential Secretary),
Line 51200-Salary/Wages-Temporary Positions ($25,000): This line funds interns to the Department.
Line 51300-Salary/Wages-Overtime ($40,000): This line funds any unexpected call-outs, scheduled pump outs off
hours. The Sewer and Water Enterprise Fund employees work traditional DPW work hours of 7:00 a.m. to 3:00
p.m. Monday through Friday but frequently work seven days a week and only rarely is a week worked only five
days, Mr. Hale commented.
Line 51400-Longevity ($12,433): This line was also split up between utilities and the DPW Public Utilities
Division.
Mr. Hale noted that many of the Personnel funding is populated based on contractual obligations and how the
city manages Worker’s Compensation, Insurance, Longevity, and Sick Buy Back. He highlighted that it should be
recognized the reason many of these benefits were instituted in lieu of money.
He said the Personnel line is flat. Many of their employees are stepped out at Step 12. He said they have hired
more competent people from the private sector that can’t be started at Step 1 due to their skill set, licenses held and
experience. It was mentioned that the current city contracts are available to the Council and the public on the city’s
website under, “Essential Documents.” Mr. Destino said Mr. Hale’s team has been transformed and staffing is
greatly reduced over the last 10 years. He said that the Public Works, Sewer and Water employees Mr. Hale
employs are very good at what they do. He said it is to Mr. Hale and his Assistant DPW Director, Mark Cole credit
to manage these employees and to hire good people.
Mr. Hale pointed out for Councilor Ciolino that there is no decrease in personnel--it is the same 16 full time
employees that work solely in the Sewer division. He said they are comfortable with that although it is lean but it is
a very fit group of employees. He pointed out is department even lends a hand to neighboring towns, and that his
Water and Sewer Departments are considered one of the better utility divisions amongst his peers as far as the staff’s
abilities and projects that they take on. He said the water work on Atlantic Road is a $75,000 project if he bid it. It
cost $30,000 in materials and a few hours of overtime which was handled within the city’s budget and not through a
loan order.
Mr. Destino said that pursuant to job descriptions, the city is embarking on a Common Class Study of both
ASFCME A and AFSCME B job descriptions to redefine and reclassify jobs in order to write new, more accurate
job descriptions for everyone who works in AFSCME A and AFSCME B. As a second step the study will look at
other area municipalities to compare compensation to ensure that all municipal employees in those unions or who
shadow those unions have their jobs correctly defined and compensated, he said. He also explained it will assist the
city in knowing what the employment market conditions are when looking to hire new employees. Mr. Hale added
that this is especially important to this particular group of employees, he said, to ensure that his workers are paid
correctly due to risk and licenses. Mr. Destino pointed out 90 percent of the $7,806,468 are fixed costs for the
Sewer Enterprise Fund.
In response to an inquiry by Councilor Memhard, Mr. Dunn explained that Mr. Hale does the salaries and
wages, then the financial team does a calculation for the distribution of certain personnel costs and health insurance.
He has to wait until he learns what Mr. Hale has calculated for salaries and wages and the number of people which is
then factored into the pension assessment and across the roster of those enrolled in health insurance.
Total Personnel increase of $16,233 over FY16.
Ordinary:
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Line 52000 - Contracted Services ($331,500 vs. $370,000 FY16 working): Mr. Hale highlighted the annual
training of the DPW and Fire Department for confined space rescues which is split between the two Enterprise
Funds and the Fire Department because his employees would be involved and employed in such situations. This will
mean his employees can hold this particular certification, which comes from a specialized training. He advised that
the Sewer Department was recently audited by the Division of Labor Services, and the city was the first community
that didn’t have a finding on the city’s DPW trench safety program which Mr. Hale attributed to good training,
having the right equipment and competent employees.
He also touched upon Vactor pad solids removal container and WPCT Grit solids containers uses subline as
well as Flow assessment controls/Alarms which is associated with the CSO project. He said this subline will remain
ad infinitum as he explained how the alarm system works to enable the city to remain vigilant to keep its harbor and
waterways clean. He advised that there hasn’t been a sewer overflow in over 20 months, and explained some of the
related particulars at the request of Councilor Memhard with Councilor Ciolino and Mr. Hale noting how
overflows were detected previously.
He announced that the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is coming out with a new permit, with the
city’s submission due in April 2017. The first permit came out in 2003 with a five year permit which was continued
again in 2008 which has been renewed, and finally there is a permit that manages stormwater (NPDES Stormwater)
which is part of the 1972 federal Clean Water Act that cities and towns don’t discharge pollutants to any waterways.
Cities and towns with impaired waterways will be heavily impacted, but Gloucester will not, he said, because of the
work the city has already undertaken and completed. This permit allows for the monitoring of all the city outfalls
and tracking any changes which is all required under the EPA permit and is reported not only the EPA and the Mass.
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP). He also touched upon SCADA and alarm licensing subline relates
to the alarm monitoring for the pump station improvements, and step system pump outs. Mr. Hale touched on the
Task Order Engineering Services that is funded for on-call engineering services. He pointed out that in a $300
million Enterprise things go wrong over the course of a year and discussed some of the associated costs with a pump
breakdown or other types of essential equipment.
Line 52410-Machine Tools ($500): This line was touched on briefly.
Councilor Orlando discussed briefly with Mr. Hale the difference between the working FY16 budget and
FY17 budget for the Enterprise Fund as it related to the confined space training.
Line 52450 – Sewer Equipment Maintenance ($3,489,019 vs. $3070,885 FY16): The increase on this line item is
for Veolia who is contracted to run the Essex Avenue Water Treatment Facility which Veolia staffs seven days a
week year round with 12 of their employees, mechanics, licensed operators and a manager.
Councilor Ciolino made note of the fact that it is far more cost effective for the city to have Veolia under
contract than it would for the city to staff the Water Treatment Facility.
Mr. Hale advised that the Veolia contract is up in November and will be rebid and so what is shown in the
budget is an estimate. He noted they are ready to go out to bid, and the matter should come before the Council soon.
He said the city couldn’t keep up with the educational requirements, staff, and then described the way in which
Veolia keeps the facility staffed 24/7. For the city to keep up the mandated staffing of that facility, it would mean
much more in terms of a head count to cover the facility in the same way at a much greater cost, and said that it
makes more sense to contract for the service. He said that Veolia has done a good job for the city, and suggested it
is likely Veolia and suggested Veolia will be bidding on the new contract. The term R&M was described as
“Replace and Maintain” as shown in the sublines under Contracted Services. He said that in the last several years
there have been $25 million spent to improve the Waste Water Treatment Facility. He also advised that Woodward
& Curran (W&C) is the contracted vendor of the city’s 28 pump stations, and about 1,000 mechanical sewers and
step sewer systems and pressure grinders. He pointed out this, too, is a 24/7 contract. W&C has a staff of three full
time employees and pull off of a bigger pool of professionals. This contract is out to bid now and will be awarded in
June to start July 1. Councilor Orlando asked if Mr. Hale expected these contracts to come higher this time, to
which he responded, “Yes.” He said there is a factor they believe they can work within, but it is market driven. The
request hasn’t changed dramatically in that the city doesn’t have more pump stations or step systems. These are two
very large items within the total sewer budget it was noted.
Mr. Hale, responding to inquiry by Councilor Memhard said that noted that everything not spent in the
Ordinary line items falls back to retained earnings. Mr. Hale said he is also, in conjunction with the CFO, looking
at old capital accounts to see if anything is left to be repurposed to offset sewer expenses.
At the arrival of Councilors Cox, Lundberg, and Gilman at 6:45 there was a quorum of the City Council.
Line 52470-Vehicle Maintenance ($14,500): This line was touched on briefly.
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Line 52620-Office Equipment Maintenance ($4,523): This line was also touched on briefly as was Line 53001Training ($3,450).
Line 53100-Engineering/Architectural Professional Services ($143,909): Noted as “Alan Michaels Contract for
301H Monitoring (the city’s secondary treatment permit from the EPA) at $11,992.42 per month, Mr. Hale said that
the EPA has tentatively denied the city’s waiver, meaning that they want the city to move to secondary treatment.
He explained an initiative by Governor Baker whereby the Mass. DEP would issue the wastewater discharge permit,
which he suggested it would work to the city’s favor. Dr. Alan Michaels samples the city’s outfalls quarterly, he
said, noting that Dr. Michaels helped to craft the Clean Water Act, who also provides the city with a lot of, “good
science.” The city is on one of the last DEP waivers, he noted for Councilor Memhard, and said that Dr. Michaels
also provides a quarterly 301H report as well as a 301H annual report which Mr. Hale added that is how the city
keeps the city’s waiver live. A secondary treatment plant may end up having to be built by the city at a cost
estimated at $60 million, but for the time being the DEP is satisfied with the city’s testing record. Mr. Destino also
lauded the work Larry Durkin, the city’s Environmental Engineer, whom he said does an excellent job of putting
this together for the reporting along with the consultants. He said he is a remarkable employee and did a great
narrative to hold the line with the secondary permit.
Line 53130-Professional Audit Services ($5,032), Line 53140-Legal Consultations ($25,000), and Line 53450Postage ($16,000) which was noted to be for mailing sewer/water bills were briefly touched upon.
Line 53930-Drain Clean-Contract ($20,000): Mr. Hale said there were two designated contracts at the same rate of
$10,000. He noted part of the drain cleaning contract is for the MPDS Stormwater permit which requires annual
drain cleaning.
Line 54000-Supplies ($45,000): Mark Cole, Assistant DPW Director, said this line covers whatever the workers
need to perform their jobs.
Line 54320-Pipes, Tubes, Fittings ($60,000): Sewer and drain components were briefly described by Mr. Hale.
Lines 54340 through Line 57750 were touched on very briefly.
Line 54850-Other Parts-Maintenance ($50,000): This line item is for parts for a failing vactor truck, Mr. Hale
advised. Mr. Destino said there will be likely a lease or a loan order for this piece of equipment soon. They are
exploring shared services with Manchester, he said.
Line 57330-Assessments ($15,000): Mr. Hale said previously penalties were paid to the DEP, and this line covered
it for the Enterprise Fund.
Line 58000 – Capital Outlay ($76,000): This line item was touched upon briefly noting it is for the Enterprise
Fund’s, “what-ifs.”
Line 58215-GIS Enhance ($80,000): This line item is for continued upgrading of the GIS mapping capabilities.
This is all the survey work and maintenance of the computer database, Mr. Hale noted. He said the GIS system is
being well utilized and very much worthwhile.
Increase in Ordinary is $510,114 over FY16.
Tab 5-Dept. 991 General Fund-Page 17
Ordinary Expenses
Mr. Dunn said that this is for indirect costs that are picked up in the General Fund which is executive time, the
Council’s time, costs in the Treasurers’ and Auditors’ offices, etc., although there is not direct charge. The analysis
is done each year. There is a standardized format and has been done for the past three years which the Outside
Auditors approve of.
Ordinary
TOTAL

$190,166
$190,166

Personnel
Ordinary
Capital Expenses
Transfers to Other Funds
TOTAL

$1,566,158
$6,075,415
$ 164,895
$ 190,166
$7,996,634
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Tab 5-Dept. 991 General Fund-Page 17

SEWER RATE:
Mr. Dunn reviewed the sewer rate calculation sheet for FY2017 (placed on file) and described the approach
used to calculate the rate which takes into consideration as follows: Non-metered Revenue, Penalties and Interest
Revenue, Lien Revenue, Tax Title Revenue, Fixture Revenue, Cross Connection and Septage Fees which account
for about $408,000 that comes into the Sewer Enterprise Fund. Noted was Prior Year Collection which are things
already billed in the current fiscal year which is about $340,000 on average. There is One-Time Revenue from the
Town of Rockport, previously noted as $50,000. The city takes the nearly $8 million in expenditures, reduce then
by the various other revenues and then comes up with $7,198,634 that needs to be gained in metered revenue for
FY17.
Average consumption was noted at 541,200,000 gallons on average billed each year of which 90 percent is
collected which gives a Collected Consumption of 487,080,000 gallons. That number is taken and divided into the
$7,198,634 and that is what drives the FY17 rate will be $14.78 per thousand gallons, up from $13.80 per thousand
gallons or 98 cents from the current rate, which has been the sewer rate in place for two years. He said the biggest
driver is the anticipated changes in the Veolia and Woodward & Curran contracts, both of yet to be determined. He
said they can only make their best estimates. He suggested if the contract comes in slightly under expectations that
money will go to retained earnings he noted, and will not be lost. He said the timing for the two contracts coming
up affects this rate.
Councilor Orlando asked about the collection rate of 90 percent and if the any of the remaining 10 percent
moves to litigation. Mr. Destino said that the city pursues the uncollected revenue whether it is water or sewer rates,
or property taxes. He said the city will lien properties if need be. Mr. Dunn added that the city has the ability to
take uncollected water and sewer bills form one year and lien them to tax bills in the following year. If people don’t
pay their taxes it goes into a tax lien, so the city is covered throughout. He said it is a limited number of situations
that requires other legal means. Mr. Destino reminded the Committee that $600,000 owed by Essex that would
come in to the Enterprise Fund and take up that gap to which Mr. Dunn expressed his concurrence.
Councilor Memhard asked if there is a list of past due water and sewer bills and real estate taxes for a number
of years. Mr. Dunn said all that disclosed and receivables are reconciled each year and are tracked. He further
explained that if a ratepayer doesn’t pay their quarterly bills, then the following year those unpaid bills with interest
and penalties get liened to the property taxes. If those taxes aren’t paid, then the following year those taxes plus
those unpaid utility bills go into tax title plus penalties and interest.
Mr. Hale said the consumption number is something that they have worked hard on in the last several years to
ensure that it is accurate.
REVISITS: None.
Councilor Lundberg left the meeting at 7:12 p.m. as did Councilor Orlando. There remained a quorum
of the City Council.
Tab 5, Department 450 – Water – and Water Rates, Pages 1-16:
Total Fiscal 2017 revenues and expenditures are proposed at $5,678,862
A $390,820 or 7% increase from FY16
Personnel:
Mr. Hale explained that there are no additional people and that the Water Enterprise Fund is almost a mirror of
the Sewer Enterprise Fund. There are some employees that are solely water enterprise but very few of them and
these are the same 16 employees. He said those two divisions, or funds, are well staffed.
Line 51300-Salary/Wages-Overtime ($70,000): Mr. Hale described the overtime situations encountered by the
water enterprise fund briefly.
All the personnel lines were very briefly touched upon as they mirrored the sewer enterprise Fund.
Total for Personnel declined by $2,165 over FY16.
Ordinary Expenses:
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Line 5200-Contracted Services ($192,000): Mr. Hale said Ordinary line items are almost an exact mirror of the
Sewer Department. He said that Task Order Engineering Services is for on-call services.
Line 52460-Water Equipment Maintenance ($2,063,547): The Veolia contract is for sewer and water and is pieces
of the same contract. He described Veolia’s staffing situation at the request of Councilor Memhard briefly. Mr.
Destino said that they are expecting a 15 percent increase with a new contract which starts in November as
previously explained in the Sewer Enterprise Fund discussion.
Line 52491-Street Paving ($30,000): This was noted to be strictly related to any water work only.
Line 53001-Training ($3,200): Mr. Hale said this line item for training is used to keep employees current.
Line 53130-Professional Audit Services ($4,330), Line 53440-Radiophone Contract ($5,000), Line 53450-Postage
($15,000) and Line 54200-Supplies ($15,000) were acknowledged by the Committee and Mr. Hale.
Line 54320-Pipes, Tubes & Fittings ($90,000): Mr. Hale said this line is funded adequately.
Line 56820-DEP Assessment ($10,000), Line 56900-Taxes to Other Towns ($8,000) and Line 57300-Dues &
memberships were touched upon briefly as was Licenses/Per Paid by City ($1,500).
Ordinary increased $394,089 over FY16.
Capital Expense:
Line items were briefly reviewed by Mr. Hale who noted that meter replacements are progressing well in the
city. He said they are floating a meter replacement program to the Administration, and noted that it is through water
meters the city collects its water usage fees. It was confirmed with Mr. Dunn adding that capital expenses have
remained steady from FY16 to FY17.
Tab 5-Dept. 991 General Fund-Page 17
Ordinary Expenses
Line 59600-Transfers to Other Funds ($190,166) was touched on very briefly.
Ordinary
TOTAL

$190,166
$190,166

Total Water Enterprise Fund increased $391,924 over FY16 or 8%
REVISITS: None.
Personnel
Ordinary
Capital Expenses
Transfers to Other Funds
TOTAL

$1,639,697
$3,669,105
$ 179,894
$ 190,166
$5,678,862

WATER RATE:
Mr. Dunn reviewed his Water Rate Calculation for FY2017 (placed on file) which mirrored the calculation
method for the Sewer Rate Calculation for FY17.
Councilor Ciolino discussed “unaccounted water” with Mr. Hale which involves leak detection and gaining an
accurate number. Mr. Hale suggested that aging meters are part of this issue. The last meter replacements program
was in the 1990’s. They have to be accountable and will work with to see what is driving this number. He indicated
the numbers have varied dramatically over the past several years and show no discernable pattern which he said he
believes it is a recording problem.
Total Fiscal 2017 revenues and expenditures are proposed at $5,678,862.
A $390,820 or 7.39% increase from FY16
Tab 5-Department 475 – Talbot Rink – Pages 1-4
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Additional commentary was provided by Mr. Cole along with Mr. Hale and Mr. Dunn.
Other Revenues:
Line 43101-User charges ($279,000): This line was touched on briefly by Mr. Dunn as was Line 48400-RevenueMiscellaneous Receipts ($23,615).
Transfers In:
Line 32800-Talbot Rink Enterprise Fund-F/B Res. For Special Purposes ($41,661): Mr. Dunn said what is used to
balance the Enterprise Fund from retained earnings (free cash). In general they try to ensure that revenues and
expenses balance. They haven’t used retained earnings of the Fund to balance this budget, he noted.
Mr. Hale, responding to an inquiry by Councilor Memhard, said fees were raised incrementally over the last
three years, but they have to be prudent with how much they raise fees in order to be competitive with other rinks in
the area, and he described those issues for the Councilor. He said they can’t add much more revenue to the rink.
Mr. Hale and Mr. Cole reviewed some of the on-going efforts to build rink revenues, such as birthday parties
which they said are charged very reasonable rates, and is very popular. Mr. Cole added the rink has taken close to
$5,000 just in birthday parties. Councilor Ciolino said if the rink pays for itself it is a winning situation for the city.
Personnel:
Personnel Lines were touched on briefly by Mr. Hale.
Personnel decreased $9,422 over FY16.
Ordinary Expenses:
Line 52000-Contracted Services ($20,000): This is for the rink components that have to be serviced regularly.
Line 52170-Fuel Oil for heating ($18,000 vs. $12,000 FY16): The rink has converted totally to natural gas and this
line item should be renamed, Mr. Hale said.
Ordinary increased $12,850 over FY16.
Capital Expense:
Line 58410-Land ($15,000): This is a modest amount for building improvements and repair of broken items. This
is the last year the budget will be presented in this manner, Mr. Dunn added. The account names will be up to date
and consistent across the board.
Mr. Hale noted the rink had a new roof put on at the same time the O’Maley Innovation Middle School roof
was done. The rink’s roof was not a part of the MSBA reimbursement program, unlike the Middle School roof in
response to Councilor Memhard’s inquiry.
REVISITS: None.
Personnel
Ordinary
Capital Expenses
Total

$164,088
$149,688
$ 30,500
$344,276

Total increase for the Talbot Rink $4,876 over FY16 or 1%
The meeting was adjourned at 7:45 p.m. The Committee will meet again on Mon., May 16 at 5:30 p.m. in
the 3rd Fl. Conference Room to review the following departments: Community Development (including
grants); Veterans’ Services; Tourism; Shellfish; Council on Aging; Public Health; the Licensing Board;
Waterways and Harbormaster.
Respectfully submitted,
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Dana C. Jorgensson
Clerk of Committees
DOCUMENTS/ITEMS SUBMITTED AT MEETING:
• Breakdown of Dept. 440 Sewer and Dept. 450 Water Expenses from Mike Hale, DPW Director
• Calculation method for FY17 Sewer Rate, Water Rate and Indirect Costs to Enterprise Funds from
John Dunn, CFO
REVISITS/ADJUSTMENTS:
Revisit: Dept. 161: Line 51400-Salary/Wages-Longevity ($4,050) subline City Clerk ($1,800): To be removed.
Request: New laptop for the Clerk of the Committees and a back-up laptop for the Clerk’s Office.
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CITY COUNCIL STANDING COMMITTEE
Budget & Finance
Monday, May 16, 2016 - 5:30 p.m.
3rd Fl. Council Committee Room - City Hall
FY17 Budget Review #2: Community Development (including grants); Veterans Services; Tourism; Shellfish;
Council on Aging; Public Health; Licensing Board; Waterways & Harbormaster
Present: Chair, Councilor Scott Memhard; Vice Chair, Councilor Joseph Orlando, Jr.; Councilor Joseph
Ciolino
Absent: None.
Also Present: Councilor LeBlanc (left the meeting at 5:50 p.m.); Councilor Gilman (left the meeting at 6:58
p.m.); Jim Destino; Dan Smith; Kenny Costa; John Dunn; Tom Daniel; Adam Curcuru; Dave Sargent; Lucy
Sheehan; Max Schenk; Harbormaster Jim Caulkett; Tony Gross; Ralph Pino
The meeting convened at 5:32 p.m. There was a quorum of the Council until 5:50 p.m. when Councilor
LeBlanc left the meeting.
Department 181 - Community Development - Pages 41-45
Presenting the Community Development Department Budget was Tom Daniel, Community Development Director
as follows:
Personnel:
Line 51000-Personal Services ($73,470): This line contains the salaries of the Conservation Agent and a part-time
principal clerk for Conservation. Their salaries are partially funded through fees generated by applications to the
Conservation Commission.
Line 51100-Salaries/Wages-Full Time: ($462,908): Highlighted by Mr. Daniel was the addition of the position of
Executive Director of the Fisheries Commission at 0.50 FTE ($25,000) which accounts for the difference in this line
item between FY16 and FY17. He noted four staff members whose salaries are completely grant funded through the
federal Community Development Block Grant (CDBG). Responding to Councilor Ciolino’s inquiry for clarification
as to whom the 0.53 FTE represented, Mr. Daniel explained that the Senior Project Manager, Stephen Winslow shown
at 0.53 FTE and is paid out of the General Fund at 52.5% ($36,334) with 45% of his salary covered by a regional Mass
in Motion Grant and 2.5% from an EPA Grant. He indicated that the salary of another Senior Project Manager
dedicated to the city’s tourism efforts would be part of the discussion of Dept. 563-Toursim. Mr. Destino pointed out
that many full-time department staff is already at Step 12.
Line 51400-Salary/Wage Longevity ($3,445) and Line 51944-Sick Incentive Pay ($2,412) were touched briefly upon.
Line 51990 – Stipends ($9,200): This line supports the cost for a Recording Clerk for the Planning Board and
Conservation Commission as well as the Fisheries Commission. There is $200 for an extra meeting or unforeseen
need.
Ordinary
Line 52000-Contracted Services ($51,000): Mr. Daniel said the money is used for services for consultants for
planning projects, economic development projects and public relations services. This is for support that is beyond what
can be done in-house, he said, noting such a situation was the Fuller property where real estate professionals were
brought in to provide key analysis for the city. He noted that the public relations consultant has also added important
value for the city’s economic development outreach. Mr. Destino added that the public relations budget is much lower
for FY17 which he said is a result of the Mayor constantly out and about promoting the city -- and her efforts on behalf
of the city are very successful.
Line 52620-Office Equipment Maintenance ($0): This line item is now carried by IT.
Line 54210-Office Supplies ($1,800): This line was touched on briefly
Line 57000-Other Charges/Expenditures ($17,090 vs. $19,470 FY16): This line item decreased due to receipt of state
grants for the city’s participation in seafood shows and promotional outreach, Mr. Daniel advised. He said the funding
of this line item is part of a match for these grants. Councilor Memhard asked about the EDIC contribution to the
city’s participation in the Seafood Expo in March 2016. Kenny Costa, City Auditor, said the EDIC contribution was a
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donation and is in its own donation fund for the city’s promotional efforts as accepted by the City Council. As the
donation isn’t part of the General Fund, it isn’t reflected in a budget.
Line 57001- Conservation Commission Other Expenses ($3,000): This is a fee transfer in the account for the
Conservation Commission.
Line 57100 - In-State Travel ($1,500) and Line 57200 Out-of-State Travel ($1,500) were noted as being broken out
into two line items for more accurate accounting.
Line 57300-Dues & Membership ($2,595): This line was briefly reviewed covering departmental staff professional
credentialing.
Mr. Destino said that overall there is slightly more than $28,000 increase in the Community Development FY17
budget which is attributable wholly to the addition of the position of the Fisheries Executive Director and step
increases.
Total increase for department compared with FY16: $28,066 or 5%
Personnel
Ordinary
TOTAL

$552,335
$ 83,324
$635,659

REVISITS: None.
Department 563 - Tourism Commission - Page 151-152
Presenting for the Tourism Commission was Tom Daniel as follows:
Personnel
Line 51100-Salaries/Wages-Full Time ($0): It was noted that the Senior Project Manager who was a Grade M5, Step 9
effective 03/03/16 was eliminated as functions are being provided by new destination marketing organization which is
privately and publicly funded. The Senior Project Manger’s salary was reflected in this line item for FY16 and FY17
this line item is moot as that position’s salary falls under the new 501(c) 6 non-profit public/private tourism group, the
city’s Destination Marketing Organization (DMO), Discover Gloucester.
Line 51200-Salary/Wage-Temporary Position ($16,500): This line item was noted to support part-time staff at the
Stage Fort Park Visitors’ Center which will now see city staffers in the Visitors’ Center seven days a week. Mr.
Daniel said that the center is also staffed with volunteers. Previously the weekends were staffed solely by volunteers,
Mr. Daniel noted, in response to Councilor questions. He added that the city is fortunate to have energetic staff and
dedicated volunteers who have created a database to help with surveying visitors, augmenting data collection, all of
which has been helpful. City staff will report directly to Mr. Daniel, it was confirmed.
Ordinary
Line 5200-Contracted Services ($100,000 vs. $0 FY16): It was noted this line funds support of the new independent
501(c)6 DMO for visitor-based economy, Discover Gloucester to carry out the marketing and promotion services for
the city, formerly managed a variety of independent volunteer groups that are now all under one umbrella. Mr. Daniel
gave the Committee some background as to why this organization was formed as being independent but professionally
staffed.
Councilor Orlando asked about the DMO funding. Mr. Destino said that the budget represents up to 30% of the
city’s hotel/motel tax dedicated to tourism which equates to $136,950. He said when Mayor Theken took office there
was a five-year tourism plan that was paid for by the city, and it made sense to combine the city’s marketing efforts
into one professional group where previously there were a variety of groups that were doing much of the same thing.
He said the Mayor made a commitment that up to 30% of hotel/motel tax to tourism if this overarching group was
formed. Acknowledging the Administration’s commitment to Tourism, he said that this group who has a lot of work
ahead of them. They will raise money also to hopefully match the proposed FY17 to professionally market the city.
He noted he and Mr. Daniel sit on that Board who will be tasked to be able to justify this line item funding for FY18.
He pointed out that this is a dynamic board doing promotional outreach via social media, having created a new city
promotional website for a start. He also suggested that a presentation to the Council in the future would be helpful.
Councilor Ciolino noted some of the history of previous funding through the DPW for getting the city ready for
the tourism season. He said this Administration has put tourism where it should be to support and promote the city. He
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asked about revenues from the Discover Gloucester book and how B&F would see how the funds would be spent. Mr.
Daniel, reminding the Committee that there is private sector money to come in for partial funding of the DMO said the
book sales exceeded its goal with new advertisers. The expectation is that next year there will be reports from the
Board that will show how funds were spent and what were public funds and private funds. Mr. Destino noted there is
a professional bookkeeper hired to track costs and file the organization’s tax returns. At any time the Committee can
call the Board to come to a B&F meeting to discuss their finances, and he suggested perhaps in the fall once the
summer tourism season has concluded. This DMO organization is a model used in other communities successfully and
that there is full auditing of the group with tax returns filed, he said.
Line 52180-Purchased Goods/Services ($2,000): This line was noted for the Visitor’s Center supplies.
Line 53500-Tourism Commission, Purchased Services ($4,000 vs. $60,000 FY16): This line item was cut back as this
function is now handled by the 501(c)6 entity, it was pointed out. Mr. Daniel said the Mayor is interested in people
reviewing the many events that take place in the city, its arts and culture initiative through a Mass. Cultural Council
grant and the Chamber of Commerce efforts and they will reconvene in October to decide what makes sense for the
Tourism Commission to focus on. He said that this $4,000 puts some resources for the Tourism Commission to act on.
Mr. Destino suggested the Tourism Commission would be advisory to the DMO moving forward. He said that the
Mayor is looking at St. Peter’s Park as a piazza concept for a variety of events. Councilor Orlando said with the new
DMO and the hotel room tax being used to promote Gloucester that the $4,000 seems duplicative. Mr. Destino said it
is for actual spending on what is needed. The Mayor wanted to keep some money in the Tourism Commission as this
is a trial for the DMO, he pointed out. He said the Mayor wants the Commission to stay focused in the event the DMO
doesn’t do their job. This is city-held money, he said. Councilor Ciolino pointed out that the Tourism Commission is
part of the Code of Ordinances, and the DMO is a separate organization. He noted that the Tourism Commission paid
for a brochure printed with a city map which he said was an important tourism tool. Mr. Daniel said that there are
grants that the city has that can support that effort. Councilor Ciolino expressed his concern that these types of
brochures are continued to be printed and suggested there was more that could be done for such an effort and called for
a revisit of this line item.
Line 53500 – This line is broken out a list of Purchased Services for:
($4,000) Tourism Commission; Committee for the Arts ($4,000); Cultural Council ($2,000): This group
administers mini-grants from the state, Mr. Daniel noted; Harbortown Cultural District ($4,000) and the Rocky
Neck Cultural District ($4,000). Both cultural districts applied for grants from the Mass. Cultural Council which are
matching grants. Both districts were able to leverage the city funds and described some of the efforts to be expended and
mentioned several efforts from the previous year, Mr. Daniel said. This will fund some of the Memorial Day arts
festival, he said, in response to Councilor Orlando’s inquiry. Funding for FY18 from Mass. Cultural Council is unsure,
he advised. Councilor Orlando expressed his understanding that part of the Mass. Cultural Council grant funds were to
be used to fund artists who would actively participate in a city Memorial Day arts festival. Mr. Daniel said that the state
funds go to the artists. The matching funds don’t have to go to the same purpose, he pointed out. Councilor Orlando
expressed concern that the way the funds were used and asked for a revisit of the Harbortown Cultural District funding.
Line 54210-Office Supplies ($400): This is for supplies for the Visitor’s Center.
Mr. Daniel, in response to a question by Councilor Ciolino, said that they are eliminating the staff position of
$61,000; the Tourism Commission had $60,000 in FY16 which is $121,000 so $100,000 is going to the new DMO and
is the approximate difference.
Total decrease for department from FY16 is $17,431 or -11%
REVISIT:
Dept. 563, Line 53500-Tourism Commission Purchased Services ($4,000), and Harbortown Cultural District ($4,000)
Page 152
Personnel
Ordinary
TOTAL

$ 16,500
$120,450
$136,950

Department 543 - Veterans Services - Page 148-149:
Presenting the Veterans Services Department Budget was Adam Curcuru, Veterans Agent as follows:
Personnel
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Line 51100-Salary/Wages – Full Time ($115,826): The difference in salary and wages are showing two stipends
related to the Intermunicipal Agreement for the Veteran’s Agent and the Senior Clerk. Of the negotiated $29,000 from
an Intermunicipal Agreement between the city, Manchester-by-the-Sea and Rockport for Mr. Curcuru and his Senior
Clerk’s outreach efforts, $19,000 goes to the city for in-kind services. Mr. Destino advised that in the future, the
stipend will be folded into the base salaries of the Veteran’s Agent and the Senior Clerk and will become pensionable,
he noted. The amount of the stipend will be revisited after the first year of the joint agreement. Councilor Ciolino
questioned that the stipend is $29,000, asking how the remainder of the stipend is accounted for in the budget for Dept.
543. Mr. Destino said that the remainder goes into the staff pension costs and building use/maintenance. He said last
year was the first year of the Municipal Agreement. The stipends were $6,750 for the Veteran’s Agent and $3,250 for
the Senior Clerk. He advised that this year after an evaluation, the Administration upped the stipends, $5,000 for the
Veteran’s Agent and $750 more for the Senior Clerk. There are expenses, he advised, using the city’s building, the
supplies and equipment and the city is taking a percentage of that with the Intermunicipal Agreement.
Councilor Ciolino expressed concern that the stipend should be reflected wholly in the Dept. 543 budget.
Councilor Orlando said there is no disparity, but there isn’t a specific amount shown on the building, for instance.
Mr. Destino said the building is maintained by the DPW, and that they have informed the two towns that they will be
readjusting this number next year in all likelihood. There was a discussion as to the pay level of the Veteran’s Agent
and that the Intermunicipal Agreement communities will partially pay for an increase to that position’s salary. A
discussion ensued touching on what the stipend funds are utilized for and why it supports the building the Veterans’
Services Department is housed in.
Councilor Memhard said that these communities benefit from a higher level of service they now receive through
the Agreement and asked what other support can bolster the Veterans’ Services. Mr. Destino said through the
increased outreach much is being done for Cape Ann veterans, and Mr. Curcuru noted his efforts for Gloucester’s
veterans with MGL c. 115 benefits for low-income veterans (reimbursed by 75% from the state with a year’s lag).
Councilor Orlando confirmed with Mr. Curcuru and Mr. Destino that other North Shore communities are involved in
regionalization for Veterans’ Services. Mr. Destino said that eight other surrounding communities are involved in a
similar situation and pointed out that Gloucester has a high number of veterans compared to the overall population.
Mr. Curcuru noted that it is difficult to assess other regional districts in comparison to Gloucester since their regional
groups contain more cities and towns, and others’ efforts are singular for much larger cities.
Councilor Memhard asked about the relationship Gloucester’s Veteran’s Services and the new Veteran’s Clinic
on Main Street. Mr. Curcuru said the city’s veterans are serviced now through the Veteran’s Clinic housed at the
local hospital but will move to 199-201 Main Street in June. He said health care issues are sent to the Veteran’s Clinic
and non-health care issues come to the department. The health care is federally funded, Mr. Curcuru noted.
Councilor Ciolino called for a revisit on this line item.
Line 51400-Longevity ($1,500) and Line 51920-Sick Leave Buy-Back ($1,350) were touched on briefly.
Ordinary
Line 53410-Telephone Service ($1,500): This department’s cell phone service was not consolidated into IT, but many
other city departments were, Mr. Destino and Mr. Dunn confirmed.
Line 57100-In-State Travel ($365) and Line 57300-Dues & Memberships ($135): This line was touched on briefly.
Line 57710 – Veteran’s Services Ordinary Benefits ($175,000 vs. FY16 $152,000): Mr. Curcuru highlighted that the
benefits paid by the city to veterans under MGL Chapter 115, based on income need, are reimbursed at a rate of 75%
the following year on the Cherry Sheets. These adjusted numbers will be reimbursed for FY17. The city is doing the
paperwork for the other two municipalities related to MGL c. 115 but those two municipalities have to pick up the
expense for their veterans. There has been an uptick in the influx of veterans which was greater than anticipated, Mr.
Curcuru said. It is anticipated that the funds will be used completely between the three accounts, Mr. Curcuru
advised Councilor Orlando. He also described plans for those eligible veterans to come off receiving benefits but said
that as the city’s veteran population ages that seniors are increasingly in need of services.
Line 57720-Medical ($80,000): This has an additional $21,000 to cover services for new veterans, it was noted, and is
most likely used up based on historic trends.
Line 57730-Burials-50% mandate ($4,000): This account is mandated by the state, Mr. Curcuru said.
Line 57740-Fuel ($62,000): This line was reduced due to a calculation from the state; Mr. Curcuru advised and said
this doesn’t fluctuate during the seasons.
Line 57890 - Contributions-Public Relations ($10,500): This line item is noted as $4,000 as part of the state mandated
program under MGL c. 115 Veterans Benefits for placing American flags on all grave stones designated the service of
veterans which are placed the week of Memorial Day and remain until Veterans Day. That is reimbursable also at 75%
from the state from Cherry Sheets. The $5,500 funds are utilized for purchase of American flags and POW/MIA flags
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for all city-owned flag poles and for various city-run parades and flags placed in each of the 24 veteran square
memorials. The attempt is to ensure memorials are kept in good condition.
Councilor Gilman asked about memorial maintenance and if a member of the public sent something through
SeeClickFix would these funds be used to ameliorate a maintenance situation. Mr. Destino advised that would go to
the DPW.
Total increase from FY16 $52,156 or 13%
REVISITS:
Dept. 543, Line 51100-Salary/Wages – Full Time ($115,826), Page 148
Personnel
Ordinary
TOTAL

$119,276
$333,500
$452,776

Department 296 – Shellfish Control – Pages 104-105
The Shellfish Control Department budget was presented by Dave Sargent, Shellfish Constable, as follows:
Mr. Sargent said his department was asked to remain level funded by the Administration. This department monitors 68
miles of coastline on a daily basis of which almost all of it is viable shellfish habitat with 35 different shellfish growing areas
divided into seven general shellfish growing areas. His department is also charged with the protection against poaching of
American eel in inland waters as well as monitoring weirs for river herring.
Line 51100-Salary Wages Full-time ($53,683): It was noted that Mr. Sargent is maxed out at Step 12.
Line 51250 – Salary/Wage P/T Position ($21,889):
All other personnel lines are the same as FY16, Mr. Sargent said.
Ordinary
Line 53004-Employee Training Seminars ($1,000): Mr. Sargent noted the mandatory state trainings he and the part-time
shellfish warden must attend each year.
All other Ordinary lines were touched on briefly by Mr. Sargent.
Councilor Ciolino inquired if the boat the department owns is in good shape. Mr. Sargent confirmed that it is and is
utilized as a deterrent. There is nothing in the budget to maintain the boat, he also confirmed. He recounted in the past when
a piece of equipment was needed funds were transferred from In-State Travel and Training Seminars to make the purchase.
He said the department will live within its budget.
Harbormaster Jim Caulkett said that Waterways Enterprise Funds did purchase the boat and trailer around 2006 and
confirmed is in good shape.
Total decrease from FY16 is $546 or -1%
Revisits: None
Personnel
Ordinary
TOTAL

$77,285
$ 1,450
$78,735

Department 541 – Council on Aging – Pages 142-147
The Council on Aging budget was presented by Lucy Sheehan, Senior Center Coordinator, as follows:
Ms. Sheehan said the budget is balanced and level funded other than contractual raises. She noted she is the only fulltime employee.
Line 51250-Salary/Wage-Part-time Position ($49,354): These positions are grant funded and a senior day care program funds
some of these positions as well. Ms. Sheehan described the positions for the Committee. She also pointed out that the Mass.
Council on Aging formula grant is calculated by the state based on the number of city seniors -- there are 7,404 seniors of the
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city’s overall population by the census -- the cut off is 60 years old, Ms. Sheehan confirmed. She noted that she has to get
permission from the city to carry personnel when the state funds lag in reimbursements. She described the grants involved
that support the part-time employees. The Art Coordinator was noted to be partially paid for by the city and the Friends of
the Council on Aging pay for the rest of the salary. This was noted to be a very popular program for seniors.
Line 51400-Salary/Wage-Longevity ($2,730) and Line 51944-Sick Incentive ($800) were touched on briefly.
Mr. Destino noted that the department staff provides a great deal of services to the city’s senior for the money.
Ordinary
Line 53450-Postage ($1,200): This matter was discussed with Councilor Orlando that about 80% of the city seniors are not
using social media so that newsletters and announcements are forwarded by U.S. Mail. Mr. Destino said that Ms. Sheehan
could poll her seniors about social media use, and Ms. Sheehan touched on the popularity of computer classes at the Senior
Center. Postage is more than $1,200 annually, she said, and funds are raised to supplement this account from donations and
the Friends of Council on Aging.
Line 54210-Office Supplies ($2,800); Line 54510-Council-On Aging, Supplies, Janitorial ($598) were noted as level funded.
Line 57300-Dues & Memberships ($1,383): This line was touched on briefly.
Ms. Sheehan noted for Councilor Ciolino that seniors 65 years old and over get a by the pack trash bag discount of
$7.50 versus $10 for the public when purchased through the Senior Center.
Mr. Destino said the minimal increase in the department’s budget is through personnel and that it is an unbelievable
team that provides tremendous value to the city’s seniors.
Total increase from FY16 is $1,680 or 1%
No revisits or adjustments.
Personnel
Ordinary
TOTAL

$115,535
$ 5,981
$121,516

Department 510 – Public Health – Pages 138-141
The Public Health Department budget was presented by Max Schenk, Interim Public Health Director as follows:
Mr. Schenk introduced members of his staff present. He said that the department continues to grow with grants paying for
significant costs and reviewed the following:
Personnel
Line 51100-Salary/Wages-Full Time ($426,983): Staff responsibilities were touched on briefly by Mr. Schenk. He noted the
Health Director position is not filled at this time but that the Administration and the Health Board is moving forward with the
hope that the position will be filled by July 1. He highlighted that the Public Health Nurse is new to the department and has
adding value to the department from the start of her tenure. He also acknowledged the work of the Food Inspector.
Line 51250 – Salary/Wages – Part-Time ($10,700): This includes funding for a Recording Secretary for the Board of Health
meetings. He noted the extra $450 for any extra meetings that may occur. There is a stipend for the Animal Inspector whose
wages are paid half through this line item and half from the department’s vaccine revolving account, and is responsible for
rabies control. That position does the follow up when someone is bitten whether by a dog or a bat or any other animal and
described briefly that process. This position also inspects horse enclosures, it was noted. Councilor Orlando asked how long
the Board of Health meetings last on average. Mr. Schenk said they can last an hour or three hours plus but that in addition to
the time a recording secretary spends at the meeting, they also must prepare minutes which adds to their time charge.
Line 51300 – Salary/Wage-Overtime ($4,402): Mr. Schenk said this line primarily funds the Food Inspector’s overtime
precipitated by the increasing number of special events taking place in the city that have food vendors. The increase from
$2,700 to $4,402 reflects an hourly rate increase on 7/1/16 as well as the increase in the number of recreational events planned in
Gloucester. This assures that the Food Inspector has time in the office as well as the field, he said.
Line 51400-Salary/Wage-Longevity ($4,550): There is one change -- the sanitarian will go to $0 because it is based on a fiveyear cycle, and that it is a new employee so they aren’t entitled to this benefit yet.
Line 51944 – Sick Incentive Pay ($2,100): This line was touched on briefly.
Ordinary
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Line 52000-Contracted Services ($1,640): Mr. Schenk noted the School Nurse Coordinator is being hired to train staff in
AED use. Also in this line item is the testing of all seven city beaches once a month, but higher use beaches are tested every
week. The state takes over payment of this testing from mid-June to end-August, he noted. The city does it testing earlier,
starting in mid-May, and those costs, are associated outside of the DPH testing time, so the city takes it on. Bio-Marine is the
regional testing agency that happens to be located in Gloucester, he noted. Councilor Orlando confirmed with Mr. Shenk
that this testing is mandated by the state. The matter of dogs on city beaches was touched on in the same conversation
briefly.
Line 52920-Rent/Lease Office Equipment ($360): This line was touched on briefly as was Line 53090-Education & Testing
Services ($704). The new Sanitarian’s certification matters were also noted. Councilor Orlando asked if certifications were
mandated. Mr. Destino said that “certification” is usually for recertification and he and Mr. Schenk confirmed the
certifications are all mandated by the state and must be up to date.
Line 53410-Telephone Service ($0): This item has been swept into the IT Department.
Line 54290-Miscellaneous Special Office Supplies ($1,385): This line was touched on briefly.
Line 55000 – Medical/Surgical Supplies ($3,492 vs. $200 FY16): Mr. Schenk said these funds will be used to purchase
three AED’s for use in public city buildings: City Hall, City Hall Annex and the Rose Baker Senior Center at a cost of
$1,164 each.
Line 55810-Work Safety Clothes ($400): Line is level funded, it was noted.
Line 57100-In-State Travel ($0) and Line 57300-Dues & Memberships ($1,030) were touched on briefly
Councilor Ciolino inquired about the Public Health Department revenues. Mr. Schenk advised revenues are generally
$145,000 annually and referenced the Board of Health’s annual report (on file). He noted that the Gloucester Family Dental
Center is completely off the books for the city in a $300,000 revolving fund, and the Healthy Gloucester Collaborative and all
the substance abuse prevention services provided are an approximately $300,000 in addition in grant fundings and doesn’t
include in-kind contributions by their partners. Councilor Ciolino pointed out that this is a money-producing department,
and includes the fees for inspections and fines that are levied, Councilor Orlando mentioned. All income from fines goes
into the General Fund, Mr. Schenk confirmed.
Total increase from FY16: $7,506 or 2%
Revisits: None.
Request for information:
Personnel
Ordinary
TOTAL

$448,205
$ 9,011
$457,216

Department 165 – Licensing Board – Page 39
Presenting the Licensing Board budget was Mr. Destino, CAO, as follows:
Mr. Destino said there is one part-time person who takes minutes and produces them for the Licensing Board. He
advised that the funds are there because this positon will also man the customer service desk at Pond Road. They will do
their minutes there, answer the phones, and assisting customers. The Zoning Board Clerk will also do the same, and a
Community Development Clerk will pick up the remaining hours necessary to have the desk staffed full-time. It is 19 hours,
and this reflects one of the two part-time persons to staff the desk.
Line 52000 – Contracted Services ($1,000): Mr. Destino touched on this line briefly.
Councilor Ciolino discussed with Mr. Destino on the hiring process and the training that is anticipated that will be
undertaken for the two part-time desk receptionists at the City Hall Annex at Pond Road. Councilor Orlando said it was a step
in the right direction for customer service. Mr. Destino noted there are visible improvements already, he said, and that these two
part-time employees will be able to distribute various application forms and assist people to filling them out and will see that the
desk is always staffed during business hours. Councilor Orlando offered that this was a good investment for the city.
Total increase from FY16 is $519 or 3%
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Revisits/Adjustments: None.
Personnel
Ordinary
TOTAL

$16,136
$ 1,175
$17,311

Tab 5, Waterways Enterprise Fund Revenues, Pages 1-2
Presenting the Waterways Enterprise Fund budget was Jim Caulkett, Harbormaster and Tony Gross, Waterways
Board Chair:
Mr. Caulkett pointed out that the Waterways Enterprise Fund revenues are received from various sources. The
sources include: boat excise taxes, ramp and float fees, transient mooring and regular mooring fees, rent from St.
Peter’s and Harbor Cove commercial marinas, and mooring wait list fees. He said nothing has essentially changed
within the Enterprise Fund over the FY16 budget.
Revenues:
Line 43201-Rev-Fees (Launch Service) ($19,100): The Dun Fudgin ramp is the only ramp where fees are collected.
All funds must go back to maintenance, landscaping and salaries as mandated by the state, Mr. Caulkett advised.
Major repairs are via a contract with the state. Mr. Gross, Waterways Board Chair, said that there is a formula between
the Harbormaster collecting the fees, the assistant’s salary for seasonal weekend staffing at the ramp, and administrative
costs which the state has approved of and is an offset. Councilor Orlando asked if the city could charge fees for other
city ramps. Both Mr. Gross and Mr. Caulkett said many of the ramps around the city are rough and difficult to
maintain, and the city would be hard-pressed to charge for those ramps usage.
Line 43201-Harbor Mooring ($156,816): This amount fluctuates yearly for a variety of reasons; Mr. Caulkett
reviewed, and is projected by a specific computer program.
Line 43202-Revenue-Fees: Transient Moorings ($21,000): This line was also noted as weather dependent, but these
revenues have held fairly true and generally come in above what is projected. Councilor Orlando asked how the city
could increase mooring availability. Mr. Caulkett said the city constrained by federal channels, eel grass beds and
shellfish beds. He noted that Southwest Harbor has space available to some degree but it isn’t for everyone due to
where it’s open location. There are creative plans for Smith Cove that can fit more moorings, Mr. Destino advised, and
there are opportunities to reconfigure mooring fields. Mr. Gross said the prized ocean-protected coves need reexamining also.
Line 43203-Rvenue-Fees: Float ($16,065): This is for 10A bottom-anchor floats in the Annisquam River and the
harbor, and it was noted this line item fluctuates. It was noted that the 10A float fee was raised by ordinance to 50 cents
per square foot three years ago to be more equitable and is similar to other communities. The maximum fee is capped
at $350 it was noted, and after a brief discussion Mr. Gross said the Waterways Board could possibly consider raising
the fee cap moving forward.
Line 43204-Revenue-Fees: Mooring Application ($5,720): This fee is to keep one’s name on the mooring list.
Councilor Memhard said the wait list is for specific mooring areas and is not for one general area which Mr. Caulkett
confirmed and said that first-time mooring applicants must choose five mooring areas in order of preference.
Line 43600-Revenues-Rent Receipts ($19,845): This is for St. Peter’s Commercial Marina.
Line 43602-Rev-Harbor Cove ($18,336): Harbor Cove is located at the base of I4-C2, it was noted. Councilor
Orlando asked if I4-C2 were sold would this affect the commercial slips. Mr. Caulkett confirmed the uplands are
segregated from the property’s waterfront. Mr. Destino noted that if lobstermen could be moved to another location
since their dockage can’t just be displaced summarily, that St. Peter’s Commercial Marina could be considered ideal for
transient boating. Mr. Caulkett said there is a paper in the Mayor’s office that describes how such a reconfiguration
could be managed. Mr. Gross added that although Harbor Cove could be reconfigured, but it would be at a great
capital expense cost big money for capital costs. In order for St. Peter’s Marina to be used for transient dockage, it
would have to be taken out of the Designated Port Area (DPA), Mr. Caulkett said. Mr. Destino suggested that
expanding Harbor Cove doesn’t necessarily need expansion, but that there could be other suitable harbor locations that
are accessible with both Mr. Gross and Mr. Destino highlighted that this could be an opportunity for public/private
partnerships. Councilor Memhard pointed out the city’s ownership of 112 Commercial Street. Mr. Destino said the
city owns a small portion of that property that sees harbor surge with the seawall needing repair and so may not be a
suitable site.
Line 41600-Rev-Boat Excise Tax ($81,422): This line was touched on briefly.
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REVISIT: None.
Total FY17 Revenues are $345,304 or an increase of 1% from FY16
Tab 5, Dept. 492 – Waterways, Pages 3-10
Personnel:
Line 51100-Salaries/Wages-Full Time ($132,922): This line item reflects the change in the reorganization of the
Department showing a Harbormaster and a Deputy Harbormaster (based on estimated salaries as the positions are yet to
be hired). The position of senior clerk has been eliminated, it was noted. The designation “Other” with 0.00 FTE at
$3,922 is positioned for adjusting salaries for the two jobs in this line item.
Line 51200-Salary/Wage-Part-time Positions ($67,000): Mr. Gross touched on the salaries for the seasonal Assistant
Harbormasters and new launch operators.
Line 51300-Salary/Wages-Overtime ($0): There is no overtime for this department.
Line 51400-Salary/Wages-Longevity ($1,050), Line 51720-Unemployment Insurance ($2,467), and Line 51740Employee Life Insurance ($30) were all touched on briefly.
Line 51750-Employee Health Insurance ($7,490): Mr. Gross said this funding was based on the Senior Clerk and the
Harbormaster but will change with the new full-time hires.
Line 51840-Medicare/FICA/Social Security ($2,785), Line 51860-Regular Pensions ($30,885), and Line 51920-Sick
Leave Buy-Back ($2,700) were noted to remain the same. Line 51944-Sick Incentive Pay ($600) was touched on.
Line 51960-AFSME Incentives ($0): This line item will go away once the new Deputy Harbormaster is hired, it was
noted.
Ordinary
Line 52000 – Contract Services ($28,000 vs. $26,000 FY16): The Committee that was reminded that this line item
supports lawn maintenance at Dun Fudgin, Lobster Cove; Hodgkins Cove Public Landings and Solomon Jacobs
Landing, gangway installation at Lobster Cove Public Landing, diving inspections on mooring chains; sanitary facilities
at Dun Fudgin; welding repairs and office cleaning.
Line 52470-Vehicle Maintenance ($300): This is a new vehicle and the line was deemed sufficient by Mr. Caulkett.
Line 52420-Boat/Marine Maintenance ($5,000): This line was noted to be dropped to offset the full-time salary
increases. This includes all five boats
Line 52700-Rental of Facilities ($13,650): The line is reduced due to the remediation project at Solomon Jacobs Park
which started in September 2015 and the Harbormaster’s office being relocated during that period. Office space won’t
be in use for 7 months out of the year. Rent will be required for only 5 months. An annual increase of 3% is applied.
This line will go up when the remediation project at is completed.
Line 53100-Engineering/Architectural Professional Services ($4,000): This line item was discussed between
Councilor Orlando and Mr. Caulkett as to the use of funds as seed money for starting projects then go to Council to
request additional funds if needed. Mr. Gross noted this line item last year funded an engineering study was done on
Magnolia Pier. Mr. Destino said the money that was used for Magnolia Pier was a success story, with Councilors
Nolan and O’Hara’s help, Mr. Caulkett’s efforts and the high school carpentry shop built the float, the Magnolia Pier
will be greatly improved. Councilor Ciolino mentioned several other projects funded with this line item. Councilor
Memhard briefly discussed FY18 plans for Solomon Jacobs’s property. Mr. Caulkett said they’ve applied to the
Seaport Economic Council for a $60,000 grant for engineering, design and permitting phase of the rehabilitated
Harbormaster facility at Solomon Jacob’s Pier. Mr. Gross added if the SEC funds a study that entity tends to fund an
overall project to some degree. Councilor Memhard said the planned improvements for the Harbormaster’s facilities
are a potential economic driver for the harbor. Mr. Caulkett and Mr. Gross said that is exactly how they stated the
project in the SEC funding application for the $60,000 grant. They briefly discussed some of the anticipated
improvements and amenities with the Committee.
Line 53100 – Engineering/Architectural Professional Services ($4,000): Start up fees for new projects include: Public
landing access improvements and Harbormaster Office renovations upon completion of National Grid Remediation
project at Solomon Jacobs Park.
Line 53410-Telephone Service ($6,319): The phone service was deemed a necessity in that the staff needs
photographic capability for documentation purposes.
Line 53450-Postage ($200): This line is used for registered mail and large, bulky packages.
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Line 53480-Advertising ($4,000): This is for the city’s sailors’ guide, new launch service advertising and Gloucester
Harbor Port services advertising.
All remaining Ordinary line items were briefly touched on by Mr. Caulkett.
Capital
Line 58760-Infrastructure ($0 vs. $5,860 FY16): There is no capital projects planned at this time for FY17.
Councilor Ciolino acknowledged Mr. Caulkett’s last budget review as he retires at the end of FY16 and thanked
him for his service to the city.
Total increase from FY16 is $1,988 or 1%
No revisits or adjustments.
Personnel
Ordinary
Capital Expenses
TOTAL

$248,929
$ 96,875
$
0
$345,304

The Committee adjourned the meeting at 8:08 p.m. and would meet again on Tuesday, May 17 at 5:30 p.m. in
the 3rd Fl. Conference Room to take up the following Budgets: Mayor, Treasurer/Collector, Information Technology,
Personnel, Legal, Purchasing, and the Library.
Respectfully submitted,
Dana C. Jorgensson
Clerk of Committees
DOCUMENTATION/ITEMS SUBMITTED AT MEETING: None.
REVISITS:
Dept. 563, Line 53500-Tourism Commission Purchased Services ($4,000), and Harbortown Cultural District ($4,000)
Page 152
Dept. 543, Line 51100-Salary/Wages – Full Time ($115,826), Page 148
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CITY COUNCIL STANDING COMMITTEE
Budget & Finance
Tuesday, May 17, 2016 – 5:30 p.m.
3rd Fl. Council Committee Room – City Hall
FY17 Budget Review #3: Mayor; Treasurer/Collector; Information Technology (IT); Legal; Purchasing; Library
Present: Chair, Councilor Scott Memhard; Vice Chair, Councilor Joseph Orlando, Jr.; Councilor Joseph
Ciolino
Absent: None.
Also Present: Councilor O’Hara (left the meeting at 7:21 p.m.); Jim Destino; Kenny Costa; John Dunn;
James Pope; Chip Payson; Deborah Kelsey; Grace Macan
The meeting convened at 5:31 p.m. Departments were taken out of order. The Committee recessed
at 6:52 p.m. and reconvened at 6: p.m.
Department 121 – Mayor – Pages 2-4
Jim Destino, CAO presented the Mayor’s Department’s budget as follows:
Personnel
Line 51100 – Salaries/Wages-Full Time ($317,732 vs. $277,741 FY16): Mr. Destino explained that the main
reason this line item has increased is due to the Mayor’s office adding a G6A, Step 1 Secretary who will be handling
constituent inquiries and other duties as assigned so that the Executive Secretary can devote more of her time to
other matters directly involving the Mayor and the CAO. This brings the Mayor’s staff to four. He highlighted that
they are losing several staff at the end of FY16, himself and the Mayor’s Executive Secretary who is retiring and
was extremely valuable to the office. They are moving back to using the Executive Secretary’s salary for more of an
Administrative Assistant position and brining in a new general secretary. He noted that this year there is a new step
rate for the new CAO. It is the step up in the CAO salary and the $37,500 for the new secretarial hire that has raised
this line item. He explained the department is going through a period of overlap with the new CAO shadowing him
until his departure June 30, and there will be some overlap with the secretaries specifically for training purposes. He
advised he will return as a citizen to assist with the shifting of the responsibilities. He pointed out that once the
transition period is over they will find out the strengths and weaknesses of the new staff and based on that
assessment will write new job descriptions in order to make the Mayor’s office more responsive to the community’s
needs as well as municipal needs. He said that the Mayor feels that a secretary for clerical duties and the other
assistant position will be redefined. They are looking for a seamless transition, Mr. Destino said.
Line 51400-Longevity ($1,000): As the current Executive Secretary, Chris Pantano, who has served three Mayors
will be retiring near the start of the new fiscal year, this line will be pro rata.
Ordinary was noted as level funded with the exception of Line 57800-Contingency/Emergency ($25,000 vs.
$10,000 FY16). Some of this line was increased, and is funded much lower than most other area municipalities,
Mr. Destino said.
Councilor Memhard said that he believed there was great deal of thought put forward by the Mayor’s team on
the restructuring of the department.
Total increase from FY16 is $55,571 or 19%
No Revisits or Adjustments.
Personnel
Ordinary
TOTAL

$319,332
$ 38,000
$357,332

Department 138 – Treasurer/Collector – Pages 16-21
The Treasurer/Collector’s Department budget was presented by John Dunn CFO as follows:
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Personnel
Line 51100 Salary/Wages Full-Time ($546,288): Mr. Dunn said this line represents the full-time
Treasurer/Collector’s office staff, payroll personnel and a City Hall Clerk who is a floater that spends times between
at least three departments and helps with clerical matters. There is another clerk who operates in the collector’s
office whose salary is split between the Water and Sewer Enterprise Fund.
Line 51200-Salary/Wages-Temporary Position ($39,889): Mr. Dunn said that this year the difference in this line
item is that the Police Department’s part-time Meter Technician has moved from Dept. 218, Police Parking, to his
department as they have much more interaction daily with coin collection, reporting meter and kiosk issues, etc. A
stipend for additional duties of the Hearing Officer as Parking Ticket Hearing Officer is in this line item (currently
the function of the Assistant Treasurer. These duties were transferred from Police–Parking, Dept. 218. Also
included are Beach Clerks at .025 FTE at $10,010 for two people selling the city beach stickers to residents and nonresidents at City Hall.
Line 51400-Salary/Wages-Longevity ($5,500): This line was noted as being increased by moving the meter
technician into the department.
Line 51944-Sick Incentive Pay ($1,500): This line was touched on briefly.
Ordinary
Line 52000-Contracted Services ($76,420): Sublines were reviewed and described to the Committee as: Lockbox
services for collection of taxes, water and sewer bills and the return envelopes send the mailed payments to a
“lockbox” and then posts them to city’s accounts and provides an accounting to the city; the Medicaid billing
consultant, PCG is for school related – the city is reimbursed by Medicaid for a variety of services that are provided
to some segment of the School population which is a complex process; parking kiosk software; parking meter coin
transport; and processing of parking tickets and motor vehicle excise tax. If a parking ticket or excise tax goes
unpaid it is marked at the Department of Motor Vehicles which prevents a person renewing their license or register a
vehicle if payments are outstanding. It was noted this is a great way to ensure collections on things that years ago
were difficult to collect. Councilor Orlando said he assumed the city makes money on this portion of the
contracted services by paying a service a fee but the city is making back more than what is collected. Mr. Dunn
said on a parking ticket by the time it is overdue they are adding fees to it so that the fees the city makes on overdue
parking tickets more than offset the cost of the processing company.
Line 53140-Legal Consultations (Legal Fees) ($141.580): Mr. Dunn said legal fees are incurred for the collection
of tax title activities. They pay an outside specialty firm who present a bill and those amounts get added to tax titles
they then collect the fees when the tax titles are paid off. The city doesn’t pay the fee until the tax title is received
by the city. Councilor Orlando asked if the city goes out to bid for the firm that handles tax title and real estate tax
collections. Mr. Dunn said legal services are exempt under MGL c.30B and don’t go out to bid. He said it is better
to choose a firm that has specific specialized experience and understands tax titles and dealing with Land Court, etc.
Councilor Orlando asked if a firm out of Boston would be more expensive than a local area firm. Mr. Dunn said
the current contracted legal firm has been in place for a while does a good job and works well with the city. That
firm is used by other communities who speak highly of their work. Most of what they are billing the city is able to
add to the tax title which recovers costs. Councilor Orlando said he would forward names of some area firms he
knew may be of service to the city to Mr. Dunn.
Line 54290-Miscellaneous Office Supplies ($32,100): This line was briefly touched on. Councilor Memhard
asked if on-line payment opportunities will become broader. Mr. Dunn said the program was developed as custom
software that hangs off of RevenueSense and to fix it would be expensive. In moving to MUNIS in the next 12
months, they are trying to bring UniBank in, a company that does this for a number of communities, but the
customized software is causing an issue. Once the transition is finished with MUNIS the conversion will be
seamless, he advised.
Line 57300-Dues & Memberships ($2,425): This line was touched on briefly.
Line 57400-General Insurance ($16,500) is for flood insurance for city properties.
Line 57420-Property Insurance-General Liability ($575,000): This is city-wide liability insurance.
Line 59100-Long-Term Principal/Debt Service ($9,579,090 vs. $9,890,740 FY16): Mr. Dunn highlighted savings
in this line item with the Poles Hill debt coming off in two years. There is an addition of the CSO debt and the
water debt shift in both categories. There will be a significant savings next year as some debt runs off the high
school construction project but at the same time the $1.5 million from the state grant associated with that
construction goes away from the MSBA precursor but that the West Parish School construction debt will be coming
on line.
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Line 59250-Interest/Temporary Notes ($365,956): This is for short-term debt.
Line 59450-Bond Issuance Costs ($50,268): This line was touched on briefly
Capital Expense
Line 58710-Office Equipment-Furnishings ($2,500): Mr. Dunn said this line is level funded and is used to replace
items in the department such as blinds and cabinets as needed.
Mr. Destino noted the decrease in the department’s FY17 budget was due to the debt savings.
The difference between the department request and the Mayor’s proposed budget for the Treasurer/Collector
Department has to do with when the department’s budget was forwarded to the Mayor not all the debt schedules
were in place, Mr. Dunn advised.
Total decrease for department from FY16 is 795,545 or -6%
No Revisits or Adjustments.
Personnel
Ordinary
Capital Expense
TOTAL

$ 590,177
$12,726,640
$
2,500
$13,319,317

Department 155 – Management Information Systems – Pages 28-32
MIS Director James Pope presented the budget for Department 155-Management Information Systems (IT) as
follows:
Personnel
Line 51100-Salary/Wages-Full Time ($210,241): Mr. Pope noted one employee is split between the Water and
Sewer Enterprise Fund because of their support work to those entities.
Ordinary
Line 52000-Contracted Services ($167,575): Mr. Pope touched on various sublines within Contracted Services
starting with the city’s process of database conversion where information is held in outdated platforms and will be
moving 25 databases in FY17 from such platforms. He noted that it was needed to put a portion of a lease for an
electric car here, and his department is waiting for grant funding from the state for it. He touched on the web-based
training for his staff to improve their skill sets, and a research/advisory consulting company that pre-qualifies IT
solutions for the city. He touched on Management Information Systems Consulting that brings an advanced skill set
to the department. He said this year the city needs disaster recovery, security and network infrastructure solutions.
They are spending money to make things better and safer for the city, he pointed out. MS Govern was relocated out
of the Auditor’s Department budget, a program that supports the revenue side of the city’s financial system into his
budget. Online training platform subline is for city staff and is a new subline, the Lydia platform. This can be rolled
out to any city employee to build skills around software. The last two sublines are placeholders: Website Redesign
and Content Refresh will stay on Civic Plus and that they will have that company do a redesign and refresh content.
The design now is five years old, Mr. Pope advised. Mr. Destino said this and the Flyover ($37,000) sublines are
one-time expenses and are hoped to be funded out of Free Cash.
Councilor Ciolino said the department request is $273,729 and the department request is $167,575. Mr. Pope
said they were originally going to tackle twice the databases and there was a double request for the consulting, and
the flyover and the website redesign. The database conversion will be only 25 versus the preliminary request of 77
databases to be converted this year, and Mr. Pope, Mr. Destino and Mr. Dunn confirmed it is a money issue.
Mr. Dunn advised the Committee that the MIS Department had been neglected in years past to the city’s
detriment and the Administration is working to better fund the department to improve city services. The Financial
Team had asked Mr. Pope to bring everything to the table so that he could show what needs the city had that would
be done over time and to make a prioritized determination not only for the FY17 budget but for other budgets
moving forward. Councilor Memhard noted that there has been shifting out of other department’s expenses into
this budget.
Line 52610-Computer Maintenance Contract ($157,964): Mr. Pope described the various contracts under the IT
umbrella. He noted Infinite Visions is the expense side of the city finances, for both the city and school side. Both
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MSGovern and MSVision are being replaced by MUNIS. There will be overlap as it is a three-year conversion, he
explained, which will be seen fully in FY19. Printer supplies and Support Contract sublines increased slightly
because of taking over a contract for a piece of hardware at the City Hall Annex. Software Support and
Maintenance Annual Fees were touched on. It was noted that in FY17 that telephone system maintenance will
become one city-side unified contract.
Line 52850-DP Software-Lease Purchase ($54,788): Social media archiving is something the city has to start doing
and will begin in FY17. Many departments have their own media accounts, it was pointed out. Between FY16 and
FY17 the costs of the permitting software went down, and Microsoft 2015 was a one-time purchase. Mr. Dunn said
that Email Platform and Infinite Visions Support Agreements weren’t in the FY16 budget.
Line 53180-Data Processing-Services ($30,940): It was discussed with Mr. Pope that his department will be
absorbing the administration and cost of mobile devices and services for: the Public Health, Inspectional Services,
Community Development and Shellfish Departments. Councilor Orlando asked why Veterans’ Services isn’t
absorbed here. Mr. Pope said it will cost $6,000 to place them on the network, and is in the works. A group of
fiber projects are planned moving forward, he said. Mr. Destino said it is not a priority, and there is only so much
that the IT Department can handle. Mr. Pope said the High School is about to have the server room worked on and
is a large undertaking which will involve fiber optics.
Mr. Dunn said the city is transitioning to MUNIS financial system, a $0.75 million investment which has to be
done right the first time. The financial team has been heavily involved for the last 2.5 months working with Mr.
Pope as well and taking on another small project by the MIS Department is just too much at this time. To bring a
Magnolia Fire Station internet connection up and running is in the works, Mr. Pope advised, for some time in FY17.
The Fire Department will pay the internet bill until the conversion happens which will show in their budget.
Councilor Orlando asked about the costs involved with the internet connectivity for the Magnolia Fire Station.
Mr. Pope said the full bill is the city internet connection for everyone -- a portion will support a direct network
connection for the Fire Station with the rest of the bill for the whole city.
Line 53410-Telephone Service ($16,374): This is a consolidation of city departments into IT for phone service and
he advised it should save money.
Line 54230-Paper/Form-Computer ($1,000) and Line 54240-DP Supplies-Computer ($4,000) were both briefly
touched on, as were Line 57100-In-State Travel ($0) and Line 57300-Dues & Memberships ($2,196).
Capital Expense
Line 58700-Replacement Equipment ($35,000): This represents a 20% replacement of workstations and items for
server and network rooms as needed. Upgrading the DPW two-way radio hardware may be funded in a different
way so that subline is noted as $0.
Mr. Pope said the website redesign, the flyover, the two-way radios, database conversions were cut from the
budget, and a few other items and accounts for the difference between the FY17 request and the FY17 Proposed
Mayor’s Budget. Mr. Destino reiterated the Financial Team had asked Mr. Pope to come to the table with the entire
wish list. Last year they funded what they believed was important, such as the Economic Development Director and
adding to the budget for Mr. Pope’s department. IT has been lacking for a few years and needs bolstering, he
pointed out, and said that while looks like a big number is being asked for this is what the Financial Team had asked
Mr. Pope to do.
Councilor Memhard touched on the anticipated technology upgrades for City Hall which Mr. Destino and
Mr. Pope confirmed is still in process but the High School project is a higher priority project overall for the city.
Councilor Ciolino mentioned the website redesign and asked where the funds will come from. Mr. Destino
said this will come from a one-time source, and Free Cash is a perfect fit for something like this, or lag funds in
other departments that can be transferred. He explained the reason the Committee is seeing these unfunded
programs in the budget is that when the funding becomes available the Committee will have had an advanced
understanding as to what IT is asking for. Mr. Destino and Councilor Orlando with input from Mr. Dunn
discussed how in various situations departments come to the table preliminarily with budgets much higher than what
ends up being proposed for the coming fiscal year as they are showing what they believe are their prioritized needs,
but that fiscal reality and overarching city needs take priority in creating a balanced, sound city budget. Councilor
Orlando suggested everything desired and funding was what the Administration thought was needed. Mr. Dunn
said the $0 items are things the Administration would like to do in the future.
Councilor Memhard said as presented there is a $166,000 budgetary difference between the MIS
Department’s proposed budget and the Mayor’s proposed budget and was what prompted the Committee inquiry.
Mr. Destino said last year’s B&F Committee asked for more narrative for the Council’s benefit and is why the
Committee is seeing some unfunded program listed as ($0) so that it understands when funding is available these are
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the particular departments’ priorities. Councilor Orlando expressed his appreciation for the written indications of
what the Administration is showing what could come forward with a different funding source.
Total increase from FY16 is $152,949 or 29%
REVISITS: None.
Personal Services
Ordinary
Capital Expenses
TOTAL

$211,816
$434,837
$ 35,000
$681,653

Department 152 – Personnel – Pages 24-27
The Personnel Department’s budget was presented by Mr. Destino as follows:
Personnel:
Line 51100-Salary/Wages-Full time ($203,109): A new Personnel Director will start on June 6, Mr. Destino said.
There is lag money from the previous Personnel Director which is funding the new CAO. Councilor Orlando
noted that when someone leaves, it is an opportunity to bring in a new hire at a lower step rate which is a cost
savings. Mr. Destino said it depends on what the needs are for a particular positon and the experience necessary to
perform the job. In hiring a department head the point is to hire the best person possible and there are 12 steps to put
that person in -- part of that placement is in the negotiations for the hiring, he advised.
Line 51400-Longevity ($2,500): This line was touched on.
Line 51570-Workers/Comp Payroll ($56,000): Mr. Destino said these are on-going situations with a goal to get
people back to work. There was a discussion on lump sum payouts with Councilor Orlando, Mr. Destino and Mr.
Dunn. Mr. Destino said the Administration will take a second look at this line. Kenny Costa, City Auditor,
advised this is usually a long-term not a short-term situation. Mr. Destino said they are working very hard to get
these people back to work. The city is self-insured for Worker’s Comp and Unemployment and he said he would
take Councilor Orlando’s suggestion on lump sum payments into consideration.
Line 51710-Personal Services-Workers/Comp Payroll ($56,000): Mr. Destino said this line item was underfunded
in FY16 and accounts for the increase for FY17.
Line 51710-Workers Comp Settlements ($250,000): Mr. Dunn said this really is medical and is not a “settlement”
per se, and is for Police and Fire staff 111F situations, DPW, Custodians, etc.
Line 51720 – Personal Services – Unemployment Insurance ($50,000): This line was touched on briefly as was
Line 51740-Personal Services-Life Insurance ($16,600).
Line 51750 – Personal Services – Health/Dental Insurance ($7,608,120 vs. $7,084,203 FY16): Mr. Destino
highlighted the numbers on active employees, city retirees, dental, Medicare, Mass. Retired Teachers for a $600,000
increase on the city side, and the same on the school side. He said that equates to $1.2 million out of $1.9 million of
new money for health insurance. Last year there was an incentive offered to change plans which saved $665,000 out
of a $1 million but the opportunity was not available this year because the lowest plan went up 8.5% this year. He
said the GIC has not saved the city much money at all. The three year contract with the GIC is entering its last year
and the city will actively explore its options next year, Mr. Destino said. He also noted that the Mayor’s health
insurance background will used as well to help the city obtain better offers from other health insurance providers.
There is a reimbursement that comes to the city as a result of some things that happened in the Medicare
enhancement plans that now go through the GIC which lags back to the city, and will be the same for next year.
There was a commitment to give this to the city side retirees, he said.
Line 51780-Medical Service ($16,000): This is for psychological screenings for Police and Fire, and the Employee
Assistance program services which are worthwhile.
Line 51820-Medicare Penalty ($2,670): Mr. Dunn explained this line as follows: As a result of city employees not
signing up for Medicare at age 65 there is an associated penalty levied by the government for each year persons
aren’t enrolled in the Medicare program. There are currently four people left who are part of a penalty.
Line 51840-Personal Services-Medicare/FICA/Social Security ($620,000): This cost is for not just the city but for
the school employees, which equates to1.45% of total salaries. He pointed out the costs that the city picks up for the
schools and doesn’t appear in their budget for Medicare costs, and is not the only cost the city side picks up out of
their overarching budget. Mr. Dunn pointed out the $2.1 million for Mass. Retired Teachers health care that is
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carried on the city side, and not in the school budget either. Mr. Costa added there is also DPW Facilities which
carries the custodial salaries and maintenance of the schools that is no longer part of the school budget.
Line 51910-Personal Services-Tuition/Training ($8,500): This line is unchanged. It was noted that the ASFCME A
and B unions are combined in this line item. Mr. Destino said that training city staff adds value and is important.
Line 51960-Personal Services-ASFCME Incentives ($40,340) -- This line was touched on briefly as were the rest of
the Personal line items by Mr. Destino.
Ordinary
Line 52000-Contracted Services ($46,340): The department contracts with such providers as Sentinel Benefits
which handles the city’s Flexible Spending Accounts.
Line 52290-Employee Recognition ($2,500): This line is unchanged from FY16.
Line 57300-Dues & Memberships ($250): This line was touched on briefly.
Total increase for department compared with FY16: $562,395 or 7%
REVISITS: None.
Personal Services
Ordinary
TOTAL

$8,885,139
$ 49,090
$8,934,229

Department 151 – Legal – Pages 22-23
Presenting the Legal Department’s budget was Chip Payson, General Counsel as follows:
Personnel
Line 51100-Salary/Wages Full-Time ($187,605): There are two full-time personnel with contractual increases only.
Line 51250-Salary/Wage-Part-Time Position ($47,419): This line is for the department’s part-time Assistant
General Counsel (ACG). Mr. Destino said that the administration wanted to use outside Counsel less, and the AGC
helps to fill that gap.
Line 51400-Salary/Wages-Longevity ($1,500): This line is for the paralegal.
Ordinary
Line 53004-Employee Training Seminars ($1,000): This line was noted as the same from FY16.
Line 53140-Legal Consultations ($50,000): Councilor Orlando confirmed this line is to fund outside legal counsel
-- Tom Mullins and Jeff Roelofs, both attorneys, work as consultants for the city’s current specialized legal matters.
The legal department is keeping much more of its work in-house, Mr. Payson advised, and the Assistant Legal
Counsel will make more court appearances on behalf of the city as well. Mr. Destino said there will always be a
need for outside legal counsel. He mentioned other specialized legal counsel possibly needed during FY18. Mr.
Payson said this line item is anticipated to be reduced with the FY18 budget.
Line 53800-Witness Fee/Litigation Support ($10,000): Mr. Destino noted that since this line item wasn’t utilized
often last fiscal year, funds were transferred into legal consultations when needed. He spoke with Councilor
Orlando on the billing method of outside counsel with the city.
Line 54290-Miscellaneous Office Supply ($3,000), Line 57100-In-State Travel ($1,000) lines were both briefly
touched on by Mr. Payson.
Line 57300-Dues & Memberships ($15,000): Mr. Payson explained municipalities get a flat bill from BMI (a
company that deals with music licensing, royalties and publishing) for school musicals, bands, orchestras, etc. This
is not paid out of the School Department budget, he noted. Westlaw (a legal research service)was noted as one of the
larger expenses, and Councilor Orlando suggested that there is a possible on-line solution to this expense. He
asked this line to be revisited.
Line 57620-Settlemenmt Out of Court ($20,000): To date $2,300 has been spent, and before FY16 is over it is
anticipated there will be further settlements, so the budgeted amount for FY17 is appropriate, Mr. Payson said.
Mr. Destino noted the modest department increase was due to step increases.
Total increase for department compared with FY16: $1,701 or 1%
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REVISIT:
Dept. 151, Line 57300-Dues & Memberships ($15,000): “Westlaw,” page 23
Personal Services
Ordinary
TOTAL

$236,524
$100,000
$336,524

Department 138 – Purchasing – Pages 8-11
Mr. Dunn presented the Purchasing Department’s budget as follows:
Personnel
Line 51100-Salary/Wages-Full Time ($141,251): Mr. Dunn said that this is for two staff and increases are limited
to steps. Longevity, Sick Leave Buy Back and Sick Incentives line items were touched on briefly.
All other Personnel lines were noted as unchanged from FY16.
Ordinary
Line 52620-Office Equipment Maintenance ($3,675): Ms. Dunn pointed out that the City Hall main copier is new
and so costs less for maintenance. This is a concentration of all the copier maintenance costs in one department
budget rather than disbursed through various city departments.
Line 52820-Rent/Lease Office Equipment ($11,055): This line was touched on briefly.
Line 53410-Telephone Service ($38,000): This line item is unchanged from FY16, Mr. Dunn said, and is for the
land lines. He advised there will be a company hired to survey all of the city’s telephone line and generally these
companies find old unused fax lines, etc., lines that are being overpaid for, make comparisons to other like-sized
companies/municipalities to help the city make sound decisions to save money. This will happen in the autumn.
Line 53450-Postage ($74,100): This line has increased by $3,900 due to increased postage rates and costs to mail
the census, demand notices, and approximately $7,100 for each real estate bill mailings four times a year through a
service which gets the lowest postage rate possible. Councilor Memhard observed the state of Oregon votes by
mail. Mr. Dunn said DOR regulates that the billings are mailed.
Line 43480-Advertising ($32,000): It was noted this line is $2,000 higher than FY16 due to anticipated increases in
legal advertising rates for the Gloucester Daily Times. The city’s average monthly bill for that newspaper is $2,500
because certain matters require more exposure. Some advertising is done in the Cape Ann Beacon and is preferred
but so much of what is advertised is time sensitive and means it must go to the Gloucester Daily Times.
Mr. Dunn described the rest of the Ordinary line items briefly to the Committee.
Total increase for department compared with FY16: $7,967 or 3%
REVISITS: None.
Personal Services
Ordinary
TOTAL

$144,951
$173,190
$318,141

Department 610 – Library – Pages 153-157
Councilor Memhard declared that under MGL c. 268A he has been advised he will not be able to participate at
the Council vote on this department but that he can participate in any discussion as he is a member of the Board of
Trustees for the Sawyer Free Library, and Councilor Ciolino acknowledged under MGL c. 268A his wife is a
corporator of the Library but since there is no financial interest he may participate in discussion and voting.
The Library Department budget was presented by Deborah Kelsey, Library Director as follows:
The Library’s budget request is for existing personnel and the library materials budget is 13% of the total
municipal appropriation. The rest of the Library’s budget is funded by a non-profit corporation, the Gloucester
Lyceum/Sawyer Free Library. The budget for the Corporation for FY17 is $472,0000. The budget request before
the Committee is for existing personnel. The materials budget is 13% of the total municipal appropriation. The
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reason this is the piece of the budget the Committee is seeing is because there is an interrelationship in that the city
agreed to fully fund the materials budget because it is a percentage of the whole appropriation. There is an additional
$40,000 in the FY17 budget to meet some of the larger needs the Library has. She explained she has a large wish
list understanding there is a big difference between a requested budget and an actual funded budget. What the
Library was able to arrive at was that the city would add to the General Fund $30,000 that the Library receives in
state aid once the budget is certified, the way the Library is certified comes from the 13% funding in materials. The
state aid would be part of what balances the Library’s FY17 budget.
Line 51100 – Salaries/Wages-Full Time ($753,340): Ms. Kelsey noted that this line accounts for step increases and
contractual increases. There is a $40,000 FTE 0.00 TBD subline. This is a placeholder line that would be to assist
the Library’s proposal to being open seven days a week which is a $32,000 maximum cost for four hours on
Sundays throughout the year. It is intended to hire an archivist to be shared between the city and the Library.
Responding to an inquiry by Councilor Orlando, Ms. Kelsey said there are many moving pieces which has to
do with negotiating with three unions associated with the Library and changing to a seven-day from a six-day-aweek operation. With the Library Corporation’s backing, it is believed such a schedule would better meet the needs
of the community. Mr. Destino discussed this matter with the Committee saying that a survey was done by Ms.
Kelsey which found citizens expressing the desire to see the library open seven days a week. During the budget
process, this being the last budget assessed, there wasn’t enough time to negotiate with the AFSCME groups to firm
up this one part of the Library’s budget. The Administration wants to fund this initiative, and it will take some
managerial moves internally as well. Funding the archivist, a position that is needed both in the Clerk’s office and
the Library as a shared service, that $40,000 is most of the funding, and lag money will be also be involved. If it all
falls into place the Library will be open on Sunday, he said. He expressed his appreciation to Ms. Kelsey for her
work on these initiatives along with the Library Board.
Ms. Kelsey said they will shave hours on other weekdays to allow for opening on Sunday, but that they are state
mandated to be open 59 hours. An hour will be cut during the weekdays and be moved to Sunday, Mr. Destino
confirmed. Councilor Orlando asked this line to be revisited.
Councilor Memhard noted the social services aid has not been funded. Mr. Destino said that positon is being
worked on. Mr. Destino assured that if this transition happens, FY18 will be a smoother transition and
complimented Ms. Kelsey for her finesse of the situation with many small moving pieces. Ms. Kelsey briefly
discussed state aid and possible 9C cuts saying that state funding annually is not guaranteed. She said that there is a
deep commitment on the part of the Corporation to what is being done as they want the Library open on Sundays but
with other aspects of library operations had to be addressed first before disbursing hours and decided not to do a
mid-contract negotiation but make it a part of the bargaining process. Mr. Destino expressed confidence the
moving parts will fall into place.
Line 51250 – Salaries/Wages Part-time Position ($36,569): Ms. Kelsey noted increases as shown in the FY17
budget are because she had been remiss in appropriately funding part-time unbenefited substitutes for staffing. The
other increases have to do with paying an appropriate hourly wage. Mr. Destino said they went to $11 per hour
mid-year on a group of personnel and is what the increase reflects. All employees in FY17 will be at $11 per hour
with $10 per hour is the benchmark compliance hourly rate, Mr. Destino noted.
Line 51400-Salary/Wage Longevity ($16,500): This line is for only the most senior staff members at this time.
Line 51430-Personal Services: FLSA Rate Differential ($3,296): This line item was a differential of $1.00/hour for
those employees who work on Saturdays.
Line 51920-Sick Leave Buy Back ($10,800): This is for very senior staff and this line is higher than usual it was
noted.
Line 51944-Sick Leave Incentive ($4,500): This line was touched on briefly.
Ordinary
Line 57300-Dues & Memberships ($0): This is handled by 1:18
Line 57320 – Books and Materials ($117,448): Ms. Kelsey said this is for purchase of books and materials. She
noted the state requires that the Library spends 13 percent of its budget on books and materials (nearly $100,000) to
be certified to receive state aid and be part of the state’s library network and is based on the population served. The
difference, she said, comes from private funds and state aid.
Total increase for department compared to FY16: $49,461 or 6%
Revisit:
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Dept. 610, Line 51100 – Salaries/Wages – Full Time ($753,340): subline $40,000 TBD 0.00 FTE, Page 153 and
Tab 1, Cherry Sheet Revenues, Line 46205-Library Aid, Page 1
Personal Services
Ordinary
Total

$826,005
$117,448
$943,453

A motion was moved, seconded and voted unanimously to adjourn the meeting at 7:56 p.m. and
reconvene Monday, May 23 at 5:30 p.m. to take up an overview of revenues; special reserves; educational and
Cherry Sheet assessments, Regional Vocational School, Pensions and OPEB
Respectfully submitted,
Dana C. Jorgensson
Clerk of Committees
DOCUMENTATION/ITEMS SUBMITTED AT MEETING: None.
REVISITS:
Dept. 151, Line 57300-Dues & Memberships ($15,000): “Westlaw,” page 23
Dept. 610, Line 51100 – Salaries/Wages – Full Time ($753,340): subline $40,000 TBD 0.00 FTE, Page 153 and
Tab 1, Cherry Sheet Revenues, Line 46205-Library Aid, Page 1
ADJUSTMENTS: None.
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CITY COUNCIL STANDING COMMITTEE
Budget & Finance
Monday, May 23, 2016 - 5:30 p.m.
3rd Fl. Council Committee Room – City Hall
FY17 Budget Review #4: Overview of Revenues; Special Reserves; Educational & Cherry Sheet Assessments;
Regional Vocational School; Pension; OPEB
Present: Chair, Councilor Scott Memhard; Vice Chair, Councilor Joseph Orlando, Jr.; Councilor Joseph
Ciolino
Absent: None.
Also Present: Councilor Lundberg; Councilor Gilman; Kenny Costa; Jim Destino; John Dunn; Dan Smith
The meeting was convened at 5:33 p.m. There was a quorum of the City Council.
Tab 1 – Revenues for General Fund reviewed as follows:
Total General Fund Revenue:
One-Time Revenue Sources
Reserve for Abatement & Exemption
Debt Shift-CSO*
Water Debt Shift

$105,168,584
$
(200,000)
$
400,000
$ (2,281,758)
$ (2,730,275)

Total Net Available Funds for appropriation in FY17: $100,356,551
Revenues available for appropriation have increased by 2.5 percent this year over last year.
* This budget includes a debt exclusion for the on-going federally mandated CSO project. The Administration is
showing the revenue raised from the debt exclusion however, an equal amount is taken as debt expenses resulting
in a zero sum budget impact.
CHERRY SHEET REVENUES
Tab 1, Page 1-Cherry Sheet Revenues (101000 General Fund):
John Dunn, CFO, informed the Committee that he checks the monthly iteration of the Cherry Sheet from the
state – and noted that payments from the state come in monthly as well. These revenues under the line items
presented on this page are taken from House Ways & Means Committee documentation.
Line 46601-Cherry Sheet: Additional Assistance (Unrestricted General Government Aid or UGGA) ($3,840,097):
This line was noted as representing the state House Ways & Means budget proposal for FY17 for the city.
Line 46160-Elderly Abatement ($128279): The state rebates cities and towns for exemptions given to elderly on
owned and occupied real estate.
Line 466043- State Owned Land ($18,796): The state gives PILOT payments (payment in lieu of taxes) to
municipalities for land owned by the state within the municipal limits.
Line 46200-A1-School Aid Chapter 70 ($6,413,737): This line was noted based on a complicated formula on
spending, number of students between elementary through high school. This number is up for FY17.
Line 46202-School Construction ($1,503,469): This line is MSBA reimbursement for previous projects done in the
city under the old SBA regime for Gloucester High School. Under that scheme no debt was issued. FY17 is the last
year this grant revenue will be paid to the city. Councilor Orlando asked whether this line moving forward will
reflect the West Parish School reimbursements from the MSBA. Mr. Costa said MSBA grants are a pay-as-you-go
reimbursement -- the city bonds the capital project, and then submits the receipts for work done and is reimbursed
by the grant percentage, and so this line will be moot in FY18.
Line 46205-State Library Aid ($29,643): This line will go to supporting the salary of the new archivist and its
extension of hours. He noted that this is a shift away from materials support now that the library has reached the
state mandated 13% in order to remain certified by the state, Councilor Memhard noted. Mr. Dunn said the
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Library Trustees decided to support other activities rather than materials, and it is their decision to use for personnel
and is being transferred to the General Fund.
There was a discussion of the state supplemental budget with the Committee and CAO, Jim Destino.
REVISIT: None.
TOTAL CHERRY SHEET REVENUES:
FY17 Estimated Revenue:

($11,934,191), an increase of $320,759 or 3%

OTHER FEDERAL/STATE REVENUES
Tab 1, Other State/Federal Revenues-Page 2
Line 46805-Other State: Medicaid Reimbursement ($200,000): This line is for primarily of educational services
provided to Gloucester public school low-income students and is a reimbursement from the federal government, Mr.
Dunn explained. This is a complicated reimbursement schedule and so the city has a contractor who manages this
process. He advised there are considerable delays from the time services are provided to the time the city receives
reimbursement for direct services and Administrative Activities Claiming (AAC).
Line 46606-C7-Vet Benefits ($224,412): This line was touched on briefly.
There was a discussion by the staff and the Committee on the state budget for FY17 which is now in the Senate,
and then there will be a conference committee of the House and Senate to determine the final state budget. The
numbers could change, he said, and further advised that the city will get the information towards the end of the fiscal
year, they will still have time to make changes if needed which Mr. Costa confirmed.
REVISITS: None.
OTHER FEDERAL/STATE REVENUES:
FY17 Estimated Revenue

($424,412)

REVENUES-OTHER MISCELLANEOUS
Tab 1, Page 3-Miscellaneous Receipts:
Line 48920-Other Misc. Receipts ($50,000): This account acts as a catch all for miscellaneous revenue that isn’t
budgeted elsewhere in the general fund; and subline ($29,000) represents the revenue from the towns of Rockport
and Manchester-by-the-Sea to support regional Veterans’ Services. Councilor Orlando asked how the funds can be
relied on as budgeted. Mr. Costa said there is a five-year trend history which ranges between $50,000 to $80,000,
so this is a conservative estimate. Mr. Dunn said in general they take a conservative approach always.
Councilor Ciolino discussed with Mr. Dunn and Mr. Destino as to why this revenue was not placed directly
into the Veterans’ Services Department Ordinary Benefits.
Line 48931-Misc. Gloucester Crossing Agreement ($16,667): This line is contractual and is consistent year-to-year.
Mr. Destino explained briefly the history of how the host agreement came about responding to an inquiry by
Councilor Gilman.
REVISITS: None.
TOTAL FOR REVENUES-OTHER MISCELLANEOUS
FY17 Proposed Revenue
($95,667)
MAYOR-DEPT. 121
Tab 1, Page 4-Dept. 121-Mayor:
Line 43200Rev-Launch Fees (50,000): Sponsorship fee per contract with New Balance for exclusive Naming
Rights to Newell Stadium and to be the exclusive title sponsor to all events hosted by Gloucester at the stadium.
This is the first time this payment is being included in the budget now that the debt has been issued on that
construction project, as previously the first two years of payments went directly for the construction project. In
response to Councilor Memhard, Mr. Costa said it is a 10 year agreement, and two years have already passed.
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Line 48001-Wind Turbine Metering Credit Revenue ($325,000 vs. $355,000 FY16): Mr. Dunn said that while it is
possible in FY17 revenues in this line item could be exceeded, generally it is lower. Kilowatt rate moves with the
market which in turn drives the revenue number. This number is more conservative and obtainable, he added.
These revenues are dependent on wind and cost of electricity. It was noted that the FY16 budgeted number of
$355,000 will not be met and was why $325,000 was budgeted as a conservative number.
REVISITS: None.
TOTAL REVENUES-MAYOR-DEPT. 121
FY17 Proposed Revenue

($375,000)

PURCHSING-DEPT. 138
Tab 1, Page 5, Dept. 138-Purchasing:
TOTAL REVENUES-GENERAL FUND-PURCHSING
FY17 Proposed Revenue
($100)
ASSESSOR-DEPT. 141
Tab 1, Page 6-Dept. 141-Assessor:
TOTAL REVENUES-GENERAL FUND-ASSESSORS
FY17 Proposed Revenue
($100)
TREASURER/COLLECTOR- DEPT. 145
Tab 1, Page 7-9-Dept. 145-Treasurer/Collector:
Line 48201- Rev-Interest Income: Savings ($60,000): This line has changed and lowered. It represents interest from
bank accounts and deposits which has been relatively consistent. Rates have remained low and are not anticipated to
move much during FY17, it was noted.
Tax Revenues:
Line 41200-Rev. RE (Real Estate) Tax ($78,318,778): The figures are calculated on last year’s levy limit, plus new
growth, plus 2.5 percent, plus any debt exclusions, specifically those for the CSO project and the purchase of Pole’s
Hill and the water debt shift. The sublines were touched on briefly.
Line 41300-Rev-Overlay-Budget Only ($400,000). Abatements and the process of abatements were discussed
briefly with Mr. Dunn, Mr. Destino, Mr. Costa and Councilor Memhard. Councilor Ciolino touched on the
Beauport Hotel assessment with Mr. Dunn. It was noted that a bit of that property value has been added, but most
of the value will come on later in FY17 when the hotel is complete. Mr. Dunn touched on how a professional
assessment will be conducted and with a brief discussion by the Committee.
Councilor Gilman asked what was driving the new growth number. Mr. Dunn said there aren’t any one or
two factors driving new growth, but a combination of several factors. He noted that new homes and improvements
underway in the city has increased over the previous fiscal year and added to the new growth number. Councilor
Orlando asked if estimated new growth is higher than normal. Mr. Dunn noted last year’s number was $1 million.
He said this number listed as new growth is conservative but strong and is based on building permits.
Line 41500-Revenue MV (Motor Vehicle) Excise Tax ($3,250,000 vs. $3,200,000 FY16): Mr. Dunn said that
excise collections are looked at from year to year and the look back is over five years. He said they are being a bit
conservative for FY17 budgeting -- $3.250 million has been collected for the current year to date.
Line 41700-Rev-Int/Pen on Taxes $(200,000) and Line 41730- Municipal Lien Certificates ($55,000) were noted to
be consistent and are budgeted very close to the FY16 numbers. Municipal Lien Certificates were noted to be
documentation prepared for real estate conveyance attorneys when they are closing on a new home.
Line 41795-Tax Title Legal Fees ($200,000): This line was touched on briefly.
Line 41810-Rev-Lieu/Tax-Private ($43,075): As part of the Power Purchase Agreement entered into with Equity
Industrial Turbines, LLC, and the city is paid a PILOT on two wind turbines, it was noted.
Line 51900-Local Hotel/Motel Excise Revenue ($495,000): This budget line item has been left as budgeted in
FY16 to be conservative and is estimated, Mr. Dunn noted.
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Line 41910-Local Meals Tax ($565,000): This budget was increased by $15,000, Mr. Dunn said, and should be
attainable. This is by trend and they are comfortable with this number, he advised. Mr. Costa said that the DOR
prefers that a city waits for the numbers to come in.
REVISIT: None.
There is a $2,957,441 increase from FY16.
TOTAL REVENUES- -DEPT. 145-TREASURER/COLLECTOR
FY17 Proposed Revenue
($83,026,853)
City Clerk- DEPT. 161
Mr. Dunn commented that revenue generated within the City Clerk’s Department is a minor increase supported
by year-to-date revenues.
TOTAL REVENUES-DEPT. 161-City Clerk
FY17 Proposed Revenue

($116,173)

REGISTRATION- DEPT. 163
FY17 Proposed Revenue

($1,500)

LICENSING BOARD-DEPT. 165
Mr. Dunn said the amount budgeted for liquor licenses stays fairly consistent, as do business licenses and is
budgeted almost flat year to year. He said that revenues have slipped in the last few years and is based on averages.
Mr. Dunn said that budgeting conservatively for such items as entertainment licenses is appropriate.
TOTAL REVENUES-DEPT. 165-Licensing Board
FY17 Proposed Revenue
($145,000)
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS-DEPT. 176
TOTAL REVENUES-DEPT. 176-Zoning Board of Appeals
FY17 Proposed Revenue
($15,000)
POLICE-ADMINISTRATION-DEPT. 210
Tab 1, Page 15-16-Police-Administration:
Line 42401-Parking Meters ($355,000): This line was touched on briefly.
Line 42402-Rev-Other Misc.: Parking Bags ($50): It was noted that demand for parking bags is down.
Line 47702-Rev. Fines/Forfeitures-Court ($275,000): Mr. Dunn said that this is related to all parking fines. Most
tickets are written by parking enforcement personnel, although policemen do issue parking tickets, he advised, but
not often. Councilor Gilman why this line revenue was lowered. Mr. Destino said that there have been a number
of tickets written by the Dog Officers that got abated by the Clerk Magistrate, and because so many tickets were
abated, not much revenue was realized. Efforts are being focused on the dog ordinance fines to ensure that tickets
that are written are appropriately issued. They err on the conservative side, Mr. Dunn pointed out. He said that it
hasn’t been at the $323,000 for some time, and in the past two years it’s been about $300,000. This year the number
is around $243,000 currently. Councilor Gilman pointed out that if there is a pattern of tickets that are being
challenged, it is part of the process for the Administration to learn whether the signage is strong enough at the
beaches. Mr. Dunn said since the ticket payments are now in his office, they making notes on where the problem
spots are.
REVISIT: None.
TOTAL REVENUES-DEPT. 210-POLICE-ADMINISTRATION
FY17 Proposed Revenue
($732,050) Revenue was noted to be down $75,200
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FIRE DEPT. - DEPT. 220
Tab 1, Page 17-Fire Department:
Line 44507-Rev-Lic/Permitting: Fire Department ($67,500): This line is shown as flat from FY16.
Line 42403-Ambulance charges ($1,050,000): Ambulance revenues were noted to have remained strong in FY16
and are on track in the current year. Councilor Orlando asked how many ambulance transport bills go uncollected.
Mr. Dunn said there is a significant amount of ambulance transport fees that are written off annually, likely about
40%. The rates are set, as happens in this type of business, and there is a write-off component, he said. He
explained some of the process of the medical billing and collections. This is what is collected, he said. There was a
brief discussion as the cost of the ambulance service being run under the Fire Department versus a private contractor
providing that service for the city between Councilor Orlando, Mr. Destino and Mr. Dunn. Mr. Smith added that
when a municipality chooses to change from a municipally run ambulance service to contract with a private service
it takes a great deal of time and vetting through the state.
REVISIT: None.
TOTAL REVENUE-DEPT. 220-FIRE DEPT.
FY17 Proposed Revenue:

($1,130,000)

INSPECTIONAL SERVICES- DEPT. 241
Tab 1, Page 18-Inspectional Services:
Mr. Dunn said that the overall revenue increase for this department is 7% or $60,000. He said they are on track
and this number is reasonable. Mr. Destino touched upon past low budgeting of revenues by the previous
Administration which yielded a great deal of free cash, whereas this Administration is budgeting more realistically
using five-year historic trends, using that as a basis from which to build the budget.
TOTAL REVENUE-DEPT. 241-INSPECTIONAL SERVICES
FY17 Proposed Revenue
($936,000)
ANIMAL CONTROL- DEPT. 292
TOTAL REVENUE-DEPT. 296-ANIMAL CONTROL
Councilor Orlando discussed the small number budgeted for revenues of this department with Mr. Destino.
FY17 Proposed Revenue
($2,000)
SHELLFISH- DEPT. 296
TOTAL REVENUE-DEPT. 296-SHELLFISH
FY17 Proposed Revenue

($25,000) (Unchanged)

DPW-SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL/RECYCLING-DEPT. 403
Tab 1, Page 22, DPW-Solid Waste Disposal/Recycling:
Line 42404-Trash Disposal Fees: Trash disposal fees are shown to be up by $150,000 or 16% based on the
anticipated increase in miscellaneous solid waste disposal/recycling fees that are coming before the Council the
following day. Those fees are incorporated in this budget estimate, he said.
Councilor Gilman asked how the Administration would find the money if the bag fees aren’t raised by the
Council. Mr. Destino said that would the responsibility of the Council as the budget is now in its hands, and they
would have to figure on what would have to be cut in the FY17 budget and in what departments. Councilor
Memhard said the $0.25 increase on Barney bags on both sizes of bags is relatively modest. There hasn’t been an
increase in 10 years, and there is a $150,000 contract increase to be funded for solid waste disposal, he said.
Councilor Memhard also mentioned possible curb side compost and food waste pick up for recycling that could be
considered with the next solid waste disposal contract. Mr. Destino said that would be an additional service.
Councilor Lundberg suggested that with the increase in the bag costs, it will be an incentive for residents to recycle
more, and the cost of recycling curb side pick-up is free to the residents. Mr. Destino advised that the most of the
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increase in the new contract isn’t about the tipping fee is about the recyclables. With fuel prices lower, the cost to
make products using new materials is cheaper and so recycled materials aren’t as popular. Restaurants used to be
paid to pick up their used cooking oil by the drum, and now restaurants aren’t being paid anything and will likely
soon have to pay to have a contractor haul the oil away. He suggested that if fuel prices continue to rise, the cost of
picking up recyclables will go down. Councilor Orlando asked if the Administration is considering possible
volume purchases available to the public and discussed this with Mr. Destino as to why bulk purchasing would not
be practical. The biggest incentive to save money for bag purchases is to recycle more, Mr. Destino said. The
minimal increase being asked for is reasonable, he said. He said they have to cover some of this expense for the
increase in the solid waste contract.
TOTAL REVENUES-DEPT. 403-DPW-SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL/RECYCLING
FY17Proposed Revenue
($1,100,000)
DPW-ENGINEERING- DEPT. 411
TOTAL REVENUES-DEPT. 411-DPW-ENGINEERING
FY17 Proposed Revenue
($14,000) (Unchanged from FY16)
DPW PUBLIC PROPERTY MAINTENANCE- DEPT. 470
Tab 1, Page 24, DPW-Public Property Maintenance:
Line 42400-Parking Fees-Season ($225,000): Fee revenue was noted to be raised again in FY17. This represents
parking stickers for the beaches and for resident parking stickers.
Line 42410-Parking Fees Daily ($1,800,000 vs. $1,600,000 FY16): Revenue for this line item representing daily
usage of beach parking is increased over FY17 with the recent increase of non-resident parking fees for Good
Harbor and Wingaersheek Beaches. Mr. Destino and Mr. Dunn said they were reasonably sure the revenues would
meet the proposed budget.
Line 43600-Rev. Rent Receipts ($78,735): This line was touched on briefly as for the concession stands at Good
Harbor and Wingaersheek Beaches.
Line 43601-Rev-Rent: Public Property ($55,000): This reflects the rent for the district court house; it was noted,
along with the Good Harbor Beach In and Gloucester House sign, Easement, Verizon Cell Tower.
TOTAL REVENUES-DEPT. 470-DPW PUBLIC PROPERTY MAINTENANCE
FY17Proposed Revenue
($2,158,735) Revenue up $200,360 or 10%
PUBLIC HEALTH- DEPT. 510
Tab 1, Page 25-Public Health:
Line 44505-Rev-Lic/Per ($120,000): Mr. Dunn noted this revenue line item was budgeted lower, given year-todate revenue, and revenue the previous year, and this number is conservative considering the current budget is
$130,000 which won’t be achieved.
REVISIT: None.
TOTAL REVENUES-DEPT. 510-PUBLIC HEALTH
FY17 Proposed Revenue
($120,000) Revenue down $10,000
TRANSFERS IN FROM FREE CASH- DEPT. 991
Mr. Dunn said this line item is the support for the FY17 budget from free cash and is needed to balance the
budget. The current year’s budget was built with $1.4 million in free cash, he advised, and this is the big substantial
difference year.
REVISIT: None.
TOTAL REVENUES-DEPT. 991-Transfers-In from Free Cash
FY17Proposed Revenue
($200,000)
Transfers-In from Special Revenue- DEPT. 992
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Tab 1, Page 27, Transfers In from Special Revenue:
Line 49700-Transfers In ($86,470): It was noted that as this is a Triennial Year for the Assessors’ Department,
Dept. 992 shows a 48% decrease over FY16 or $79,183. ($10,000) is the septic loans (betterments) which supports
part of a Treasurer/Collector positon for the person who administrates them; ($73,470) represents transfer in from
the Conservation Commission fund which supports salaries that are in the Community Development Department
salaries from fees, and the ($3,000) supports miscellaneous expenses and office supplies for the Conservation staff
both of which are transferred out during the year to support the Community Development Department budget.
TOTAL REVENUES-DEPT. 992-Transfers-In from Special Revenue
FY17 Proposed Revenue
($86,470)
REVISITS: None.
Transfers-In from Special Assessment- DEPT. 994
Tab 1, Page 28, Special Assessment Fund:
Line 49700-Transfers In ($2,150,000): Mr. Dunn said that this line item was noted to consist of betterments
revenues (mostly sewer) and roads which in turn offset debt service. The funds are transferred to support the debt
service associated with the betterments. General Fund supports a portion of the betterment debt service, and revenue
from the betterments supports the balance.
TOTAL REVENUES- Transfers-In from Special Assessment- DEPT. 994
FY17 Proposed Revenue
($2,150,000)
Transfers-In from Enterprise Funds- DEPT. 996
Line49700-Transfer In ($2,480,000): This is for indirect costs of the Enterprise Funds, Mr. Dunn noted.
TOTAL REVENUES-DEPT. 996-Transfers-In from Enterprise Funds
FY17 Proposed Revenue
($380,000)
TOTAL FOR GENERAL FUND
FY17 Proposed Revenue

($105,168,584) a $3,479,845 increase over FY16 or 3%

CHERRY SHEET ASSESSEMENTS-DEPT. 820
Tab 2, Page 158-Cherry Sheet Assessments:
Mr. Dunn reviewed the most recent iteration from the state for Cherry Sheet Assessments noting that there is
not a large difference each year. He touched upon several of the lines briefly. Assessments must be paid, Mr.
Costa pointed. School Choice Assessment is up a little bit from the previous year for students’ choicing out of the
district, it was noted. Mr. Destino noted, while Cherry Sheet revenues have remained mostly flat, at about 2% per
year. Councilor Orlando discussed with Mr. Destino what is being done for re-recruitment of students. Each
pointed out how well the city schools are doing -- that there isn’t enough good press heralding the educational
outstanding programs and that city schools are at the same educational tier standing as Manchester-by-the-Sea and
Rockport for elementary, middle and high schools.
FY17 PROPOSED APPROPRIATION

($943,453)

PENSIONS-DEPT. 911
Tab 2, Page 161-Pensions:
Line 51860-Personal Services: Regular Pensions ($67,134,804): This is the General Fund portion of the total
pension assessment. The calculation is based on total salaries that are pensionable and allocated across the various
funds, this being the biggest piece of it. The rest is apportioned to the Enterprise Funds as well as some special
revenue funds that are charged if a grant allows for that, it was noted, although there are only a few. Mr. Costa said
they are on a funding schedule, and supposed to be fully funded in 2034, and contributions by the city is running
about 6.15% per year and this also assumes a payment of July 1 whereas in the past payments were made in
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September. This number will only go up, Mr. Destino pointed out, because of contractual decisions and
pensionable stipends have to be covered for a very long time.
Councilor Gilman asked if the city has to take on the issues of the North Shore Tech personnel financial issues.
Mr. Dunn said that is still unresolved, and will be likely resolved by some legislative action regarding the merging
of the teachers unions of the two schools when the two schools merged. It is most likely the city will be protected,
Mr. Destino said, and it is hoped that the state legislature will take care of this situation soon.
FY17 PROPOSED APPROPRIATION

($7,134,804)

REGIONAL SCHOOL ASSESSMENT-DEPT. 942
Tab 2, Page 162-Regional School Assessment
Mr. Dunn noted there is no increase. FY18 there will be a sizeable increase, he cautioned. FY16 is based on
89 students; the projected enrollment for FY17 is 111 students. The assessment is based on the Voke’s enrollment
as of October in the previous year. This assessment is the city’s enrollment as of October 2015. If this comes in as
expected there will be an increase of 22 additional students which will impact next year’s Voke assessment. There
was a brief discussion as to why some students opt to go to the Regional Voke rather than the city’s programs.
Councilor Gilman advised that a portion of the students who utilize the vocational program at GHS don’t have the
grades to be considered for entry into the Voke and opt into the GHS program. Mr. Destino pointed out that the cost
per student at the Voke is double what costs are per student in the GHS program. There are twice as many
applicants than there are seats for the Voke, Mr. Dunn pointed out.
FY17 PROPOSED APPROPRIATION

($1,547,778) No change

SPECIAL REVENUE FUND-DEPT. 992
Tab 2, Page 163-Special Revenue Fund
Mr. Destino noted three sublines consisting of $75,000 which subsidizes fees for student athletes. It comes
from the General Fund and goes to the School Athletic fund, he said. $15,000 for maintenance for City Hall recent
restoration but said these funds may need to be used for ADA compliance, and $40,000 for the FY2020 Triennial
Certification of Real and Personal Property which is budgeted over a three year period.
FY17 PROPOSED APPROPRIATION

($130,000) Up by $2,000 from FY16

TRUST & AGENCY FUND- DEPT. 995, Pg. 164
FY17 PROPOSED APPROPRIATION
($0) No Change
TOTAL FOR GENERAL FUND WITHOUT SCHOOL
($64,999,527) Up by 1,051,867 from FY16
A motion was made, seconded and voted to adjourn the meeting at 6:53 p.m. until 5:30 p.m., Wednesday,
May 25 to review Revolving Funds; Assessor’s Department; Revaluation, and CPA Funds in the 3rd Fl.
Conference Room, City Hall.
Respectfully submitted,
Dana C. Jorgensson
Clerk of Committees
DOCUMENTS/ITEMS SUBMITTED AT MEETING: None.
REVISITS: None.
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CITY COUNCIL STANDING COMMITTEE
Budget & Finance
Wednesday, May 25, 2016 – 5:30 p.m.
3rd Fl. Committee Room – City Hall
FY17 Budget Review #5 – Revolving Funds, Revaluation, Assessors’ Department; CPA Funds
Present: Chair, Councilor Scott Memhard; Vice Chair, Councilor Joseph Orlando, Jr.; Councilor Joseph
Ciolino
Absent: None.
Also Present: Councilor Lundberg; Councilor Gilman (entered the meeting at 6:02 p.m.); Kenny Costa;
John Dunn, Nancy Papows
The meeting convened at 5:33 p.m. There was a quorum of the City Council upon the arrival of
Councilor Gilman.
Revaluation: Dept. 994 – 101000 General Fund - See Assessors’ Department below for discussion points.
Revolving Funds:
Kenny Costa, City Auditor, explained that a revolving fund for a program that has user fees that are collected
and money goes out to pay for goods or services which are different than an Enterprise Fund which is used for an
entity with retained earnings, also known as Special Revenue Funds. Special Revenue Funds are grants, donation
accounts and Revolving Funds. He said there needs to be an annual authorization of the City Council to approve the
Revolving Funds’ spending limit. He pointed out that Revolving Funds are outside of the General Fund, and it is
money in and money out to run a program. It is hoped the fees will cover the cost of the program, and each
Revolving Fund has a limit, or cap or limit and can’t spend over that specified amount. If a program is doing very
well, such as the city’s Preschool program, the Director of the School Dept.’s Finance & Operations had asked and
the Council had voted to raise the ceiling for that Revolving Fund several months ago.
Mr. Costa referred the Committee to a spreadsheet (on file) of the Revolving Funds highlighting the School
Department and City Revolving Funds and described several Revolving Funds briefly as examples of their uses.
Mr. Destino described, as an example of a city-side Revolving Fund, Fund #293019-Vacant Buildings which is
set up to receive fines from owners of derelict/vacant buildings (Per GCO Sec. 5.35-5.39) for Inspectional Services
that if there is a vacant building and it is derelict, the Building Inspector is authorized to fine the owner, and this
Revolving Fund puts the fine revenue towards certain needs by the Inspectional Services Dept. to secure those
buildings. He said funds this year were used to demolish a derelict house. Mr. Dunn added that it also supports the
salaries of those employees who must inspect these derelict buildings to ascertain what must be done.
Councilor Orlando announced under MGL c. 268A that in order to avoid an appearance of a conflict of
interest with a vote that includes the Transportation Revolving Fund for the School Department, and so he would not
participate in the vote on the School Department Revolving Funds.
Councilor Lundberg, the B&F Committee’s first alternate, sat in for the purpose of the vote on the following
motion for Councilor Orlando who stepped away from the table.
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: On motion of Councilor Ciolino, seconded by Councilor Lundberg,
the Budget & Finance Committee voted 3 in favor, 0 opposed, to recommend that the City Council continue
acceptance of Statute MGL, Chapter 44, §53E ½, School Department Revolving Funds as specified:
Fund
283002
283008
283010
283012
283013
283019

Description
Summer School
Program
Transportation

Authorized
School

Revenue Source Use of Fund
Fees
Salary/Expense

Spending Limit Fund Balance
Restrictions
$10,000.00
Available Balance None

School

Available Balance None

School
School
School

Transportation
Services
Salary/Expenses
Salary/Expenses
Training

$210,000.00

ROTC
Preschool
Professional
Development
Non Resident
Student Tuition

Contracts/
Charters
Fees/Charges
Fees/Charges
Fees/Charges

$90,000.00
$80,000.00
$25,000.00

Available Balance None
Available Balance None
Available Balance None

School

Fees/Charges

Salary/Expense

$50,000.00

Available Balance None
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Councilor Orlando returned to the table.
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: On motion of Councilor Orlando, seconded by Councilor Ciolino,
the Budget & Finance Committee voted 3 in favor, 0 opposed, to recommend that the City Council authorizes
the City to establish revolving funds for certain City Departments under MGL, Chapter 44, §53E ½ for the
fiscal year beginning July 1, 2016, with specific receipts credited to each fund, the purposes for which each
fund may be spent and the maximum amount that may be spent from each fund for the fiscal year as
specified:
Description

Authorized

Revenue Source

Use of Fund

Spending
Limit

Fund
Balance

Restrictions

283007

Building Use

DPW Director

Fees/Charges

Expenses

$80,000.00

None

293004

City Hall User

DPW Director

Fees

Janitorial/Maintenance

$3,500.00

293005

Court Repairs

DPW Director

State Reimb

Repairs

$2,900.00

293006

CFO

Fees

Salary/Expenses

$10,000.00

293008

Septic Loan BOH
Vaccine - BOH

Bd. of Health

Fees

Vaccinations

$45,000.00

293012

Fire Training

Fire Chief

Fees

High Angle Training

$25,000.00

293013

RFR Study

Fees

Radio Frequency

$10,000.00

293014

Dental - BOH

Comm.
Development
Director
Bd. of Health

Available
Balance
Available
Balance
Available
Balance
Available
Balance
Available
Balance
Available
Balance
Available
Balance

Fees

Child Dental Services

$250,000.00

None

293016

DPW Director

Fees

Materials/Supplies

$10,000.00

293017

Solid
Waste/Recycling
City Clerk

City Clerk

Fees

Archival Preservation

$15,000.00

293019

Vacant Building

Fees

Fire Decon. Drill
Training
Lanes
Cove
Fish Shack
Various
Fire Trainings

State Reimb

Secure
Vacant Buildings
Training

$70,000.00

293020

Inspector of
Buildings
Fire Chief
DPW Director

Fees

Repairs

$3,500.00

Fire Chief

Reimbursements

Training

$15,000.00

Available
Balance
Available
Balance
Available
Balance
Available
Balance
Available
Balance
Available
Balance
Available
Balance

Fund

293021
293023

$4,000.00

None
None
None
None
None
None

None
None
None
None
None
None

293025

Newell Stadium
Maintenance

DPW Director

Fees

Maintenance

$20,000.00

Available
Balance

None

293026

Stage Fort Park
Maintenance

DPW Director

Fees

Maintenance

$10,000.00

Available
Balance

None

293027

Police Student
Officer Training
& Equipment

Police Chief

Reimbursements

Training

$30,000.00

Available
Balance

None

Mr. Costa explained that the budget for Food Services is structured so the service won’t have to go into deficit
spending when they have to purchase equipment and foodstuffs prior to the start of the school year. For FY17
School Food Services are estimating expenditures of $1.2 million, and anticipating revenues of $1.2 million. The
method by which the funds are used was discussed with Mr. Costa. Mr. Destino briefly discussed the line item for
catering by the School Food Service with Mr. Costa. Councilor Memhard asked that Mr. Costa obtain an
explanation from the Food Service Director as to what the catering revenues were from. Mr. Costa confirmed that a
big part of the catering line is for Pathways for Children and several other non-profits, and is appropriately reflected
in the Food Services FY17 budget in the way it is classified by the School’s new Director of Budget & Finance, as
opposed to previous fiscal years where it had been misclassified and so showed an extremely small dollar amount in
FY16. Councilor Orlando questioned the Food Service Payroll-Salary line which in FY15 was much less than
FY17. Mr. Costa said that line not only includes the Food Service Director but now reflects the salary for a parttime year-round clerical employee to assist that position which it did not in FY15. He advised that Food Services
must finish in the black each year or find a funding source, he said. He added that there are also federal grants
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reports that must be filed and are not simple matters of documentation. Mr. Dunn said there is a lot of daily
reconciliation administratively because Food Services are a cash program.
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: On motion of Councilor Orlando, seconded by Councilor Ciolino,
the Budget and Finance Committee voted 3 in favor, 0 opposed, to recommend that the City Council
appropriate $1,234,048 for the FY17 operating costs of the Gloucester School Food Service Program and
$1,234,048 for estimated receipts from fees charged to users of the services provided by the Gloucester Food
Service Program in accordance with MGL c44, §53E.
No Revisits or Adjustments.
Department 141 – Assessors – Page 12-15
Nancy Papows, Principal Assessor addressed the Assessors budget and reviewed several line items with the
Committee.
Personnel
Line 51100-Salary/Wages-Full Time ($368,150): There is a slight increase from the previous year due to contractual
step increases.
Line 51400-Salary/Wages-Longevity ($6,500): This line was touched on briefly.
Line 51920-Personal Services, Sick Leave Buy Back ($1,350): Ms. Papows noted she is the only employee eligible
for the Sick Leave/Buy Back and is budgeted for the 18 days she can potentially buy back.
Line 59144-Sick Incentive Pay ($1,500): This line was touched on briefly as contractual and no change from FY16.
Ordinary
Line 53870-Repro/Photo Service ($225): This is money is used to record liens at the Registry of Deeds for
taxpayers that enter into elderly deferral agreements or chapter land agreements to ensure payment of taxes if
necessary.
Line 54290-Misc. Spec. Office Supplies ($1,100): Ms. Papows advised that her department uses camera equipment
for property photographs and also apparel with the City of Gloucester logo for Assessors to identify personnel as
city employees on official business when conducting property inspections. Additionally this line covers tone, forms,
and other small equipment and general office supplies. This line is unchanged from FY16.
Line 57100-In-State Travel ($950): It was noted the Assessors’ Dept. has two vehicles for their use when out in the
field, and that when all four Assessors are in the field, it means two are using their personal vehicles, and so they are
eligible for mileage reimbursement.
Line 57300-Dues & Memberships ($708): This line was touched on briefly.
Line 57840-Revaluation Program ($40,055 vs. $151,308 FY16): Ms. Papows reviewed that: this year’s budget
reflects the cost for an interim year update of values. The prior year included contract money for the city’s Triennial
Recertification is funded over a three-year period and is why this year is so much lower. The Assessor’s
Department utilizes outside consultants for personal property valuation which is the Real Estate Research
Consultants, and Visions Government Solutions (VGS) is for the real estate side. Vision Government Solutions is
used for assistance for real estate interim update of values for all properties and allowance for abatement and
Appellate Tax Board case work. Small amounts set aside for annual cyclical inspections, maintenance for the
department’s valuation software and on-line assessments that are hosted by Vision for public use.
Ms. Papows as noted previously there is a 9 year inspection cycle by mandate of the DOR, with approximately
1,300 inspections conducted a year. The city is audited by the DOR at the Triennial Recertification that ensures the
city is up to date on its inspections. The subline funding is a safeguard to make sure the city meets the DOR
requirements.
Councilor Memhard noted that when trying to look at a private versus public roads in the city, in trying to
ascertain what roads abut a property are private and public on the Vision program, it isn’t indicated and one has to
research the deed of a particular property. He asked if this is information could possibly be added to the Vision
software and made available to the public. The appraiser data sheets reflect the status of the road the house fronts.
He said the list by the Engineering Department while helpful is not formatted to be user friendly. He asked how that
list and a more in-depth roadway indicator could be added into the database to make this information more clear.
Ms. Papows said it is challenging with 14,000 parcels and would initially be a manual process in terms of inputting
the data. Once the database information has been inputted, she indicated that would be easily maintained. She
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discussed the two different formats available to her department’s software and which may be more suitable as well
as a possible field in which to place the information with Councilor Memhard. Councilor Memhard suggested if
the Assessor’s Department and the Administration is aware of this potential issue and would research how this
added information as a service to constituents could be added to the Assessor’s Department on-line information
constituents and the Council would be appreciative. He and Ms. Papows agreed that the current Assessors’ services
on line are extremely helpful. Mr. Destino said it may take a bit more than just data entry and that some research
was need. Both Mr. Destino and Ms. Papows acknowledged to the Committee they would look into the
Councilor’s suggestion as it would add good searchable data to the on-line information available to the public.
In response to an inquiry by Councilor Orlando, Ms. Papows described to the Committee the work of the Real
Estate Consultants as follows: The Real Estate Consultants are in the field in an interim year looking for new
accounts (new businesses). They have a list of the department’s existing accounts and walk about looking for new
businesses or for defunct businesses where the Assessor’s Dept. had not been informed. They also do the bulk of
the valuations for business’s personal property accounts. The consultants do a full measure and list of what each
business has for personal property. That listing depends on the entity what they’re taxable for personal property -an individual is taxable on everything versus a manufacturer depending on type may only be accountable for
underground conduits, pipes, wires. Taxpayers are required to provide a list of what they own every year which is
reviewed in conjunction with a canvas of the city. They are inputting based on the formal list. The other type of
personal property classification is for furniture not in domicile, which is assessed in-house, that typically applies to a
second home in the city, and the process for assessment in this classification was described. There are about 1,600
of such accounts. The utility accounts raise 90 percent of the revenue which is the infrastructure above and below
ground for Verizon, National Grid, Comcast and Boston Gas, Mr. Dunn noted.
Councilor Memhard asked how the Assessor’s Department makes a real estate assessment with a major
project like the Beauport Hotel. Ms. Papows described the following process: The assessment date is January 1 of
each year which gives a snapshot in time of real estate in place. With the hotel an inspection was done on or around
January 1 which at the time it was 35% complete. The Assessors will be putting it up for the first time as if it were
complete and taking an under construction percentage against the hotel’s valuation. The first two bills are
preliminary bills, each is a quarter of what was built a year before. There will be an increase in the actual bill for
FY17 taxes in total when third and fourth quarter bills are issued. That also will be considered “new growth.” The
new growth is over and above what was there -- the land had already been valued but improvements have been
made, and so it is the difference between what the hotel started at and the new construction in terms of the increased
assessed value -- that is the growth. The new growth is then added to the Proposition 2 ½ increases as part of the
levy limit. Valuation is determined cost in market for the most part and income on the hotel. The outside consultant
will do a cost in market analysis. Sales in the community won’t be comparable and is another reason why the
Assessors’ utilize outside consultants who have better regional knowledge of outside the Cape Ann area. The cost
may not be equal to market value which won’t be known until they put the building up because sometimes things are
very costly but don’t yield a return when the property is sold. It is a difficult number to come up with now because
they won’t be submitting values to the state until the end of September but by then the Assessors will have a number
for the hotel and know the growth. It doesn’t include market adjustments either and growth has nothing to do with
changes in the market, but in the property itself.
Abatement resources and process were described by Ms. Papows also at the request of Councilor Memhard.
Concluding her discussion the budget for outside consultants she said she has found there was been just enough in
her annual budget to cover their expertise.
Total decrease for department compared with FY16: $99,660 or -20%
REVISITS: None.
Personnel
Ordinary
TOTAL

$377,500
$ 43,038
$420,538

Tab 4, FY16 Budget Review of the Community Preservation Fund Pages 1-5
Tab 4, Dept. 197 – Community Preservation Fund Bond Proceeds; Dept. 172 -Open Space; Dept. 183Community Housing; Dept. 195-Administrative 5% of Funds; Dept. 196-General Remainder-65% of
Funds
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Mr. Costa described the following: The Community Preservation Act falls under MGL c. 44B which the city
adopted in 2009, and in FY10 started collecting revenues. It is anticipated that the city will receive $645,000 in
revenues and $1,500 in interest income; Interest on late payments of CPA tax revenue is budgeted at $3,500; and a
state match anticipated at 19% and equates to about $100,000; and $540,000 from the 2017 CPA Tax Surcharge
(based on the city’s 1% surcharge). The highest percent allowable under the law is 3%. Rockport utilizes the 3%
surcharge limit it was note -- the higher the percentage the higher the match.
Councilor Orlando confirmed with Mr. Costa that if the city wished to increase the CPA surcharge it could
only be increased by a voter referendum. Mr. Destino pointed out that as more communities participate in the state
program, there will be fewer funds available for distribution, and bigger communities have a greater impact. He
noted Boston is considering adoption MGL c. 44B.
The revenues are the same as in FY16 to be conservative, Mr. Costa confirmed.
Dept. 172 CPA Committee-Open Space
Ordinary & Ordinary Expenses
Line 57000-Other Charge/Expenditure ($64,600): Mr. Costa advised that 10% as a reserve which this line reflects.
Dept. 183 CPA Committee-Community Housing
Ordinary & Ordinary Expenses
Line 57000 – Other Charge/Expenditure ($64,500): It was pointed out that in the case of the Community Housing
category not much has been distributed in recent years because there have been no applications.
Dept. 194 CPA Committee-Historic Preservation
Ordinary Expenses
Line 59100-Long Term Principal/Debt Service ($165,000): Debt service was noted to be solely comprised of the
City Hall restoration project debt. Mr. Destino pointed out that the city bonded for the City Hall restoration project
and this line item pays for that debt service. Responding to an inquiry by Councilor Memhard, both Mr. Destino
and Mr. Costa confirmed the funds have to be used for building improvements and can’t be used, for example,
upgrading City Hall’s telephone system. Mr. Costa noted the city is meeting its 10% obligation with the debt
service for this category, but that they are allowed to allocate/reserve more.
The Committee with Mr. Costa touched on the fact that should funds be unspent by a grantee, then the grant
funds are returned to the CPA fund whence they came and are then added to the funds the Community Preservation
Committee can utilize to make more grants.
Line 59150-Intereset Long-term Debt ($44,250): This line was touched on briefly.
Tab 4, Dept. 195 CPA Committee-Administration 5% of Funds
Line 57000-Other Charge/Expenditure ($32,250): This line was noted to fund the Senior Project Manager working
with the Community Preservation Committee and in administering the Fund’s grants in part. All administrative
costs are capped at 5% of the overall CPA budget.
No Revisits or Adjustments.
Tab 4, Dept. 196 CPA Committee-General Remainder
This was noted for use when after the 35% is utilized the remainder goes into this account.
Dept. 992-Special Revenue Fund:
This was noted as a department for transfers to other funds and is managed by the City Auditor for the
individual funds for the CPA money.
No Revisits or Adjustments.
Tab 4, Dept. 993-CPA Committee-Capital Projects Fund, Page 5
No Revisits or Adjustments
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Tab 1, Dept. 996-Transfers In from Enterprise Funds – Page 29
No revisits or Adjustments.
A motion was moved, seconded and voted unanimously to adjourn the meeting at 6:25 p.m. Thursday,
May 26, 2016 at 5:30 p.m. in the 3rd Fl. Conference Room at City Hall to take up the DPW--all departments
and Inspectional Services including Zoning Board of Appeals.
Respectfully submitted,
Dana C. Jorgensson
Clerk of Committees
DOCUMENTS/ITEMS SUBMITTED AT MEETING: None.
REVISITS: None.
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CITY COUNCIL STANDING COMMITTEE
Budget & Finance
Tuesday, May 31, 2016 – 5:30 p.m.
Kyrouz Auditorium – City Hall
FY17 BUDGET REVIEW #7 – SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Present: Chair, Councilor Scott Memhard; Vice Chair, Councilor Joseph Orlando, Jr.; Councilor Joseph
Ciolino
Absent: None.
Also Present: Councilor LeBlanc; Councilor Gilman (left at 6:38 p.m.); Jim Destino; Kenny Costa; Dan
Smith; Dr. Richard Safier; Dr. Arthur Unobskey; Tom LaFleur; Jonathan Pope, Tony Gross; Kathy Clancy;
Michelle Sweet
The meeting convened at 5:33 p.m. Until 6:38 p.m. there was a quorum of the City Council.
Tab 3 – Schools Budget:
Superintendent of Schools, Dr. Richard Safier, presented the Gloucester Public Schools FY17 Proposed
Operating Budget with commentary accompanied by a Power Point presentation entitled “FY17 Draft Budget –
Gloucester Public Schools – May 31, 2016 (on file). He reviewed in brief the timeline of the formulation of the FY17
School Department budget.
Basis for School Department Budget: The FY17 Proposed Operating Budget was described as designed to
support the district’s many programs and initiatives within a Guiding Principal framework as follows and to be
further expanded upon:
• Continued Growth in Student Achievement: Continue to build upon grains made in student achievement as
measured by standardized testing. In the state’s accountability system, level 1-5, all city schools are now
level 1 (each student subgroup has met its target) or 2 (a particular target group may have improved but may
have not reached their absolute target) – Gloucester was the only district invited to participate in a Dept. of
Education press conference the release of accountability levels for state school districts because of the
progress the district had made in the past year;
• Technology: Continue the evolution of a technology-rich environment in which students develop the skills
they need to compete in higher education or the workforce. This includes preparing students for online
testing and integration of technology in school buildings and classrooms;
• Increased Need for Social and Emotional Support: Address the need for increased social and emotional
support for students as well as continued efforts for a culture and climate that fosters respect, dignity,
community and enrichment, not only a citywide concern, but is a state and national educational concern;
• Support the Increase in English Language Learners: Provide the requisite support for the Schools’ largely
expanding English language learner population, a need that has risen in the district exponentially recently;
• Absorb Increases to the Budget;
• West Parish: Facilitate the opening of the new West Parish Elementary School.
Continued Growth in Student Achievement:
Dr. Safier reviewed district-wide strategic objectives for continuing growth in student achievement. He touched
on District Determined Measures; Curriculum Guides, PARCC/MCAS 2.0: Increases in Math; PARCC/MCAS 2.0:
Increases in English Language Arts; PARCC/MCAS 2.0: Increases in Science;
District Determined Measures: Common Assessments which identifies strengths and weaknesses for a standard
baseline; Curriculum Guides (on-going 5-year cycle); Strengthening Higher Order Thinking Skills; Maintaining
Support in Literacy, known as BRSI (through the Bay State Reading Institute) to be institutionalized which will see
increasing specific interventions for students and people in place for student support and progress; Empowering
Writers Program a new program to be institutionalized; Expanding Support for Math; Increasing Capacity for
Interventions; Empowering Writers and PARCC Questions and Data.
Support the Increase in English Language Learners (ELL):
Dr. Safier pointed out that as of June 2015 the district had 99 ELL students and by May 31, 2016 there were 157
ELL students which constitute a 66% increase in the number of ELL students within seven months.
Increased Need for Social and Emotional Support:
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It was explained by the Superintendent that at a conference on Student Social/Emotional Well Being in
December of 2015 that, “There was clear consensus that issues of mental health and social/emotional well-being of
students needs to become a major priority for public educations and that the associations should collaborate in a
strategy to make this happen. Further, that there is a sense of urgency because of the growing degree to which stress
and other social and emotional factors are emerging in both public and private schools.”
Statistics were reviewed by Dr. Safier that 15 million or 20% of youngsters ages 9-17 have diagnosable
psychiatric disorders with at least a minimum impairment, some estimates increasing by 40% by age 18. One in 10
children and adolescents suffer from mental illness severe enough to cause impairment and less than one in five
children receive needed treatment in any given year.
Special Education District Percentages – 24% students with disabilities, the major disability out of 11major
named disabilities is Emotional; 30% for Health (physiological capacity to function is impaired or limited); and 32%
for Specific Learning Disabilities;
District Elementary Level Percentages – 37% overall, 16% emotional and 21% health; Two of the city’s
elementary schools do not have Adjustment Counselors. Dr. Safier pointed out that one such school is Plum Cove
recounting that within 39 school days between December 2015 and February 2016 there were 184 referrals to either
a behavior specialist or principal for social and emotional support or were in crisis.
Technology:
Dr. Safier highlighted the continuation of the success and continuation of the 1:1 Chromebook Initiative for
Grades 8, 9 and 10 in its third year and will seek to have all GHS grades have Chromebooks within three years;
Implementation of the GHS Technology Integration Plan and Preparation for Online MCAS 2.0 by 2019 to assure
infrastructure. Student fluency in computer use needs was briefly described by Dr. Safier, who noted keyboarding
skills will need to be taught starting in third grade.
COST INCREASES TO THE SCHOOL BUDGET:
FY16 Budget:
Draft FY17 Budget Total
Proposed increase

$39,188,748
$40,169,153
$980,405 or 2.50%

Seventy-nine percent of the increases to the FY17 School budget are attributable to Health Insurance, Track &
Step, and Special Education out-of-district tuition increases, Dr. Safier pointed out (see breakdown below).
Health Insurance
Health Insurance Increase
Retired Health Insurance Increase

$400,000
$ 7,479
$408,029

Track & Step

$271,327

Special Education
Increase to Out-of-District Tuition (3%)

$ 95,651

Subtotal:

$775,007 (net increase)

Anticipated Grant Reductions -- Anticipated Grant Loss Federal—estimated 5% up to 9%
Title I
$25,000 up to $45,000
Title II Part A-140
$ 6,600 up to $12,000
$31,600 up to $57,000
Dr. Safier highlighted the following budgeting issue: The Kindergarten Grant is currently is estimated at
$98,000. The Governor’s and House Draft FY17 Budget both maintain the Kindergarten Grant at $18 million -- The
Senate Ways & Means Committee Draft FY17 Budget last week greatly reduced the state’s Kindergarten Grant
budget from $18 million to $2 million at this time. If that $2 million budget should pass, out of the $98,000, most of
it would no longer be available to the city’s program.
Kindergarten Enrollment & Need for Aide Coverage:
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Current number of Eligible Potential Kindergarten Enrollees: 286 Average Class Size = 24 students per class
Testing shows in terms of preparedness of kindergarten students is trending downward indicating a need to
bolster resources because of size and data with respect to need.

Beeman
East Gloucester
Plum Cove
Veterans
West Parish

88
49
40
50
59

Current
2 FTE
2 @ .5 FTE
2 @ .5 FTE
2 FTE
3 @ .6 FTE

Proposed
3 FTE
2 FTE
2 FTE
2 FTE
3 FTE

$19,000
$19,000
$19,000
$
0 (two FTE staff already in place)
$22,800

Additions Included in the Draft FY17 Budget Based on Need
2 ELL Teachers*
$130,000
Computer Science (end of one-yr. grant funding)
$ 66,000
Preschool Teacher*
$ 44,194
Preschool Paraprofessional*
$ 18,967
Vocational Paraprofessional**
$ 20,000
*2 positions added in 2015-2016 due to need or to be added due to ratio of students to teachers and/or
paraprofessionals directed by law.
**There is a retirement of a Vocational teacher at the High School. That teacher will be replaced by a
Vocational Paraprofessional. It would mean the remaining Carpentry teacher would have the same number of
students, about 45; that the number per class wouldn’t exceed 15; and that each classroom would have the
Vocational Paraprofessional and the teacher.
A mention of a vocational apprenticeship program (upon graduation students can join a particular trade union)
was made by Dr. Safier which is brought to GHS through state trade unions as well as offering to co-teach classes
at no cost to the district, with both initiatives viewed as a positive for the high school’s vocational program.
Academic Additions Included in the FY17 Budget
Math Coach (E. Glou., Plum Cove, W. Parish)
O’Maley Math Coordinator (Stipend)
Math Olympiad Stipend (grant loss)
Plum Cove Paraprofessional (Interventions)

$ 65,000
$ 5,700
$ 6,000
$ 19,000

A Special Education Interventionist for Veteran’s Elementary School has been cut at a cost of $55,000.
Increased Social/Emotional Support
Adjustment Counselor Plum Cove
Adjustment Counselor East Gloucester
Veterans Noon Supervisor (morning aide*)

$ 65,000
$ 65,000
$ 6,000

* In response to many students who arrive early to school.
Some Significant Reductions to the FY17 Budget:
Retirements
BSRI Reduced Service Cost (EG, PC, WP)
Transportation Fuel & Lease
Professional Development
District Internet Service (installation costs)
Out-of-District Tuition
Teacher Sabbatical
* New contract came in lower than anticipated.

$145,000
$150,000
$ 68,000*
$ 27,765
$ 23,808
$157,257
$ 34,557
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Special Education costs prior to the application of the Circuit Breaker are expected to go up by $95,000. The district
applied their anticipated Circuit Breaker reimbursement to the FY17 budget which means overall that out-of-district
tuition costs are going down by $157,257.
NOTE: The special education circuit breaker program (MGL Chapter 71B §5A) is intended to provide partial
reimbursement to school districts for the cost of individual special education students. The reimbursement formula
provides for a 75 percent reimbursement of the special education costs in excess of four times the state average per
pupil foundation budget. The foundation budget is an amount, calculated by the Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education (ESE), that assigns an adequate, but not excessive, spending level for each local and regional
school district.
Budget by Department

Telephone
Main Office
GHS
GHS Voc.
O’Maley
Beeman
East Gloucester
Plum Cove
Veterans
West Parish
Spec. Ed.
Athletics
Technology**
Transportation
EE Benefits
Prof. Dev.

FY16
50,000
2,002,696
5,673,209
477,209
3,840,435
1,829,988
1,418,071
1,427,239
1,476,247
1,970,970
11,251,597
77,182
594,704
1,451,161
5,141,925
506,115
39,188,748

FY17
50,000
1,008,363
5,700,135
434,020
3,775,198
1,983,314
1,466,568
1,388,928
1,501,089
1,987,164
11,652,823
77,785
718,390
1,382,828
5,581,461
460,992
40,169,153

Difference
0
5,667
26,926
-43,189
-65,237
153,326
48,497
-38,311
24,842
16,194
401,226
603
123,686
-68,333
439,536
-45,123
980,405

Difference by Percentage
0.00%
0.28%
0.47%
-9.05%
-1.70%
8.38%*
3.42%
-2.68%
1.68%
0.82%
3.57%
0.78%
20.80%
-4.71%
8.55%
-8.92%
2.50%

*Two teachers have a lane change: 1 to a Master’s Degrees +30, another to M.D. +60; negotiations with the
Gloucester Teacher’s Association has called for a 1.5% increase; an increase in scheduling an art teacher; a .6 FTE
has been increased to a 1.0 FTE and meeting needs of students under ELL require bringing a .3 FTE to 1.0 FTE
which accounts for Beeman’s jump in funding.
**Technology needs is now all consolidated within the district’s IT Dept.; and therefore, it is not a 20% increase but
is a consolidation from various areas into the IT Department.
COUNCILORS QUESTIONS:
Councilor Ciolino noted the budget for the GHS vocational program is down 9 % with more students coming
into the program. Dr. Safier reiterated that one vocational teacher retired and is being replaced with a
paraprofessional, as well as working with the state unions that offered co-teachers and an apprenticeship program for
GHS’s vocational students. The cap of 45 students per teacher will not change -- generally the automotive,
carpentry and electrical teachers have 6-7 students per class -- and with the paraprofessional in place a class of 12
should not be an issue, he said, and added that they’ve been using this teacher-paraprofessional/student ratio with the
electrical vocational classes for the past year successfully.
Councilor Orlando spoke to the Technology Department budget increase. He questioned the need for a
separate technology department for the district and the city side, and asked why the two can’t be combined to
eliminate duplication and realize a possible savings for the city. Dr. Safier said that on the municipal side there are
300 computers, and the school side there is in excess of 4,000 computers with over 300 access points spanning seven
buildings. Both the Municipal IT Director and School’s IT Director have worked to consolidate and share where
they can -- the fiber network; the firewall; internet services; central network traffic shaping; sharing the financial
system (Infinite Visions & MUNIS), and working on network hardware. Active consolidation is underway with
new data center and central fiber core installation at GHS, a new central VM Blade Server, a data archives system,
and a new data center which is a disaster recovery data system which will be located at the new West Parish School
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servicing the city and schools. The School IT Department has five staff and the municipal IT Department has three
staff, he noted, with a recommended staffing level of one IT staff per every 150 computers. The Schools have
already moved to Google Apps, whereas the city side is only just moving this coming month. He pointed out that
with a technology rich environment the district needs a high level of support to protect and preserve the limited
number of IT staff for the schools. Councilor Orlando asked how much technology costs associated with
PARC/MCAS 2.0. Dr. Safier confirmed it is the purchase of Chromebooks, which are compatible with
PARC/MCAS 2.0; fiber and cabling, most of which is in place. Councilor Orlando asked what steps are the
Schools taking and on the city side to consolidate IT efforts. Dr. Safier said there are some issues with email and in
terms of help desks there could be some consolidation: the School’s IT department has already deployed the city’s
wireless networks across their wireless systems; schools build and maintain their own websites on Google which is
free. They have voice-over-internet protocol which could be shared. There are active directory services where the
city and the Schools support active directory domains for security; the purchase of technology is done separately
from the city because schools receive special education pricing which is not available to the city side. There is room
for some conversation, eh said, but would leave it to their IT specialists. Councilor Orlando said in speaking to
James Pope, city-side IT Director, and pointed out there are two managers, two departments, and suggested in terms
of personnel there could be less management. Dr. Safier, said, “Absolutely not.” He pointed out that with the size
and scope of the work to be done daily to run School Department IT needs smoothly; to provide support to teachers
and students, the department’s needs are extensive and said he didn’t see how staffing can be consolidated and
continue to maintain the quality services.
Councilor Orlando noted in the Draft FY17 School Budget binder (on file), Tab 3, major curriculum initiatives
and asked if this has to do with PARC/MCAS 2.0; where the state plays into that and how much is needed for those
line items. Dr. Safier said the state common core standards drive the curriculum. Whether it is PARC or MCAS
2.0, the assessments is designed to reflect knowledge and skills which causes the department to look at changes in
curriculum and address them. Stability is important, Dr. Safier said, not just from a budgetary standpoint but from
also stability for teaching purposes. Councilor Orlando touched on possible capital improvements for certain items
in the school system and Dr. Safier said no funds have been allocated for capital improvements in the FY17 budget
and capital requests are not part of any School Department annual budgets, but is part of the overall city’s capital
improvements plan.
Councilor Orlando noting Tab 9, and learning from Dr. Safier and Jonathan Pope, School Committee Chair
that Tab 9 had a revision of a decline by $56,000, said there is a line item for $575,000 in increased salary costs, and
asked if this is prepared in anticipation of negotiating a new contract, and what was the rationale behind such a high
number. Tom LaFleur, School Department Director of Finance & Operations, said the $575,000 reflects a 2%
increase of current payroll added to every position. He noted in FY16 this was reflected in a contingency account,
but is more accurately reflected as presented for the FY17 budget. Dr. Safier added that the money is there for
negotiations and doesn’t indicate their intent is to automatically spend that money, but that they have to bargain in
good faith. He said the unions will come forward with their proposals as will the School Administration. It is a
comparable figure to other districts. Councilor Ciolino said while the Council doesn’t want any financial surprises - which he understood the need to reserve funds to bargain with.
Councilors Orlando noted School Nurses are included in the step and track program, which he indicated
appeared to be sizable increases. Dr. Safier said the nurses have asked for pay parity with teachers, and in a
negotiated agreement the nurses would be brought up by increments to salary steps in the GTA contract at or slightly
above the steps where they were at the time the agreement was reached. There are 12 nurses in the district; the
number is the product of the agreement, and is contractual, he said. Tony Gross, School Committee’s Budget &
Finance Chair, noted School Nurses are required to have Master’s Degree, and their contracts are negotiated
separately. He said while it is a great expense, it is also a group with great and necessary expertise. He added that
nurses are very important and are not overstaffed within the system.
Councilor Memhard asked about the role of librarians in the High School and within the district. Dr. Safier
explained libraries are now viewed and called learning commons reflecting the evolution in what resources are
available. They have a librarian at GHS and the Middle School but not at the elementary schools where their
libraries are staffed by parent volunteers. Librarians assist students in their research, verifying information and its
quality, how to use the library resources, and make the resources more flexible and adaptive to teachers’ needs and
briefly expanded on the librarians’ roles.
Councilor Ciolino touched on the School District’s breakfast program with Mr. LaFleur who reminded the
Councilor that program falls under a Revolving Fund for the elementary schools and of a state payment made to the
program that was unanticipated and had to be returned in FY16. Councilor Ciolino confirmed with Mr. LaFleur
that if a child doesn’t have the money that a lunch is provided. Dr. Safier added that the school lunch program debt
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has been a challenge where families just didn’t pay, up to $108,000 annually. If a student is on a free or reduced
income lunch it is one thing, but he advised that the district is challenging parents if they don’t pay they won’t serve
their student lunch after reaching a certain aggregate dollar threshold, he explained. A child comes in and family
owes after a requisite period of time, they may not go through the line but they will be offered some food. He added
that there are no restrictions in the elementary schools.
Councilor Orlando asked about the unanticipated expenses and about what types of significant expenses that
have come forward in the past several years. Dr. Safier said children already in an out-of-district placement
situation and their families move to the city -- then the city must take on that responsibility for the cost of that outof-district placement. He pointed out that the North Shore Education Consortium can charge anywhere from
$40,000 to $50,000 per student or more. Because the preschool program is very successful and there’s been an
increase in that student population, they’ve had to create another classroom – staffing it and outfitting it, but that is
considered a positive. Councilor Orlando asked if that student population increase correlates to the ELL. Dr.
Safier confirmed it was, with most of the new students coming from Central and South America. Dr. Unobskey
reconfirmed that most students are from South and Central America and that it is anticipated they could see more
families coming to the city, and Dr. Safier added this is new for the city. Councilor Memhard asked about what
demographics look like moving forward. Dr. Safier noted that data shows low income levels and poverty means a
higher likelihood that segment of the student population, in order to receive the same educational opportunities from
preschool and beyond, is more challenging. He advised there is a significant low-income population in Gloucester
and touched on elementary school numbers briefly. He pointed out also that Gloucester has is an unusually high
Special Education student population at 25 percent, well above the state average in the 18 percent range which he
assured is a percentage that the department is constantly reassessing and auditing. Councilor Memhard asked if
there is a change in terms of the second language skills offered and sought. Dr. Unobskey said the greatest
challenge is students who come to the city’s schools lacking content background as well as English as a second
language or no English language skills at all. These students come from countries where they have had less
consistent schooling and have a content background that is lacking meaning the department must work with teachers
to bolster their skills to meet the challenge these students bring to their classrooms, he said.
There was a discussion between Councilor Orlando and Mr. Gross related to the Councilor’s suggestion that
the School Department budget be placed on revisit. Councilor Orlando said he had no specific questions to pose to
the School Department team at that time related to the reason for a revisit.
REVISIT: The School Department will be on revisit requested by Councilor Orlando.
Tab 3-School Department
Total

$40,225,057

$1,036,309 or 2.64% increase

The Committee adjourned their meeting at 6:50 p.m. until Wednesday, June 1, 2016 at 5:30 p.m., at
which time the Police Department budget including Animal Control will be reviewed in the 3rd Fl. Council
Conference Room, City Hall.
Respectfully submitted,
Dana C. Jorgensson
Clerk of Committees
DOCUMENTS/ITEMS SUBMITTED AT MEETING:
• Power Point Presentation entitled, The Gloucester Public Schools School Committee
Operating Budget – Proposed Operating Budget FY17 – Building and Finance
Subcommittee May 31, 2016
REVISITS: School Department
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CITY COUNCIL STANDING COMMITTEE
Budget & Finance
Wednesday June 1, 2016 – 5:30 p.m.
3rd Fl. Conference Room – City Hall
FY17 Budget Review #8: Police Department, including Animal Control
Present: Chair, Councilor Scott Memhard; Vice Chair, Councilor Joseph Orlando, Jr.; Councilor Joseph
Ciolino
Absent: None.
Also Present: Jim Destino; Police Chief Leonard Campanello; Kenny Costa; John Dunn
The meeting convened at 5:33 p.m.
The Police Department proposed budget was presented by Police Chief Leonard Campanello with additional
comments by James Destino, CAO and John Dunn, CFO.
Department 210 – Police-Administration – Pages 46-50
Personnel
Line 51100-Salaries/Wages-Full Time ($511,233): This line includes the Chief, Assistant Chief, Financial
Coordinator, and two senior clerks’ salaries and reflects standard contractual changes.
Line 51200-Salary/Wage-Temporary Position ($7,500): This is a stipend for the Gloucester Angel Initiative
Program (was in Parking Dept. in FY16) for the Senior Clerk which has entailed extra clerical duties and efforts on
behalf of the Gloucester Angel Initiative; and this compensation was deemed appropriately commensurate, Chief
Campanello pointed out. He said this stipend already existed in the department’s budget and was moved to cover
this position’s extra clerical duties as a result of the Angel Initiative.
Line 51300-Salaries/Wage-Overtime ($40,135): This line is noted to reflect better the overtime incurred for Fiesta,
excluding manpower provided by the St. Peter’s Fiesta Committee and private vendors. Chief Campanello
highlighted that the department’s policing of the event has worked extremely well the last two seasons in his
estimation and expects it will work as well for the 2016 Fiesta. The State Police and Sheriff’s Department provide
their services in kind to the city, he said.
Lines 51400-Salary/Wage Longevity ($6,700); Line 51450-Holiday Pay ($6,860) were noted to be contractual.
Line 51500-Incentive Pay ($0): This was noted this was taken out of the budget because it was a two-year
settlement agreement between the Patrolmen’s Union and the city, and that is now moot, Chief Campanello
reported.
Line 51910-AFSCME: Tuition/Training-Employ ($0): This line was never funded and was moved to Patrol
Division some time ago.
Line 51920-Sick Leave Buy-Back ($14,500): Contractual obligation.
Line 51944-Sick Incentive Pay ($900): Chief Campanello said this line item has actually saved his department
money on overtime in the past and is a projection how many people are not using sick time.
Line 51950 Career (Educational) Incentive Pay ($39,473): This line was noted to be contractual as well and was
briefly touched on by the Chief.
Ordinary
Line 52000-Contracted Services ($7,120): This line was noted to be unchanged from FY16.
Line 52620-Office Equipment Maintenance ($200): This line was touched on briefly as reserved to fix older
typewriters and printers still necessary and useful for the department.
Line 53410-Telephone Service ($29,709): Chief Campanello reviewed briefly with the Committee that this line
consists of sublines: Mobile phones for police employees & mobile hot spot for off-site command center AT&T
($13,5090; Cable TV in police facility and internet service to police facility Comcast ($2,000); Telephone language
translation Service Language Line ($500); Marked units’ mobile data terminals with no WWW connection Nextel
Communications ($3,200); Land lines, data and radio repeater lines ($7,300); Data air cards for mobile data
terminals and detective laptops Verizon Wireless ($3,200). These sublines reflect maintenance contracts or monthly
fees on landlines, cellular phones and wi-fi that connects the cruisers with the station.
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Line 54920-Misc. Spec. Office Supplies ($9,200): This line was noted to be up by $900 by the phasing out of dot
matrix printers and replacing them with color laser printers. An additional color laser printer was installed at the
booking desk for color mug shots.
Line 57100-In-State Travel ($500): This money is used to reimburse officers for their travelling to and from court
appearances including tolls.
Line 57300-Dues & Memberships ($7,200): The sublines were reviewed briefly by Chief Campanello with the
Committee.
Total decline over FY16: $4,798 or -1%
REVISITS: None.
Personnel
Ordinary
TOTAL

$565,182
$ 53,949
$565,182

Department 211 – Police-Uniform – Pages 51-64
Personnel
Line 51100-Salary/Wages ($3,408,990): Chief Campanello said the contract is still under negotiation and so this
line is unchanged from FY16.
Line 51170-Temporary Upgrade ($12,036): This line item provides for absences of Lieutenants being filled by
Sergeants. Contractually they are entitled to Lieutenants pay when they are bumped up into that position. This
figure is based on past years.
Line 51250-Salary/Wage-Part-time Position ($26,000): This allows backfilling protocol shifts with reserve officers
when no other officer is available and to have state-mandated female matrons to guard female prisoners. Reserve
officers who are being trained now, Chief Campanello advised, because their list is depleted. When they can’t fill
the shift with full-time officers, they will reach out to the reserve officers to fill a shift.
Line 51300-Overtime ($109,606): Chief Campanello said this line item is used for patrol station overtime,
overtime not protocol but used for inside work -- report writing, hold-overs if there is an emergency or crisis
situation. Councilor Orlando noted that this line item has a sizeable difference between the FY16 working amount
and the FY17 budget request. Chief Campanello said that the department hired five new officers in FY15/16 and a
reason why some of the overtime costs were reduced, as well as a great decrease in officer injuries and accounts for
a drop in this line.
Line 51320-Overtime E911 ($189,400): This overtime line is for any shift work inside and out in patrol.
Line 51350-Court Overtime ($80,153): This is funded based on historical data.
Line 51360-Overtime Beach ($55,329): This line is for overtime beach details on weekends Memorial Day-Labor
Day. Councilor Memhard asked how this line item was developed as it appeared to be an average of the last three
years. Chief Campanello said that if they see a repeat of last summer, and the weather holds fair, this line item may
have to be increased through internal transfers. This amount is an average, he said.
Line 51370-Overtime Supervisors ($152,796): This is a contractual commitment to meet minimum staffing.
Line 51400-Salary/Wage-Longevity ($213,411): This is contractual.
Line 51430-FLSA Rate Differential ($213,411): This is night shift differential for officers working either the 4:00
p.m. to 12:00 a.m. shift or the 12:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. shift based on historical data, as well as a contractual
obligation.
Line 51450-Holiday Pay ($194,063): This line is contractual.
Line 51490-Defibrulator Premium ($27,500): This line represents positions that are above and beyond the primary
responsibilities of the officers, and are specialty stipends for the uniform officers, and don’t fall within their job
descriptions.
Lines 51570-Worker’s Comp Payroll ($0): If someone is hurt and is long-term injury their salary is moved to this
line item and is an internal transfer.
Line 51910-AFSCME Tuition/Training-Employ ($131,251): Chief Campanello recounted that 3 years prior in
before settling this new contract, the The EMT benefit was removed and placed all the money in training. He
explained that a 60 person department is required by the state is 40 hours training per officer per year and is all on an
overtime basis for every officer. They meet their standards now, the Chief said, and that is going well for the
department. He advised this line item may have to be increased in the next several years but not at this time.
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Line 51944-Sick Incentive Pay ($20,000); Line 51950-Career Incentive Pay ($297,608) --both lines were noted as
contractual obligations.
Line 51950-Career (Education) Incentive Pay ($297,608): This is contractual.
Ordinary
Line 52000-Contracted Services ($71,210): Chief Campanello discussed sublines as follows:
Seaport Veterinarian Services $3,000; Norman, Sonic Wall Gateway Security, $4,739; Infra-Red Maintenance $960;
FTG TechSystem $3,525.40; Tri-Tech/IMC Annual Support $14,500; ALL COMM Motorola Maintenance Contract
$11,760; Arc Source Propane Tank Lease $840; Wired Blue $650; Priority Dispatch Maintenance $2,541; Vmware
Support (3 yr.) $3,300; DHQ support contract 7/1/15-6/30-16 $2,980; DHQ Accreditation Module $3,500; JGPR
Media & Web $6,250; COPsync $960; LP Police $900; Breathalyzer Annual Test $300; SHI Enhanced Software
Support $3,040; SHI Kaspersky Endpoint Security (renewal once every 3 yrs.) $7,461. This all relates to technical
support for the department’s internal computer infrastructure and its maintenance, there being many specialized
programs, as well as veterinarian services for the department’s K9 service dog.
Line 52470-Vehicle Maintenance ($3,000): This line is noted as unchanged and reflects a contract with a set price
with Gloucester Car Wash.
Line 52650-Communications Maintenance ($16,560): This line was touched upon briefly as needed for the purchase
of one mobile data terminal and reflects also the contract for the maintenance of the city’s Homeland Security
cameras given to them by a grant but is the city’s responsibility to maintain.
Line 5300-Employee Training Seminars ($10,000): Chief Campanello said that money was moved from the
Training line item and moved it into Tuition.
Line 54290-Miscellaneous Special Office Supplies ($2,000): Food & care supplies for Police K-9 from PETCO.
Line 54310-Electronic/Signal Maintenance ($11,800): This is anything not under maintenance agreements which
the Chief touched upon.
Line 54900-Food & Food Service ($500): Food for prisoners.
Line 55010-Safety Supplies/Equipment ($5,500): Chief Campanello said this is based on historical usage.
Line 55800-Other Supplies ($2,500): This line is used for replacing damaged uniforms and is a contractual obligation.
Line 55870-Ammunition ($10,000 vs. $8,000 FY16): Chief Campanello said that although this line was reduced
last year, costs are rising for the purchase of ammunition. This is for targets, parts, as well.
Line 55930-Badges/ID Supplies ($600): This line represents a requirement by the state to pay for ID’s and badges to
all officers and retired officers and contractually to pay for badges are $65 a piece, the Chief noted.
Line 57300-Dues & Memberships ($5,045): This line item was reviewed with the Committee briefly by Chief
Campanello.
Capital
Line 58720-Replacement of Automobiles ($65,383): Chief Campanello said these are all lease payment in contract
but one vehicle does need replacement. It is more efficient for the department to lease with a maintenance contract
in place, and the department then owns the vehicle after three years and then they turn them over, he pointed out to
the Committee. Mileage is always an issue because after three years they average 100,000 miles on them, Chief
Campanello said in response to an inquiry by Councilor Orlando. At the start of the year six of the department’s
vehicles blew engines at the same time, but it was at Ford’s cost, he said. Mr. Dunn said these are called leases but
the leases are not traditional – these are all lease-to-own which is considered a capital lease. Even though the
mileage is a concern there is no extra cost associated with it, he added.
Total increase for department compared with FY16: $110,380 or 2%
No adjustments or revisits.
Personnel
Ordinary
Capital Expense
TOTAL

$4,876,697
$ 139,215
$ 65,383
$5,181,295

Department 212 – Police-Investigation – Pages 65-66
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Personnel
Line 51300 – Sal/Wage-Overtime ($50,000 vs. $40,000 FY16): This line was noted as contractual.
Line 51300-Salary/Wage-Overtime ($50,000): Chief Campanello explained that he bumped up this line because
last year they ran out of funds. He said he’s found the detectives are doing a lot more work and their ability to do
that work is hindered by the amount of hours they can do during the week. He said he’d like to see them build and
be able to continue to build cases which are important to the quality of life in Gloucester. He pointed to the example
of the recent graffiti case in the news and briefly outlined how that case came to fruition to the Committee as a result
of the expanded work of his detectives. They are seeing an enormous cost savings in terms of arresting people and
processing them through the system, and are actually seeing an ancillary cost because they are developing a much
better cases on drug dealers because the information is flowing now and is good information that needs to be
pursued as well as on other important cases affecting the city’s quality of life, Chief Campanello shared,
responding to an inquiry by Councilor Orlando.
All other Personnel Lines were noted as contractual by Chief Campanello.
Ordinary
The two line items were touched on briefly by Chief Campanello.
Total increase for department compared with FY16: $21,012 or 5%
REVISTS: None.
Personnel
Ordinary
TOTAL

$467,732
$ 2,450
$470,182

Department 216 – Police-Harbors – Page 67
Chief Campanello discussed the following: The department fills the harbor patrol shifts with personnel on an
overtime basis for 10 weeks each summer, and the boat is staffed much more than in the past. This expense is
figured on staffing the boat five days a week, Wednesday through Sundays. Feedback has indicated seeing the
Police Patrol Boat on the water is important, and it’s of use to the Harbormaster for additional support in certain
situations. Maintenance of the boat has been funded by a grant with two new boat engines still under warranty.
Gasoline prices have gone down it was pointed out.
Total for department compared with FY16: $0 or 0%
No adjustments or revisits.
Personnel
Ordinary
TOTAL

$16,320
$13,000
$29,320

Department 218 – Police-Parking – Page 68-69
Personnel
Line 51100-Salary/Wages-Full Time ($43,410): A modest increase is noted over FY16 which is contractual.
Line 51250-Salary/Wage Part-Time Position ($24,484): Part-time meter enforcement 48 hours bi-weekly. Also
included is premium pay for weekend shifts, it was noted. Councilor Orlando asked if there is a commensurate
benefit in revenues. Chief Campanello said not yet but May and June are big months. The most important factor is to
see that salary is covered by the revenues. If they didn’t see that happening, he said he would suggest a reexamination
of the position. He pointed out the part-time position helps provide seven-day week coverage. He said that lot is
dependent on factors not in their control – if the weather is bad there aren’t cars to tag around the beaches.
Ordinary
It was noted that parking meter maintenance was moved to the Treasurer/Collectors Department but the line is still
included for good order sake, Chief Campanello said.
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Line 54230-Paper/Form-Computer ($0): This line was also moved to the Treasurer/Collectors Department.
Total decline for department compared with FY16: $12,684 or -15%
REVISIT:
Personnel
Ordinary
TOTAL

$ 68,994
$
400
$ 59,394

Department 292 – Animal Control – Page 102-103
Personnel
Line 51100 – Salaries/Wages-Full Time ($99,358): It was noted this line reflects contractual increases for both
Animal Control Officers. Councilor Orlando asked if they can think about working with Gloucester’s neighbors to
generate revenue by sharing Gloucester’s Animal Control services. Chief Campanello pointed out that there is so
much work and animals have been an issue for so long, that he wouldn’t entertain a mutual aid contract at this time
because they’re still in the midst of ramping up animal citations, up by 500 percent and are processing the
information to get a good working system. They have lack of policy in licensing of animals, he noted. He said it is
not possible to go with only one Animal Control officer that the second officer has proved to be an excellent asset to
the department and the city. Councilor Orlando noted that the Animal Control revenues were $2,000 last year.
Chief Campanello said they’ve written so many tickets that the revenue will show as increased for FY16.
Councilor Memhard mentioned signage at beaches regarding dogs. Chief Campanello said signage is a courtesy,
and that ignorance of the law is no excuse, but advised they have been working with the DPW Director on that and
with the court to have appeals heard in a timelier fashion. Councilor Orlando discussed briefly dogs that bite to
which Chief Campanello said they do hold owners as responsible in those situations. They are able to be more
efficient in tracking dogs that bite, he noted, which helps offset the city’s liability.
Line 51300-Salary/Wages Overtime ($3,286): This line was touched on briefly.
Councilor Orlando asked if dog officers have been stationed at the dog park. Chief Campanello said they do
go by there and unless there is a real issue they are not there on a regular basis. Mr. Destino added that Manchester
has already contacted him about mutual aid for a dog officer. They are reluctant to do it until they have more data,
and at some point it may happen if they put on a part-time dog officer, but is not out of the question and are still
looking into it.
Ordinary
Line 52000 – Contracted Services ($8,000): Animal Control uses Cape Ann Animal Aid to house stray dogs that
they bring in. This is a newer agreement for boarding animals as of FY15, Chief Campanello said, noting that this
rate was negotiated by the Administration and is a fixed cost.
REVISITS: None.
Total increase for department compared with FY16: $2,227 or 2%
No adjustments or revisits.
Personnel
Ordinary
TOTAL

$104,494
$ 8,000
$112,494

The total budget for all police activities is $6,427,467 for FY17 compared with $6,336,704 for FY16. This is an
increase of $90,763.
The Committee adjourned the meeting at 6:15 p.m. until Thursday, June 2, 2016 at 5:30 p.m., at which
time the Fire Department budget including Civil Defense will be reviewed in the 3rd Fl. Conference Room,
City Hall.
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Respectfully submitted,
Dana C. Jorgensson
Clerk of Committees
DOCUMENTS/ITEMS SUBMITTED AT MEETING: None.
REVISITS: None.
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Special Planning & Development Committee
Thursday, June 2, 2016 – 4:00 p.m.
1st Fl. Council Committee Room – City Hall
-MinutesPresent: Chair, Councilor Lundberg; Vice Chair, Councilor Cox; Councilor Valerie Gilman
Absent: None.
Also Present: Dan Smith; Chip Payson; Tom Daniel; Gregg Cademartori; Bill Sanborn
The meeting was called to order at 4:02 p.m.
1. Communication from Attorney John Cunningham re: The Beauport Hotel Gloucester project and
Compliance with Special Council Permit conditions & the issuance of a Certificate of Conditions
Complete
Councilor Lundberg said this matter, that of the Beauport Hotel Gloucester Project and Compliance with
Special Council permit conditions and the issuance of a Certificate of Conditions Complete appear in the Zoning
Ordinance Appendix A, Rule 25, Rules of Procedure regarding Special Council Permits, Sec. 5 “Council Action, i.,
The successful applicant shall be required to provide documentary evidence to the City Council proving that any and
all conditions specified by the Council in the Special Council Permit issued have been complied with and there upon
the Council will issue a “Certificate of Conditions Complete…” He said that the sole purpose of this Special
Planning & Development Committee is to learn of the status of these conditions and then to vote to recommend that
the Council issue a Certificate of Conditions Complete.
He reminded those in attendance that this was a public meeting not a public hearing. He explained the
Committee will hear from city staff, and that the applicants are present and available to answer questions should the
Committee ask. There has been a request by a member of the public to record the meeting which permission has
been given. He advised that a member of the audience had asked permission to record the meeting and he had
assented to that request.
Councilor Lundberg said that by a letter dated May 18, 2016 letter from John Cunningham, Attorney to the
Applicant, transmitted to the city through the Administration to the City Council a packet of documents (on file) to
support the issuance of a Certificate of Conditions Complete, which is long and complex. He recounted that during
the process of the work since the Special Council Permit was passed in 2013 and amended 2014, and since
construction started, the Applicant and various city staff have been in constant contact as the project has progressed,
for the issuance of the Certificate of Conditions Complete, and read the Special Council Permit and all the
conditions, reviewed all the documentation provided by the Applicant that they have completed the conditions, he
said. He added that as a lay person it appears to him that the Applicant has satisfied the numerous conditions, that
they have been met. However, he asked Bill Sanborn, Building Inspector for a status report.
Bill Sanborn, Building Inspector, said that he submitted a letter dated today’s date to the Mayor requesting that
the beach deed to be recorded as all the conditions have been met for that to be accomplished. He said this was one
of the better jobs to work with, that Lee Delliker, President and owner of Windover Construction, was good to work
with, as were the architects and designers, as were the owners of the property. The project came out very well, he
said, but it isn’t completely finished -- there are odds and ends and a few more requirements on Building Code side
to be completed, but added he didn’t anticipate any issues.
Councilor Lundberg advised that once the Council issues a Certificate of Conditions Complete, then it is up to
the Building Inspector to finalize all the necessary documents, occupancy permits. This is a step towards that, but it
is not that step, he added, which Mr. Sanborn confirmed. He said they are talking about the Decision of the City
Council dated May 7, 2013 which is the original Special Council Permit and the four appendices attached thereto: 1.
Special Permit Conditions, 2. Parking Plan conditions, 3. Conservation Commission Order of Conditions #1-#78, 4.
the Beach and Development Agreement. The Special Council Permit was modified on April 24, 2014 by the City
Council (all documentation on file). In the submission of the Applicant as to each condition, there is a commentary
or supporting documentation that the particular condition has been met.
Councilor Cox asked they go through the conditions and if each was met and how that has transpired, and learn
what issues may still be outstanding. Mr. Sanborn said the final “As-Builts” for the project, which would be the
site plan. A lot is on paper and filed, he advised, and has been documented but there are some final layouts to be
added.
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Noting she was the only member of the Committee who had been with this project from its inception, Councilor
Cox, then took the Committee through all fourteen of the original conditions as follows:
#1. Emergency generator testing and maintenance, as required by the State Building Code and NFPA 110,
shall only occur between the hours of 12:00 noon and 2:00 p.m., except in cases of an emergency. It was
confirmed by Mr. Sanborn to Councilor Cox that this is in the Owner’s Manual and confirmed by Lee Delliker,
Windover Construction’s President and Owner, that the generator had been moved from its originally planned site
on the property.
#2. There shall be evergreen vegetation planted and maintained at the sound board wall on Fort Square.
The vegetation shall be of a species that will withstand the salt air and other environmental considerations in
the area. A landscaping plan reflecting the required vegetation shall be submitted to the Building Inspector
prior to the issuance of a building permit. Councilor Cox advised there was a modification to the plan and the
generator is now inside the building, which was confirmed by Mr. Delliker.
#3. Applicant shall purchase two (2) identical decibel meters (sound meters) one of the Gloucester Inspector
of Buildings and the other for the Hotel Community Liaison. Mr. Sanborn this condition was changed by his
request. The Applicant did purchase a sound meter that is at the hotel that they will use, but he advised that the city
doesn’t need another sound meter for the Building Department as they already have two, and they all have cell
phones which he said were very accurate in their sound recordings. He said instead, the Building Department had a
need for a light meter -- so in place of the sound meter the Applicant purchased the light meter for the Building
Department. Councilor Lundberg advised that Mr. Sanborn did submit a memorandum to that effect (on file).
#4. As relates to sound and orders, the applicant shall provide a Hotel staff person to act as a Community
Liaison to listen to and follow up on neighbors’ concerns. Councilor Lundberg confirmed that the hotel’s
Assistant to the Human Resources Director is taking on this role as identified in the record of documentation, as well
as that staff member’s contact information.
#5. There shall be no lighting at any time of Pavilion Beach by the hotel. Mr. Delliker confirmed that were no
lights built into the hotel that would shine upon the beach.
#6. There shall be bollards placed around the project’s onsite hydrant, said hydrant shall remain
unobstructed at all times. This was confirmed to be in the Owner’s Manual. Mr. Delliker confirmed the bollards
are in place around the hydrant and a photograph was shown on a cell phone confirming the placement of the
bollards around the project’s on-site hydrant. The Windover Construction team assured the Committee the
photograph would be forwarded to the Committee for the record. Mr. Sanborn said he would confirm as well.
#7. There shall be public access from Commercial Street to Pavilion Beach and a walkway across the beach
side of the hotel for public access as shown on the plans as part of this application. Councilor Cox personally
confirmed she has walked the access walkway, and that it in place.
#8. The applicant shall urge any and all owners or operators of overhead utility lines to work with it in order
to place the utilities underground. Mr. Sanborn said National Grid doesn’t like their lines underground because
they are subject to moisture and hard to maintain. Councilor Lundberg said he believed there was a note that the
utility company consolidated the utility poles to one side of Commercial Street. Mr. Sanborn and Councilor Cox
confirmed that was the case and that the electrical feed to the hotel is, in fact, underground.
#9. The Beach and Development Agreement shall be incorporated herein as Appendix 4 and made a
condition of this Special Permit. The beach deed has been handed over to the city and is in the process of being
recorded at the Registry of Deeds, Councilor Cox reconfirmed.
#10. The City Council adopts as its own the Planning Board’s recommended conditions which are
incorporated herein by reference and attached hereto as Appendix I, General conditions 1-26 and Appendix 2
for conditions 1-7 as relates to the parking plan. These conditions have all been met, Councilor Lundberg and
Councilor Cox confirmed, as that the documentation is on file on all the conditions of the Planning Board and the
Appendix 2 conditions 1-7.
#11. Employees will be encouraged to car-pool, use CATA bus service and existing public off-site parking.
Employees will not be allowed to park on site when there is significant hotel demand. Employees will be
encouraged to not park in the local neighborhood. Councilor Cox advised that during this process the Council
made Fort Square resident parking only, and that if an employee doesn’t have a sticker they will be subject to
towing.
Councilor Gilman said while the employee parking conditions are enumerated in the hotel’s employee
handbook, but asked how those policies would be enforced. Sherree Zizik, Beauport Hotel co-owner, said they are
shuttling employees from the hotel’s off-site parking lot 99 Essex Avenue. Councilor Gilman asked how the hotel
management will communicate times of high occupancy to their employees. Ms. Zizik said there is a valet and the
managers will be responsible to communicate that information to their employees.
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#12. The applicant shall agree to hold the City harmless for any claim of property damage or personal injury
that may arise out of the applicant’s business activities on or during construction on the site. Councilor Cox
said that time has moved on and the condition is met.
#13. Beauport Gloucester LLC shall provide pest control services for the duration of the construction and for
a period of one year after the hotel opens to neighbors whose properties, as determined by the Board of
Health, suffer rodent infestations as a result of the construction of the hotel. Councilor Cox said
infrastructure work going on at the same time as the hotel construction caused numerous rodent issues throughout
that time but that she had not heard of complaints in the last six to eight months. Councilor Lundberg pointed out
that Windover Construction has submitted a document hiring A-1 Exterminators, a pest/rodent control company for
a term of one additional year (on file). Councilor Cox added that the exterminators were extremely helpful during
the height of the rodent issues in that immediate area noting that it wasn’t possible to discern if the rodent issues
were a result of the hotel construction or the city’s infrastructure project and were good partners during that time.
#14. Applicant shall be required pursuant to the Zoning Ordinance, Appendix A, Rule 25, Part II, 5(i), to
provide documentary evidence to the City Council proving that any and all conditions specified by the City
Council in the Special Council Permits have been met at which time the City Council will issue a “Certificate
of Conditions Complete.” No occupancy permit shall be issued until said Certificate has been provided by the
City Council. Councilor Cox said some of the 14 conditions were heavy handed in the initial phase, but everything
has worked out. She said the Applicant and the construction team have been great communicators with her so she in
turn was able communicate accurately to her Ward constituency. With the city’s Fort infrastructure project going on
at the same time as the hotel was being constructed, she said it was hard on the area residents, and the open lines of
communication were appreciated as was the teamwork.
Councilor Lundberg said there was also a Building Height Special Permit, that had a requirement that the
applicant submit a surveyor’s verification that the highest point of the building was within that Special Council
Permit height, and that surveyor’s verification is submitted as a part of the record (on file). The Off-Site, Valet and
Tandem Parking Special Permit conditions have been documented and have been met valet parking SP and that
those conditions have been documented and will have to be met, he advised. He further said that the Lowlands
Special Permit was deleted by modification by amendment, and Councilor Cox added it transpired in 2014. The
general conditions are boilerplate, Councilor Lundberg added. He read that, “The permit shall not take effect until
a certified copy of this decision is recorded with the Registry of Deeds for Essex County,” He noted that Applicant
has provided documentation item by item for Appendix 1, the Planning Board conditions that the Council adopted as
their own. Councilor Cox pointed out some of those conditions were duplicative to the Council’s conditions but
she assured that all conditions have all been documented and met.
Councilor Gilman asked if there will be a formal process in place so the neighbors of the hotel can continue to
give feedback and what Councilor Cox’s role in partnership with the hotel would be. Councilor Cox said if there
are complaints the neighbors can call or email her, or any of the At Large councilors for assistance -- that won’t
change. There is also the hotel’s Community Liaison out of the Human Resources office, a position created just for
that purpose. There is no special procedure just for this property, she pointed out. Councilor Gilman asked for an
expansion of the Community Liaison position, Councilor Cox again read condition #4 to the Committee reiterating
that if the neighbors have any compliant they can go directly to the hotel or to her. She said she spoke to Ms. Zizik
and has been assured if neighbors take their complaints directly to the hotel; those complaints will be shared with
her, the Ward Councilor. She said she didn’t foresee any special process. It is as if the hotel is now any other
business in the city. Councilor Lundberg said if that person now in the position of Community Liaison leaves that
job, another staff member will be designated by the hotel. Councilor Cox said they were thorough with the process
at the Council level. This condition goes beyond the scope of the Council to require something like this, she said.
Councilor Lundberg said he was pleased Councilor Cox was a part of the Committee and was able to see this
project all the way through to the opening of the hotel.
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION: On a motion by Councilor Cox, seconded by Councilor Gilman, the
Planning & Development Committee voted 3 in favor, 0 opposed, to recommend that the City Council issue to
Beauport Gloucester LLC a Certificate of Conditions Complete as is required under the Gloucester Zoning
Ordinance Appendix A: Special Permit Procedures, part 2: Council Rules on Special Permit Procedures,
section 5, subsection i.
A motion was made, seconded and voted unanimously to adjourn the meeting at 4:35 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
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Dana C. Jorgensson
Clerk of Committees
DOCUMENTS/ITEMS SUBMITTED AT MEETING: None.
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O&A MEETING MINUTES
06/06/16

(UNDER SEPARATE COVER)

CITY OF GLOUCESTER 2016
CITY COUNCIL ORDER
ORDER:
COUNCILLORS:

CC#2016-025
James O’Hara & Scott Memhard

DATE RECEIVED BY COUNCIL: 05/24/16
REFERRED TO:
FOR COUNCIL VOTE:
06/07/16

ORDERED request that the City Council vote to petition the Mass DOT, along with the
City’s legislative delegation, State Senator Bruce Tarr and State Representative AnnMargaret Ferrante, to file legislation on behalf of the City of Gloucester by Special Act or
other appropriate means, to request the elimination of the left- hand turn from Rt. 128
Extension southerly to Eastern Avenue.

James O’Hara
Councillor at Large
Scott Memhard
Ward 1 Councillor

